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The

Pages of

Life

Campus
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Yolande Fidellow takes you on a wild adventure into the dorms and
out on the streets. See for yourself every aspect of life of the
average

ORU student. What do students do for hall
Your Roommate

a

Life
Spiritual
Chapel
Campus Church, wing

From

at ORU knows

classroom

out

well

as

no

What is Get
amaze

you!

S0

to

sions, Spiritual Life
as

meeting?

Date? This outlandish section will

devotions to

overseas

the mission field. Read all about

on

mis-

boundaries. It takes root in the
our

Fall

Revival, but don't stop there!

Academics
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Think academics have lost their

challenge? Not at ORU. Find out why
why only the strong survive! Join
Dana McCurry in a fascinating look into the world of big books and
lengthy lectures. Grab a pencil and be ready to take notes!
ORU is

no

easy cakewalk

and

...

People
Chaplains
...

Advisors

/ /�

Resident Advisors

Orientation Leaders

Student Association

Academic Peer

what have you ! They are all here
how
and you won't believe just
many student leaders we've got. Plus,
find amazing stories about ordinary students in the mugshots section!
...

...

Current Events

/ 7 cf

The Perihelion remembers all the

newsworthy greats of 1994: Tanya
the
Great
Flood of 1993, Seinfeld, The 77's
Reform,
Harding,
and more! Read all about the Thrills, Chills and the All out Spills
that made 1994 a good year to sit back and enjoy the show.
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soaring through their first year, make a thrilling
impact on broods of unsuspecting opponents. Anna Crouse gives you
the low down on final team statistics and all the exciting play-by-play
action. You won't want to miss this coverage!
Golden

Clubs &
Our Clubs &

section

covers

·

·
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Organizations

Organizations

·

all the details of clubs at

ORU. Find out about all the clubs and organizations that ORU offers.
Join Adele Miguel as she explores the benefits of ORU clubs. Mem

bership

has its

priviledges!
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A

night

club

singer he

is not. A

fine university president,
committed to his students with

a

out the best in

vision to

bring
ORU, he definitely is. He's a
singer. He's an administrator.
He's an evangelist. He's the

president of Oral Roberts
University and his talents reach
second

''Richard spent the time to
establish relationships with
students and staff to

get the

knowledge and input from
their various groups."
Provost and
Chief Academic Officer

Dr. Carl Hamilton.

beyond the television screen,
beyond the pulpit that his father
made the world so familiar with,
and into the dining commons, the
classroom, the community.
On August 15, 1993, President
Richard Roberts began his first
full academic term

as

President

and Chief Executive Officer of

Oral Roberts

University.
Taking on the challenge of
juggling nearly insufficient funds
and a $40 million debt, Roberts'
cool head and dedicated heart are
nothing short of amazing. We've
seen
our

his umbrella of faith

during

most obnoxious

university's
depended

storms. We've

on

his

on the world. President Richard
Roberts often adresses the student body of
ORU during chapel services. His demand
that the university strictly follow the will

Taking

of God brings

a

comforting feeling across
going to be

the campus that, "We're

alright."

©Dedication
Oral Roberts University President Richard Roberts

�

leadership

when

we

had

no

direction. And he's been there for
us

time and

again.

"I've watched Richard grow over
the years since 1968 and how he's

matured to accept this awesome
responsibility, and it's been a
beautiful sight," said Dean of

Instruction Dr. Robert Voight.
"He's had to mature in

so

many

ways

so

quickly,

Chief Academic Officer Dr. Carl
Hamilton. "I feel that the

but this has

brought him to become

a man

anointed of God. I have the
greatest admiration for Richard."
"As the second president of

leadership

of the

excellent hands with Richard
Roberts

him from the

is in

establish relationships with
students and staff to get the

knowledge and input from their
various groups," said Provost and

job, President Richard Roberts.
His impressive first full term as

time to

his

critics speechless.
And those who have believed in

university

as the second
president
ofORU.
Volume 28 of the Perihelion is
dedicated to the only man for the

ORU, Richard spent the

President and Chief Executive
Officer of ORU has left many of

toughest

beginning can now

say, "I told you so."
"I feel like he's doing

a

tremendous job," said Executive
Assistant to President & CEO
Gwen Culver. "He's

working

hard

at student retention and

recruitment, and he's raising
funds with the intention to bring
the university out of debt. Most

importantly, I think,
very adamant about
God."

is that he's

obeying

"He

brings a continued vision to
university," said Dean of
Students Clarence Boyd. "He has
literally grown up in the
ministry, so it's second nature to
him to have a unique insight into
our

what God has for

us as a

What's

university.
amazing is his
ability to relate to the individual
needs of students, and also hear
and obey God in His direction for
us."
After

one

leadership,

full year of remarkable
his

concern

for

students and the university make
it obvious: President Richard
Roberts will go down in history
only as the second president
of ORU, but as God's man for this
hour and our man for the job.
not

© Oral Roberts University
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President Richard Roberts

Making memories. On
campus or off, students
make memories at ORU
that last
one

a

lifetime. It is

of the best

about ORU:

things
having

good, old-fashioned fun.
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Making it

home

on

time.

O-o-o-o-klahoma where the
wind

the

comes

plain

....

sweeping down
Just like Rogers

and Hamerstein wrote,
Oklahoma is okay. And it
sure

is

a

good thing! ORU

students live here for four
years before

embarking on
professional lives. Many,
however, find Tulsa an okay
place to reside forever.
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studying
joyment for
,
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others find

get crazy
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Making friendships.
Roommates Robert

Kusnadi and Dwayne
Little enjoy Spring
Break in South Fork,

Relationships
early in the year

Colorado.
start

and last forever. Breaks
give students the oppor

tunity to travel and put
those relationships on
the road.

© Oral Roberts University
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Clubs
fear of the unknown
otal
ever

y

...

real world view of the field

a

no

atmosphere

every

college

student

they are
Furthermore, they provide

needs. As students "chill-out" and

students with connections in

their like

involved in.

of study

honesty now, do
find yourself

terrified of the future? When

and

get

to know other students in

pillars

majors, they

of support for

serve as

another

is around do you ask yourself,
"What is it really like out there

those fields." These connections

after ORU in the

that club members interact with

their

meetings and field trips.
The experiences, encouragement

"I encourage students to get
involved in a club or organization

one

professional

tions,

are some

no

doubt. But be

assured,

we've all

college students,
grappled with tough issues like
these at some point in our
educational careers. Fortunately,
are some

ways to

overcome

these fears and

acquire answers
to these gripping, yet pertinent
questions.
And believe it

or

right here

at

By becoming involved in a
club or organization on campus in
your major, you can find these
ORU!

answers.

Student Association

Clubs and

Organizations

oganization because their

Director

Heather Cawston states, "They
give students vital information

Delegation. "Cuni, you slice the
tomatoes. Carl, you grill the burgers. And
Ronzelle, you toast the buns," said Linda
Torres at the Society for Human Resource
Management's end-of-the-year cookout.

quest

here at ORU.

future," states Cawston. So make
a good move and sign up for one
of these beneficial clubs

or

campus. Why
continue to wonder and fear

organizations

investment of time will

the

on

about your future, when you
come face-to-face with the

future."

can

challenge of reality? It
these world class opportunities

awesome

and

not, the

solution is available

"/ encourage students to
get involved in a club or

payoff immensely in

degree

to achieve

because their investment of time
will pay offimmensely in the

uneasy ques

as

there

in their earnest

through the professionals

at club

world?" Do you wonder if you'll
really make it out there?
These

come

one

helpful

experts
make

a

in their

into

convey to students can
difference in their success

a

that make

sense

mumbo jumbo

out of all the

of classroom

cackle.

and acceptance
schools. Opening

careers

graduate

doors to

is

advice that these

world of opportunities

is what clubs

are

all about!

clubs initiate activi

Moreover,
provide the social

ties which

Celebrating

the Passover. At the

Passover event

Club,

sponsored by the Hebrew
explains the

advisor Mrs. Mullican

various elements of the sacred meal.

© Oral Roberts UniversityIntroduction
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Retro

wave

...

At the '70's party

sponsored by the Administrative
Management Society club member
managed to not only join together in
peace, love and happiness, but also
display their total grooviness!

Meeting prominent people After a
meeting, College Republicans member
...

Jennifer Saul is

acquainted

Representative Jim Inhofe.

•

The ultimate

experience! A field trip to
Channel 6 proved to be eye-opening and
enjoyable for the broadcast students of

g-ust horsin' around!

During a

weekend

AJpha Epsilon

Rho.

illallas

trip, Administrative Management
embers exhibit creative ways to enjoy a
!day in the breezy city.

© Oral Roberts University
Clubs and Organizations
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with

Life at ORU in the late 1960's was much like it
is

today. Many things we do and have at ORU

developed at that time, as it was a foundational
era

in

our

campus' history. From chapel to dress

code, ORU has remained, for the most part,

unchanged in its setup. During this time, a
ministry called "Inner Varsity" developed. Inner
Varsity took to the highways for Spring Break,
1967, and ended up on Fort Lauderdale Beach
for a "Reach the Beach" crusade. Their mission:
to

hold open forums where topical discussions

would stir up questions of eternal matters in the
minds of those in attendance. Inner Varsity then

had the opportunity to talk one

on one

with

individuals and lead them to Jesus. The Jesus
Movement that sparked the nation in the late

1960's
ORU

spilled over to "Reach the Beach" too.

played a large part in this.
© Oral Roberts University
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ANNOUNCEMENTS TO
THE MASSES
haps you're in bed
stening to some tunes,
lking on the phone with
a friend or typing that ten
page
paper that's due the next morning
at your 7:50 class. Regardless of
your circumstances, every
Monday night at IIp.m. you will
hear the call. It starts out

as a

small wave, then comes crashing
down the hall. As it comes closer
the

grows louder. "Hall
meeting!" You try to ignore the
roar

first crash but it beats down

on

again even louder. "Hall
meeting," yells your RA. Some of
you procrastinate a little longer
before dragging yourself into the
you

Each hall meeting is a
reflection of the RA and the

people that live there. "It's not
just a time for logistics," says
Jennifer Reels RA of Adesti Fi

(Frances 4),"but

a

time for

to

us

share with each other and bond.
I

about the

girls on my wing
going on in their
lives." Some people enjoy this
time together. Others enjoy
causing a commotion and finding
out just how much their RA can
care

and what's

"I love hall meetin.'
It's the

only time in the

week when all of the

hall for the inevitable.

You've arrived at hall
an

RA's dream

come

weekly nightmare.

meeting,

true,

It all

or

depends

you. It's an RA's one chance to
have the entire wing together in
on

place at the same time,
although some of them still
one

haven't decided whether
that's

a

or

guys get to

together."
take before

they snap. "I love
hall meetin' ," says Casey Hill of
Remnant. "It's the only time in
the week when all of the guys

not

good idea.

get

to

hang out together."

Whether you love it or hate
meeting has and will

RA's will try a number of things
to keep the attention of their

hall

wing. Sometimes they'll dress up,
or have theme hall meetings like

occurrence on

everyone dress in
black. One common thing you will
wear a

hat

hang out

or

continue to be

a

weekly

wings

at ORU.

You choose to dread it
make it

a

it,

or

to

time for memories. It's

all in your attitude.

find in every hall

meeting is noise.
Twenty-some people all in one
place can get a little loud.

© Oral Roberts
University
Life /
Campus
J)' Hall Meeting

Birds of

a

feather flock

hall

meeting.

It' the smurfs! No it's roommates Julie
Johnson and
up hall

Amy McCarley brightening
meeting dressed in Mickey Mouse

Togas.

Wasn't this the hall

meeting when
they actually listened, to the an
nouncements? Probably not. The men of
Remnant sing, smile and smirk, waiting
for that quote of the week.

dress like dis and you vill
your man!" RA Susan Elwell gives
eclectic mix of announcements and

"Dah-ling,
git
an

advice to the

I The

Chaplain Tim
Kyle Thompsonlead their
I wing in praise and worship at the
beginning of hall meeting
I

together. The

of LECC flew the coop dressed as
chickens for Frances Cardone's all dorm
women

Spirit

is present.

French and RA

,

Baby got

back! RA Vanessa

Phillips

flaunts her stuff before Claudius Roberts
all dorm hall

meeting.

Campus

© Oral Roberts University

Life
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Hall

Meeting

girls

on

her

wing.

Welcome to

Cessnun and
and

ready

Texas, Ya'll! Shane
Jeremy Lewis are all

set

with gear for their break in

Texas.

DAVDREAMS (OME
TRUE.
Cle

on

your

sunglasses.

scarves

I down the window. Let
wind blow
hair.

sing

Pop
as

in

loud

a

through your

cassette

as

tape and

can

you

carry

a

you

summer

and Christmas breaks, fall break
sits fat and happy as a thriving

captivating

a

final

a

preview

a

floods of memories of fun in the

piles

of lecture notes.

the perfect chance for
students to get away from it
all and experience different
t h•lOgs

thankful for it. ORU is

It isn't post office boxes stuffed

few remnant schools to scheCililde

with bills. It isn't bad hair

fall break for students at all

"

sandals,
and
beach towels,
swimming pools
golden tans and even painful
sunburns caked with Noxema and
butter. OUCH!

and it

definitely
a

days

isn't cafeteria

la Marriott." But

it is whatever you want it to be
and this is one truth that will

change.
really think that fall break

never

"I

was

invented for freshmen who

avalanch of activities buried

need to go home and see their
fam's again after being homesick

in the

for

an

deep
boots,
and sweaters, fancy

snow.

mittens

is

It's outlandish

We all love it and

we sure awe

...

style "buffet

It's shorts and

others, fall break

important than

more

•••

big heapin'
help in' of Mom's good old home
cookin'," said senior Mark Boone.
"Oh yeah, I got to see my
girlfriend. That was cool too, I
guess."
For many, fall break brings back

For

Probably

what it is, fall break isn't a lot of
things too. It isn't stacks of

11

"I went home for fall break this

sun.

the ORU bubble!," junior Tonja
Graves said with a chewing gum

of coming

wintertime adventures.
year and dove into

chance for students to get

books and

look at summertime

activities and

snow

smile.

one-of-a-kind ORU tradition; a
liberating time of sensational fun
and carefree bliss. It's

your

attitude,

away from it all and experience
different things-things outside

down Interstate 44.

snugly between

over

skiing, warm campfires, and
tromping through the wilderness
after that prize wild turkey.

perfect

...

Nestled

an

"Well of course fall break is the

Yeah, you're really cruisin'
but where? "Who cares!,"
scream as you go speeding

tune.
now

you throw

shoulder with

so

Boyd

�

long,"

said (freshman)

Knudsen.

Life University
Fall
© Oral Roberts
Campus

Break

anymore.

you go

or

Regardless

one

QHliie

of whe.};e

what you do (or d(i)IiJill

do), fall break is a part of the
ORU experience that will 8l1warys
be tucked away is some very
special part of what's left (!)£

everyone's

memory.

;;W�jjV

�

On the road again!

Heading north,

with

the top down and a cool breeze blowing,
there's nothing like beginning fall break
with

a

road

trip!

Making Waves. Boyd Knudsen takes
advantage of the nice weather over break
for water skiing.

Fly
took

like

an eagle. Senior Chad Arnold
advantage of the thrill of bungee

jumping
A

while

on

break.

peaceful interlude. During her

visit

to the beautiful state of Virginia,

Sophomore Amy Baker takes
reflect.

Campus

_z/

Life
Fall Break
© Oral Roberts University

a

moment to

SHOP'PING AN

ADVENTUREI
.

e

day has finally

Summer is

stop

over

come.

faithful roomate decide to

and it's

back to school. Your first

you find

your way into Tulsa is

value

on

Walmart of course. It's

a

everything a student could
possibly need.
It's the beginning of the year

so

electronic section. Wouldn't

pretend to

player be

a

nice? Your

ev·

erything! My entire
is furnished

from there."

your wall with, crates to put your
junk in and school supplies that
can

CD

new

room
rescue.

Here you can find that sticky
yellow stuff to hang posters on

take notes

with. "Walmart has

better selection and

IIWalmart has

you and your roomate have
decided to make your room

habitable. Walmart to the

a

buy
can

pricing than at Walmart?
After prow ling the snack aisle
you happen to wander past the

central

part of your life at ORU and
you'll probably visit this place at
least five times a week, if not five
times a day. After all, it has

you

snacks. Where else

some

everything.

My entire room is furnished from
there," said Casey Hill a "Wally
World" fanatic.

sure

Dad wouldn't mind

buying you

little

gift.

happily jamming to
on

your

new

some

tunes

stereo, look

appreciatively at the transfor
mation you've made on your
dorm

Finally, your car trunk full and
your checking account empty you
head for the dorm. Later, after
unpacking for hours you and your

a

You and your roomate,

room.

You couldn't have

done it without Walmart.

"So many choices and so little time."
These students check out the wide vooiety
of school
"I'm

supplies available

totally shocked!" Floyd

at his

new

drawing

ORU students.

Life��

Bell st&FeS

19 inch color TV. He

winner of a

Walmart
Campus
© Oral Roberts University

at Walmaet,

was

�he

held at Walmart for

"Shopping at Walmart makes me so
happy!" Shawn Sejera grins from ear to
ear after experiencing shopping at
Walmart.

"Today's special

is

a

15% discount for

ORU students!" Students flocked to the
Walmart

craze

day sponsored by Student

Association and Walmart. ORU students
were

given special discounts and prizes.

Ah'
•

\��$4i"O�

\�ts\

"Are you sure everything is correct
on your check?" The employees at

Walmart

are

eager to

help

out these ORU

students.
"Take

one

student, place

in

shopping

cart and let her roll!" These students

make shopping
experience.

Campus

Walmart
© Oral Roberts University
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at Walmart

a

fun

"Happy Birthday to you !!!" April
Cooper, Maia McGuill, Bonnie Profit,
....

Jennifer Johnston and Laura
celebrate

a

birthday

on

their

Hardway.
wing.

day and another fire drill.
Kyle Thompson, Boyd Knudsen and
Mark Boone check out the fire engine ill

Another

front of Towers Dorms.

A BOND

...

lOR LifE
rother wings and sister

really bonded

with the

people

wings? Explaining this
o another college
student can be a little tricky.
First of all, they want to know
what in the world a wing is.
Well, you might explain it as the

you live with and have some real
sisters or brothers. "A sister

floor you live

They're

on

in

a

dorm

building. Yeah, that's

it. You

and

a

they

for your wing and an R.A.
chaplain. Whoa, slow down

say. "A

chaplain

and

an

R.A.? What for?" Well that's

a

long story, but back to the wing
thing. There is also another floor
exactly like yours with the same
rooms but different people and
there are boys there instead of
girls. Hopefully your friend
understands and has slightly
grasped the concept of what a
wing is.
Your freshman year you are
assigned to a wing. You mayor
may not know anyone that lives

with you, but that will
change. These are the

soon

people

that you will eat most meals
with, endure hall meeting with,
sit in

chapel

and

friends with without the
pressure of having to date.

II

live there with at least twenty
other people and you have a
name

wing is great because it provides
you with girls you can become

play
Hopefully, by

intramurals with.

in your circle

A sister

great
with

...

it

"
....

wing is

provides you

girls you can be

friends with,
without the pressure of
having to date."
come

Competition

on

the intramural

fields is fierce.

Why? Yes,
are being tested
but also wing rivalries are being
tested for another year. Many
wings get involved in the
intramural program with hopes
of being the All School
Champions. On the field many
friendships are formed and wing
unity becomes even greater.
"Playing intramural football
athletic abilities

allowed

me

to become better

the end of the year you will have

.24

Brother
Life
Campus
© Oral Roberts University

continued

& Sister

on

page 26

Wings

you guys take the high road
and we'll take the low road. The

Alright,

wings of Chosen, Bloodbought and
Blitzkrieg take to the woods for a little
brother-sister wing bonding.

"Peace be with

you."

These

hippie

chicks, from the wing Freedom, dress

to

the nines in their 70's wardrobes for

chaiman's

I'm

sure

1

Sunny Lee
as

night

can

out.

hold at least

raises his

arms

one

more!

in celebration

he and his fellow

Matlock and Ian
human tower at

wingmates, Curt
McIlvaine, form a
the Blitzkrieg Christmas

party.
"I can't believe
same

their

all wearing the
girls of Gucci show

we are

outfit!" The

unity on the intramural field
playing a bruising football game.

�S

Brother
© Oral Roberts University
Campus Life

& Sister

Wings

after

continued from page 24

friends with
said Shawna

school. You have

girls on my wing,"
King, Gucci's

athletic chairman.

By the

time

you've become an
you've probably

truly embraced

your wing and you will leave ORU
with great memories of your

college days.
On the other hand, your wing
could merely be a convenient
to live and you wouldn't

upper classman

place

experienced more than one
wing, one dorm and one brother
or sister wing. For some of you,
your wing will be a integral part
of your college career. It will be
as important to you as it was
your freshmen year till the day
you graduate. You proudly
wear your wings sweatshirt and
speak highly of your brother/
sister wing. Nothing gets in the

know which way to run if you
were holding the football during

way of your intramural

wing."

involvement and dinner time at

wing table is an essential
part of everyone of your days

an

intramural game. For you,

IIPlaying intramural
football allowed me to
become better friends
with the girls on my
college is

the

at

academic

time and

place to get
accomplishments and to

a

prepare you for your future in the

"real world." While

doing this is
commendable, don't forget to take
advantage of the people and
experiences that surround you
while in college. After all college
is supposed to be some of the best
days of your life!

"Let's sing Kum Ba Yah in rounds."
Jeremy Isom leads praise and worship
for his wing, Armageddon, at their wing
retreat.

"Boys in the girls dorm room!!!"
Open house is the only occasion when
men are welcome into the girls dorms.
These loyal brother-wingers from

Youngblood came
wing, Gucci.

to visit their sister

Campus

Life.2 �rother & Sister Wings
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"Apply

the mud mask

evenly and
dry for 10 minutes." EKG and
Armageddon playa little mud football on
their brother and sister wing retreat.
allow to

"Everyone smile like you're having
really good time!" The men of
Youngblood perfect the art of bonding
with the traditional "guys night out" in

a

downtownTulsa.

"I

promise, the fresh air is great for
complexion!" These girls rough it
for a night proving that girls can bond in
your

the outdoors too!

"Our
a

special tonight is

light

sauce

"
...

veal cutlett in

Scott Law of Granville

College takes orders from the girls on his
wing. The Granville men honored
Lutman Prep by serving them dinner.
sister

Campus
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YOU SWEAT
FOR TME POINTS
•••

it's

some

!T'0
U/

a

daily ritual

while others still need

a

campus map to find their

way there. Whether you look upon
it fondly or with distaste, the

Aerobic Center is

definitely

a

focal point of life at ORU.
In ORU's quest to make us into
whole

men

presented

and

and the much
test. As

a

Center is

they have
points
field
anticipated
women

with aerobic

us

a

put

a

melting

pot of activities. All indoor
intramural sports take place

equipment

I

was

additions to the Aerobic Center
is the stairmasters.

During
night)

prime work out time (late

our

different athletic teams

participates

chosen HPE

course

in their

given night you will find
people running around the indoor
track, shooting hoops, lifting
weights and stair stepping that
late-night pizza off. The options
are endless. There's the pool for
the aquatically inclined,
racquetball for those with no
phobia of speedily moving objects
and aerobics for those with
coordination. And yes, all of these
activities earn you aerobic points.
you

are

as a

taught

so unco

ordinated

on

stairmaster,

perfected.

wishing to be

so

I gave it

student

so

enamored with

these machines. "I tried it

once,"says
felt

so

senior John

uncoordinated

Tittle, "I

on

the

I gave it up for
stairmaster,
the bikes." He did survive
so

aerobics

though (go figure)!
weeks you get busy
and maybe you don't see the
Aerobic Center as often as you'd
like. However, at the end of the
Well,

some

semester your HPE instructor
wants your aerobic points record,
not your excuses!

how to

calculate your aerobic points. By
your senior year you should have
the system

the

you're lucky to find one
unoccupied. However, all
students aren't

there.

On any

In your first year,

.1 felt

up for the bikes."

train there and each enrolled

A student

listed in the

excellent health category should
maintain an average of fifty

aerobic points per week (and no,
walking to and from class does
not

up and state

brought
variety available for earning
aerobic points.
One of the very popular new

••

shape.

The Aerobic Center is

ORU,

were

in. This added to the

the week before field

their bodies into

at

of the art

/I

popular place,

tests, when people begin whipping

student

New walls

result the Aerobic

especially

there,

This year the Aerobic Center
an internal makeover.

received

count.)

�cf
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Points

Some obstacles
Precise

moves

can

and

be

overcome.

developed strengtin

allow Mike Mason to climb and GOn�UeF
a rock wall.

I
I

YeeHa! In this HPE equestrian class
students learn the proper care and
handling of horses.
"Go

Lady Golden Eagles!" Students
volleyball team on to
another victory in the Aerobic Center.
cheer the women's

"One hundred and

eighty pounds and
repetitions. Now how many
aerobic points is that?" Two students
work out on one of the versatile pieces of
equipment in the Aerobic's Center.
ten

Pass

complete! The defense chase after
with the pigskin. Flag football
remains one of the most poular intramu
the

man

ral sports

Killing Two
This whole
and

earns

Birds with

man

one

exercises his

stone.

mind, body

aerobic points.

Campus

© Oral Roberts University
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��

on

campus.

"Put

your head

Rob Gillen
Aaron

on

my shoulder

congratulates

Vickery after his

"
...

his roommate,

senior recital.

DORMLIFE AN
EXPERIENCE
ou

may love them

you aren't

dearly or hate them
passionately. Perhaps
hey're your best friend
or a mere acquaintance. "We
may not see each other all day,
but I always know I have
someone

to talk to in the middle

of the

said

Some roommates

affectionately
"roomies," while

others have

affection for each

other. Whether you spend an
incredible amount of time with
them

or

lump

under their

only

see

an

them at

night, a
comforter, you

only child,

it

came as a

roommates you may find
yourself being overly polite and
new

considerate of each

problems

a

a

of "stuff," try

sitting your
discussing
problem. Holding your

roommate down and

the

anger in could cause you to
explode later at something or

times

having my own phone, my own
room, my own everything," said
Shawna King.
Your first few weeks together as

generally

under

shock to
actually have to share
with someone else."

a

else.

Admittedly,
good argument is

someone

shock to actually have to share
with someone else. I'm used to

other. Give it

your best tie

came as a

mass

all learn to deal with them.

"Being

or

hopelessly crinkled

it

call each other
no

the floor

118eing an only child,

roommate.

one-a

the next time you come home
and find your favorite jeans on

Baker.

night,"
Amy
Regardless of your feelings for
them, almost every student at
ORU has

constantly
communicating about how you
feel, misunderstandings will
occur and feelings get hurt. So

at

unavoidable and sometimes the
results can be healthy for your

relationship.
You always do have one option
if you absolutely can't handle
having a roommate get a
private room.
...

month and

start to surface.

How do

good roommates stay
way? Communication is the
key. Just like any relationship if
that

''Doesn't this remind you of the
Prayer Gardens?" Roommates, Norma

Falls in
Break.

JC

Roommates
Campus
© OralLife
Roberts University

Amy Keys visited Horsetail
Monterry, Mexico during Spring

Livas and

"Up,

up and

away!" Dana McCurry
flying lesson from her

takes her first

roommate, Audra Gutmann.
"I think therefore I am." Christian
Verstraete

studying

Martinez,

"One, two,

three CHEESE!" Jeni Enns

and Kristen
their

Popken pose for a shot before
wing's "Get Your Roommate a Date."

"Is that Ghandi and Rambo?"

No,

it's

roommates, Mike Tuley and Adam Plescia

making identity

© Oral Roberts University
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checks in the

Roommates

hallway.

ponders the meaning

of

his roommate, Charles
hits the books.

as

I suppose this is our last ORU
event." Seniors Lisa Brecheisen ani!

"Sigh,

Mark Martin

enjoy
banquet at ORU.

their last

Spring

"How

can I thank you enough fOil
carrying my heavy books?" Jennifer
Clark gives an appreciative hug to heF
fiance, Trey Tankersley.

�
RELATIONSHIPS
THAT LAST
may have

ou
n

spotted her

your 7:50 science class.
absolutely amazed you

t

someone

that incredible

so

could look

early

you explained to her
that everyone else just happened
to cancel (right)! Four years later,

finally alone,

you

look back and try to figure out just
how you got hooked.
The story may be a little
different for you. Maybe she

saw

you in Marriott or he was on your
brother wing. However you met,

the inevitable
on a

first

happened, you went
date. Maybe that led to

many other dates and

relationship
partner

or a

a

serious

just a great study
good friend.

At ORU many guys believe that
girls are out to catch a

the

result, many of the
guys tend to shy away from
dating. Similarly, many girls
a

believe that guys think one date
with them and then they should
be committed. Communication
to be the

key to
understanding the opposite sex.
Apparently, plenty of people
figure it out. There always seem
seems

answer

to

be found

at least content, with their
single status.

IIDon't look for

a

relationship with
someone,

iust let it

hi"
appen
After questioning a few of those
wonderful couples I was able to

compile
the

a

list of places to meet

man or woman

of your

dreams. The most

popular place
a boyfriend or

having met
girlfriend was on a brother or
sister wing. Go figure! You eat
approximately fifteen to twenty
meals a week with these people,
watch them play intramural
sports and experience retreat
with them. Why not?!! The
second place mentioned was the

classroom. When you see these
people 3 and 4 times a week you
really get to know them. "My

boyfriend and I met in Biblical
Principles. After we started
studying for exams, it just

J,Z

Life University Dating
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became

a

habit for

us

to

hang

out," said Shawna King.

....

for

or

husband. As

the

dating
by questioning
these people. Or, maybe those
that aren't dating are happy, or

your study group. Thursday night
in the fishbowl, the two of you

graduate,

in front of the dorms at curfew.

can

asked her if she'd like to be in

you prepare to

plethora of couples
hugging and kissing good night
a

Perhaps

in the

morning. As the first exam
approached you non-chalantly

as

to be

Almost all daters gave this
advice: "Don't look for a

relationship with someone, just
happen naturally." So, i� i
okay to check out who is in y@tll:'

let it

class for the Fall semester, 111!lt
don't alienate yourself from y(i)l!H'
sister

wing by getting nickname
wing scammer.
don't
Lastly,
give up hope. After
all, even your parents got
as

the sister

married!

I

I

"Nothing will ever separate us
(except curfew that is)." Kelly Vallone
says goodnight to her boyfriend Gyle
Smith in the fishbowl. Of course, they
took advantage of her extra 15 senior
minutes.
"Jail isn't too bad when
the

one

you love."

Amy

Liam Lefkowicz take

Park Jail

during

an

a

you're with

Baker and

break at the River

afternoon of

rollerblading.

"Keep

your eyes

Aaron Stern and

on

the road!" Daters

Jocelyn

Brown travel the

long road from Colorado Springs to Tulsa
after spending Fall Break together.
"It's true, the ratio of girls to guys is
two to one at ORU." Eric Hurd escorts

his

girlfriend, Melodee Munger, and
friend, Kia Hundley, to an ORU formal.

"Too bad they don't have
like this in Tulsa!" Candi

her fiance,

family

Campus

in

church

Jeremy Isom, visited his
Belgium over Christmas break.

© Oral Roberts University
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a

Sawyer and

"Catch

me

if you can!" Students

enjoyed playing ice tag at the Student
Association sponsored "Night on the Ice"
at Williams Center.

TIME FOR FRIENDS
AND FUN.
stomping grounds
years, or however long

our

hoose to attend ORU.
It's

a

normal conversation that

be overheard every friday
night. Groups of friends gather

ideas
a

are

dollar

movie?," which is a healthy choice
for the thinly lined wallet of a
college student, "or bowling at
Riverlanes!"
Well movies and

great

sources

bowling

can

go-carts.

people
watching try rollerblading
without running into the many
pedestrians.
or

"How about
movie

.••

or

a

dollar

bowling at

Eureka

only 4 hours away. Shopping,
ballet, theater, the zoo-regardless
of your interest, there is sure to
be something that appeals to you.
Whatever you do, have a great
time with your friends and enjoy
being out of classes and off

up with

come

adrenaline

really exciting,
pumping alternatives.
How about taking on a sport?
Ice Hockey, baseball games or
even an ORU varsity game of
basketball can provide hours of
enjoyment.
some

climbing
Competitive? Try a game of
minature golf or race your friends

If travel is what you want,visit
Springs or Dallas, it's

of entertainment

juices flowing you and

your friends

rock

Riverlanes?"

are

but not for every friday night all
semester long. With a little
creative

or

at 'Chandler Park.

Visit Riverside and enjoy

together and ask the age old
question, "what are we going to do
submitted. "How about

kite at Woodward Park

in

can

tonight?" The usual

a

campus.

Please your asthetic side and

visit the Philbrook

or

Museum. Or if you're

outdoorsey type

Gilcrease
more

person

of an

try flying

"This coffee is

good enough

to

stand

in line for." Students turned out [OF
Java Hut
talent

monthly to watch campus
perform and to drink good coffee.

"After this hand let's eat." These
friends spent the evening at Mazzio's
Pizza

playing cards

delicious pizza.

J4

Life
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and

eating some

"This is
ever

King,

probably

get

to

the

wear a

only

way we'll

crown!" Shawna

Yolande

Fidellow, Tracy Stolz and
grab dinner at Burger
heading for Denton, Texas.

Jennifer Arnold

King

while

1 t

\
J

I:

I
SCREEEEAM!!! These girls enjoyed
night of suspense watching Alfred

a

Hitchcock films.

Left:

"Shoppers ready? Lets roll!"
Ashley Workman,
Christopher Beard and Boyd Knudsen
add a little spice to shopping. First, the
racer is loaded into the basket.
Second,
he is packed in with provisions. And
finally, at the finish line, he is checked
out by the cashier.

Jennette Stewart,

Campus

JS
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IT TO TME DORM
ON TIME

ou
n

and

a

friend

are

sitting

Your friend

pily munching
popcorn.
e plot thickens and you're
about to find out who did it, when
suddenly you experience that
familiar feeling. Your stomach
tightens into a knot. No, it's not
on

from the popcorn, nor the
suspense of the movie, but the

nausea

realization that you only have ten
minutes until curfew.
Tires

I,:

nice?"

Fontana Theater

races across

the finish

line, the dorm
door, right ahead of you and
you follow closely behind.
"Late ?" You exclaim

breathlessly.

The dorm

"Why on earth do
girls have curfew,
and wouldn't a
lower lot parking
pass be nice?"

squealing, rubber burning,
you peel out of the Fontana parking
lot. Fortunately all the traffic lights
are green tonight, this must be a
dream. As your speedometer races
passed 50 mph, you silently pray
that there are no police patrolling

director points to the clock
two seconds after curfew

the

that's late. The desk

area.

Finally, home is in sight. The flags
are waving you toward the speed
bumps that you attack mercilessly
with your car. Of course the only
parking place is the one furthest
away from the dorm. Ignition off
and you and your friend are on. She
gets off to a head start and you

sprint

after her

racing against time.

yards from the upper lot to
CRR dorm never seemed so far. As

The 100

you

try

lady

hands you a form to fill out
and after verifying yourself
with
go

...

I.D. you are free to
anywhere in the dorm,
an

that is.
Curfew and late minutes

are

aspects of life at ORU

unique
for girls. Something every
woman will experience at
least once in their college
career-at ORU.

to breathe and run, abstract

thoughts

cross

earth do

girls

wouldn't

a

your mind.

have

"Why on

curfew, and
parking pass be

lower lot

"Safe behind the lines!" The dorm

lobby is always crowded
approaches. These girls
elevator and watch

as

late-for-curfew, sign

LifeJ 0 Curfew

Campus
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as

curfew

wait for the

those

unlucky few,

in late minutes.

"Thank Goodness I'm

Clements exercises her
and takes

advantage

a

Senior!" Vicki

right

as a

senior

of her senior late

minutes. In their senior year an extra 15
minutes is added to girls' curfew.

-

)\.,
J

--

'-

___

-

Above: "Three minutes late!" Girls that
late for curfew must sign in their time
of arrival, their room number, excuses and
show a picture LD. They can choose to
are

pay

be

$5 for

every ten minutes

campused

work for

one

for

they

are

late,

do campus
hour. LaShonda Burns
one

night

or

checks the curfew clock for the official
time. (And the pizza guy tries to figure

out, "what's going

"Barely

made

Robertson
a

Campus
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around here?")

it," laughs Jayne

she checks her watch. What

as

relief to be

on

on

J ./Curfew

time for curfew.

"Will this be the 1994

Homecoming

queen?" Chris Nieshalla escorts Elise
Noe, senior candidate for Homecoming.

Lady

in Red.

MaryAnn Soriano, senior
by Wade

court candidate is escorted

Barker.

�
HOMECOMING
A WEEK TO REMEMBER
ld

Rush, Never

oment
IS

was

years

Dull

a

the theme of

homecoming

week. This theme tied in with the

change of ORU's athletic teams to
the Golden Eagles as well as the
school colors to navy and gold.
Nicole Schiavi, Vice President of
Activities, and Yolande Fidellow,
Homecoming Chairman for the
Student Association planned a
week of events that kept the
students entertained and in

a

festive mood. "In the four years
that I've been here, I felt that this

Homecoming was the best we've
had," said Schiavi.
The rush started out with

pizza party in Marriott.

a

Hun

dreds of students attended and

enjoyed

the free

entertainment

pizza and
provided by the

ORU Jazz Band.
was

held

on

Tuesday night

in Johnson Theater. The stu

dents

responded with great

enthusiasm to the various types
of music portrayed. Heaven

truly talented band,
took the first place prize of $300.
The Real Homiez, an industrial
rap band, placed second and
walked with $200. Keruso, with
Bound,

a

entertainment value.

Wing Wars

was

held in the

Aerobic Center. The

winning

teams received Gold Rush T

shirts and pizza
A

new

parties.

event this year

was

"In the four years that
live been here, I felt

that this Homecoming
was the best we've
had!"
the slam dunk contest. Contes
tants went

The third annual Battle of the
Bands

Daryl Patterson, took third and
$100. However, the 70's
inspired "Ain't No Joke" were
definitely popular with the
crowd and scored high in

through preliminar

ies and the finalists

slamdunked

during halftime

at

the ORU basketball game.
Manuelo West dunked for the
title of "The

Slammiest,

Jammiest Man at ORU!" After
the game KORU pumped out
the tunes in Marriott for the ice
cream

What

are big brothers for? Cynfirua
McGuire, Sophomore Princess, is esc0JJtied
by her brother, James.

bash.
A

continued

stunning couple promenades
Nicoya McLemore,
Senior Candidate, is escorted by Ronnie
around the court.

on

page 40

Miller.

LifeJc.f'Homecoming
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Homecoming queen
Fabian Jackson! President Richard
Roberts presents our new queen with

And the 1994
is

...

roses as
crowns

former queen Cristine

Phillipps

her.

In the limelight! Freshman Princess
Joy Isom is escorted by Tommy
Pellegrino.

Smile! Vanessa Phillips, Sophomore
Princess, and her escort Dane Edwards
practice their winning smiles.
The 1993

Homecoming Queen

prepares to pass
crown.

Cristine

Dr. Alston

Campus

© Oral Roberts University
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over

the title and

Phillips
Morgan

is escorted

by

"I scream, you scream,

we

all

scream

for ice cream." Students got the scoop at
the ice cream bash, sponsored by the

Student Association

continued

from page

38

A pep
the big

rally was held before
homecoming game.
Students received gold pom
poms to assist them in cheering
on the Golden Eagles. The
cheerleaders did

a

routine and

threw out

gold candy to the
crowd. During halftime the
1994 homecoming court was
introduced. Senior Fabian
Jackson

was

crowned the 1994

escorted her around the court.
Members of the senior court

were

Elise Noe, MaryAnn Soriano and
Nicoya McLemore. The Junior
Princess

Cynthia McGuire,
Sophomore Princess was
Vanessa Phillips and the Fresh
man Princess was Joy Isom.
was

the

The week

was

concluded with

the post game party bash held at
Citiplex Towers. Students lined

Homecoming Queen by former
queen Cristine Phillips and

up for mixed non-alcoholic drinks

President Richard Roberts

ing

that

were

served

by

the homecom

committee.

The 70's

are

back! Mike

Tuley

and

Turner Watwood of the band Ain't No

Joke, croon to the crowds, in their
polyester leisure suits, at the Battle of
the Bands.

The

women

behind

Homecoming.

Nicole Schiavi, V.P. of Activities,
Yolande Fidellow, Homecoming
Director, and Jayne Robertson,

Homecoming Committee Member,
a minute to enjoy Gold Rush'94.

take

40
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Why did

the chicken

cross the road?
the crowds entertained
at the Battle of the Bands.

Mark Steele

kept

Go Golden Eagles!!! ORU students show
off their school spirit at the
Homecoming
basketball game.

Pizza-Pizza! Greg Bohn explains the art
of eating pizza to his friends. Mark
Thomas

seems

to have

"Dunk it!" Chris Bashford shows off his

dunking skills in the first annual Slam
Dunk Contest.

© Oral Roberts University
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already caught

on.

A liFE AWAY FROM

CAMPUS
Apartment Ccommunity
kes up a special part of
student population at
ORU. This community is
specially set apart for married
couples, families with children,
graduate students and students
the age of twenty five.
Located less than a mile away

over

from the campus, the Apartment
Community is a convenient
location for the diverse students
that make their home there.
The

Apartment Community is
villages, the east

divided into two

and the west sides. There

are

mayors for each of these villages
who help to keep their community

be involved in campus
activities," said Jennifer
an

Kropp
Apartment Community

resident.

Living away from the campus
differs greatly from that of dorm
life in many ways. First of all,
residents are responsible for
monthly rent and utilities. They

enioy living in the
Apartment Commu
nity I can still be
III

...

involved in campus
activities.

II

informed.

Throughout

the year the Student
a variety of

must also

provide their own
they are more

Association offers

meals. Of course

activities that will

than welcome to pay and dine at
Marriott. (Most Apartment

appeal to the
students living in the Apartment
Community.
"I enjoy living in the Apartment
Community because it gives me
the privacy I need, yet I can still

Community residents take
advantage of their kitchens.)

"Happy Birthday to you, Happy
Birthday to you !" Shannon Bishop
and Tanya Queens celebrated their 25tin
birthdays at a friend's place in the
Apartment Community.
...

4�
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"On your mark, get set, GO!!!"
Children from the Apartment Community
raced to fill their Easter baskets at the

Apartment Community's
"Let the

good

Easter egg hunt.

times roll." Thad Brown

entertains his friends at his

the

apartment

in

Apartment Community.

"On the count of three, everyone put
on a happy face!" The Apartment

Community mayors play an integral part
keeping their communities informed.

in

"Let's put the women in the front and
the men can stand in the back." Great

teamwork makes the

Community

staff a

Apartment
winning team.

© Oral Roberts University
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THE GRADE

_%atched

this

couple

udy lounge
audius. They

over

in the

in

Ya know what else?

also got pretty
lame excuses for not doin' it.

Everybody's

really
going at it. You know how dim
the lighting is over there. Well, I
guess some people like that
atmosphere. I felt like I was
intruding because they seemed a
little perturbed. I didn't care
though, I was actually
encouraged and inspired. Why?
you ask. Because it's always good
to see ORU students deeply
engaged in the act of yeah you
guessed it, studying!
It is rather tempting to join in,
were

...

when you see other students
around you doing this "wild
called

Such nameless, shameless
include: "I get too

reasons

sleepy," "I'm

so

busy,

it's hard to

find the time," "he called again
and I couldn't just hang up," "I'd
rather be at Taco

Bell," "I just
finally, "I
meeting with

had to call her" and
had

a

meeting,

a

my bed that is!"
Well, no matter

off,

who

we

do

we

it, here

is "the

why we put it
with, or when
at ORU, studying

do it

thang" to

do. Do you

"Hey man, quit throw
ing those snowballs,
I'm trying to study out

studying. But we
all know it's down right healthy
to give in to such peer pressure!
According to a recent survey, the
top five places where ORU guys
and gals hit the books are: 1)
dorm study lounges, 2) our own
rooms, 3) all nighters at Saint
Francis Hospital, 4) the Library,
and 5) quiet places outside on

slow? In your silk
your birthday suit? With
flash cards or "UNO" cards?

campus. Of course #5 is inclusive
of warm weather only. I mean,

Survey says, who cares. The
thing that matters is if we study

it's not like you hear

at all.

thang"

"Hey man,
quit throwing those snowballs,
I'm trying to study out here."
Also, a recent survey says that
the top five companions ORU
students just love to cram with
are: 1) the Holy Spirit (good
answer!), 2) boyfriends/
girlfriends, 3) "me, myself and I,"
4) the class brainiac and 5)

I

have studied with all of those
?! Not to worry, safe
is a must at ORU, but

abstinence

...

or

or

ORU students motivate one
another. We know when it's okay

give in, stay home and read.
For the couple back at the
Claudius study lounge the heat
was really turned on and
somebody just wanted to say no.
to

I don't know if he

she

her

pressured
finally been convinced to
keep the fire burning. I heard
one of them whisper "you were
right, everybody is doin' it !"
Heck, go on ORU study the
night away!

Yes,

I

never! We study to
as the

doin' it ya know?
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can

type and smile

time.

Amy McCarley pulls

at the

computer.

...

show ourselves approved,
Bible says. That's why

everybody's

pressured

him. Someone

had

studied with twenty other

partners
studying

study fast

suit

or

general study groups. So if my
study partner has previously
partners, does that mean that

here."

at the same

an

all

ni�hter

Do you have
fish. Traceya

a

queen of hearts? Go

Bedward, Sonia White and
Rachael Thompson take a study break to
polish their card skills.
How

can he
possibly be smiling
questions senior Sean Fullerton? He
and Bryan Reksten spent many nights
sweating over their senior papers.

This is not what I studied last night!
Tonja Graves determines which spaces to
fill in. Hmmm how about "C?"
...

"Honestly, Mother, finals week just
isn't a good time to call." Jennette
Stewart looks discouraged as she views
the

Campus

piles of books

© Oral Roberts University
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in front of her.

�
A LASTING

IMPRESSION

container of

re a

passions. They make

eaning. What does
s

mean? The

or

impression that we create
represents our image, our
personality and our values the
things we truly care about in life.
...

However shallow first

impressions may seem, they do
speak and speak loudly. We
make our expressions obvious,
intended or not, by the way we
dress. Many people say they
could care less about "fashion,"
yet this viewpoint seems
questionable.
Whether

or

a

each and make it your

not you follow the

compare your attire to

work of art in

have

authors,

a museum.

are

are.

personal background is
reflected in your style. The
culture you've known or
learned, the "class" you've been
exposed to and the elements of
fashion you've seen and heard
these all make up your style.
Fashion. It is not in Vogue. It
GAP. It is in you. It is in your
ability to take elements from

creation will turn out.
can

conservative you

Your

is not in J. Crew. It is not in

given rules of high fashion, you
choose daily how you will portray
yourself. That is fashion.
Fashion has become your ability
to individualize yourself.
Speaking from the mind of an
artist, my opinion will cater
towards the aesthetic aspects of
dressing-color, composition, form
etc. These are all important
factors in determining how your
You

statements about however bold

Both

lilt is not in

color, reflect a time period and
are framed. We choose to frame

Vogue.

It's

It

is not in J. Crew. It is
not in GAP. It is in

you."
in your choices and in your
personal expression that your

style

contains

meaning. Let

your outer self express who you
are on the inside. In the end,

really cares what
impressions you make- just
who

make

dressed in

own.

sure

that the message

sent is yours.

ourselves with accessories, the
things that complete. The colors
we wear

depict

our

moods

or

"Please look, but don't touch!" Kia
Hundley shows off this season's popular
vest to her very envious friends.

40
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"Don't cage me in. I need fashion
freedom." Nicole Sanders wears a
classic denim

jacket and

flowing, floral
"Polyester

is

the

popular

skirt.

making

a

comeback in

the 90's!" These guys from Wesley 7 show
off some fashion "don'ts" for the season.

"These

only comfortable but
Margaret Elkjer checks
out Sunny Kruse's glittery Doc Martens,
the friendly footwear.
are

not

versatile too!"

"What

a bargain!" Julie Johnson shows
off her priceless vase she purchased from
a Mexican market. Personal fashion
extends to how you decorate your dorm
room!

© Oral Roberts University
Campus Life
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THE BREAK fROM

SCH,OOL
gns ofit's coming are
arent around campus.

The

popular choices for spring

break

are

still the beach and

ples
studying
blankets, girls are
wearing their daisy dukes and

headed for Padre Island. It's

there is

to

are

outside

on

one

definite fever in the air.

a

(Spring fever that is.) What are
these various activities leading to?
Spring time

and SPRING

BREAK!!!
a hint of sun,
skipped and hordes

When there is

classes

are

of

students lather up with tan
accelarator by the pool in hopes of

getting a head start on their
spring break tans.
I saw a couple of girls laying out
with chill bumps covering their
bodies. They asurred me that it
really wasn't too cold and that the
sun was

out. I hated to tell them

that the

sun was

went

ski-ing

also out when I

but that I didn't

wear

bikini. Oh well, they were
happy, and maybe they would get
a

a

tan

ski-ing. "My friends

snow

and I
our

chance

during the school year
at the beach. Spring

layout
always

break

comes

at the

perfect

"Spring break always
comes at the perfect
time it's great to have
•••

break from
schedule./I

a

time

from

...

our

usual

it's great to have a break
usual schedule," said

our

Jennifer

Griggs.

Some students enjoy spring
break for other reasons. "It's
nice to head home and

so

spend

time with old friends that I don't

get to

see

that

often," said Amy

Baker.

..

Spring break has different
meanings to everyone however it
can be agreed upon that it is our
final break before

we

have to

buckle in and ride out the last
weeks of the semester. How

we

choose to

a

spend

our

break is

So, whether you're hitting the
beach, the slopes or, for that
unlucky senior working on
senior paper, the books, all can
agree that spring break is an
appreciated time away from our
routine at ORU.

decision left up to the individual.

Jumping

off

adrenaline

a

six foot cliff

pumping!

gets his

David Mansliiel

shows offhis ski prowess in Vail,
Colorado.
How many hours till we get there?
These smiley faced roadtripers are

heading to

Deerfield Beach for missions

and outreach.

4J"
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Taking

time out for reflection.

King observes the beauty ofthe
Canyon while on Spring Break.

Shawna

Grand

Okay, we've

been to the

beach,

absorbed rays, now what? Darlee
Chaloupek and Lisa Curliss live it up in

Daytona Beach, Florida.

Who says missions isn't fun? Chris

Powers, Adriana Cazares, Terry Bush and
Lynley Lewis survived a shaving cream

fight

"We've climbed
to

12,000 feet only 2,600
go." Christopher Beard and Will

Williford brave the elements to reach
their final destination Pike's Peak in
...

Colorado.

W'lorida
bound!!!
�.

These

girls

take

reak from their roadtrip in Scott
tiissouri.

a

City,

Campus

© Oral Roberts University
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in Mexico.

who the winner wi
few minutes till class
starts, students eat a speedy lunch.
It's

a race

be! With

to

only

see
a

Hey good lookin', what'cha got
cookin'? Chad Arnold

polishes his socis
skills in Marriott while conversing with
Tina Ledbetter.

�
THE MOST OF

CULINARY CHAOS

inform him, the place he eats his
meals daily is really called

trying hard to please us. They
give us a suggestion box
where disgruntled diners can
vent their frustrations. Certainly
we all get tired of
eating the
same food, but even mom's
prize
winning chili would start tasting

Marriott not

bad after

.A

.

arriott? What's

•

that?"

a

looking

says,

is

student
at

even

me

like I'm crazy. (He knows there
isn't a hotel on campus.) Yes, I

SAGA,

as

is

consecutive month.

one

commonly mistaken. Regardless
of its name, thousands of hungry

It's all in your perspective.
Consider all the times you got to

students find their way to
Marriott daily. Some students are
known to go up even more then

to know those crazy

three times

day. MaryAnn
junior, admits that
she and her friends like to go just
to socialize. "Sometimes we just
go up to talk, its definitely not for

Conaghan,

sister

wing table getting
girls on your
those
cold
wing,
days when
at your

a

a

the food."
I know

spend

IISometimes
up to talk
you and

a

couple

that met

over

the salad bar in Marriott and

are

...

good friend sat
drinking hot chocolate, spending
quality time together or even the
a

first time "he"

you'll find your true love
picking through the greens. (They
are more then likely at the yogurt
machines!) But I'll warn you of
one thing you will find
complaints about the food. "More
variety! No more pasta! How
about a new light dressing?"

murky depths

scream

the

masses.

iust go

/I

subsequently getting married this
summer. Well, I can't promise
you that

we

you. If

we

came

search

and sat with

through the

of our memories,
we will find that we all have at
least one good memory of

Marriott. This is the only time in
our lives we will be able to
enjoy
the company of thousands
dine.

Well Marriott

SC

Life UniversityMarriott
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as we

So many

choices, how

decide? "Let's
casserole

or

see

...

do you

will it be the fiesta

the breaded cod

over

rice

today?" Breathless students are faced
with many-a-challenging question
following the "after chapel SAGA sprint.'

Below: "Got it

goin'

on!" The

women

of

Virtue dress it up while celebrating their
annual Okra Party in Marriott.

Richard Roberts is

signing Auto
graphs in Marriott! Actually, it's just

a

lot of daring students braving the lines for
lunch before class. Oh well, maybe next
time

...

we

all

scream

for ice cream!

Students

enjoy

offerings

at Marriott.

cream are

one

of the

more

Yogurt

popular

and ice

cool additions.

"I eat, therefore 1 am!" Tim French
ponders the purpose of his existence and
what

Campus

eating in

© Oral RobertsMarriott
University
Life
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Marriott is all about.

.

FRIENDS TO LAST A
LIFETIME
if I perceive it right,
exactly famous for its

§;sa,
U/;"

not

d weekend and

Of course there is the

nightlife.
obligatory

rodeo and occasional opera or
concerto, but, more often than not,
many students find themselves in
the

dilemma of what to

ubiquitous

do. Dollar movies

are

just that,

dollar movies. One may see these
anytime. There is also the Olive
Garden. But, what if he or she
does not like Italian food or
it

perhaps
twice

...

good
obviously the
sort of quality

There is

need for

some

activity that whole
women can

engage in and not be

there? Well, I guess I would
concede the not being bored out of
my skull

part. But, do people
always need to be "doing"
something? Before I and many of
my wing-mates left for spring
break, the big question was "what
gonna do?" Dennis Leech

gave the reply that causes me to
ask the question. Leech said "it

doesn't matter what
is

going

we

do

or

to be there because

who

we

will be with each other."
This is the most obvious

answer

that Dennis could have

given but

it is the most

It is the

profound.

are

who love

needed support group.
care for us,

those who

They

us.

of our trips worthwhile.
"Friends become your family,"

the

people

the kind of people who

help you
carry your laundry
Saga tray
when your ankle is sprained.
or

Friends

there to console

are

your lost romance and are
assertive enough to slap you

you've

cried

long enough.

In essence, what one does
where one goes is totally
are

or

people that
fun, fun must

"Friends are the kind
of people who lend you
a quarter for a coke
and a smile."
necessarily exist there. Garrett
Leonard, an alumnus of this
university summed it up quite
precisely in one statement:
"Whatever grades you got in
college don't matter here. What
matters is what you got out of
college. People, take advantage
of the opportunities afforded you
now.

presence of friends that makes all

are

who lend you a quarter for a
coke and a smile. Friends are

surround you

bored out of their minds. Or does

are we

They

surround ourselves with
a

irrelevant. If the

and

men

we

when

for lunch but

was

who

become

Those around you now can
they will. Forget

enrich you and

doing,

start

being.

Friends

are

of the essence."

echoed Rob Fell and Noel Gross in
a

regarding the
thing. Indeed, those

discussion

very

same

we

had

amigas model their new
Cynthia McGuire, Julie
Johnson and Amy McCarley bonded @Da
missions trip to Mexico.
The three

sombreros.

Coffee

anyone? Good

great java bring this
a

52
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popular

conversation and

group to Gold Coast,

coffee house.

Competition is intense on the
field, but after the
gam,e teams circle up and pray together.
intramural football

Open

your mouth

a

little wider. I'm

spoonful will fit! Kia
Hundley knows exactly how big her
friend, Melodee Munger's, mouth is.
sure one more

"Mud

Wrestling?" Well, kind of! The
Wesley Resident Advisors played some
serious football during Fall Training.
Raise your hands if your sure! Adam
Plescia, Mike Flatt and Mike Tuley can't
decide.

Sunshine and football bring these
roommates outdoors. Mary Ann

Conaghan, Tracy Stolz,

Carrie Hatcher

and Rhonda Swartz catch

cheering

on

their

some

rays while

brotherwing.

Oral Roberts University
Friendship
Campus ©Life
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A DAY OF

CELEBRATION

At

of you

ur

year

are on

plan,

the

a

few of

the five year
and those who really enjoy
ou on

plan,
the college life opt for the six year
plus plan. Regardless of the
length of time it takes you to
complete it, the sense of satisfac
tion is the

same.

The

day comes when you
proudly parade the campus in a
silly black hat and gown. You've
sent out hundreds of invitations
to let your many friends and

family know that the day you've
all been waiting for has finally
arrived. You are graduating with
a college degree.
You reminisce about the many
late nights spent cramming for

over

before I

walked

realized I had

even

across

Nicole Schiavi

the
a

stage," said
graduating

semor.

The actual

graduation

cer

emony seems to be the easiest

part. Many graduating seniors

agreed

that mixed with the

excitement of finally

"There

being

much
energy .1 don't think
any of us actually
heard the commence
was so

••

ment

speaker

••

finished with school

.!"
was

the

exams, the thousands of pages

sobering

you've read and hours spent
typing on your computer. Now,

saying goodbyes.
four, or more, years
of memories, to friends you
might not see again, and lastly
to Marriott. Well, although this
occcasion is tinged with a bit a
sadness you have a bright future
in front of you and don't forget-a
college degree.

as you prepare to walk across the
Mabee Center stage, your family
excitedly cheering for you in the
sea of faces, to receive your hard

earned
was

diploma you realize that it

all worth it. "There

was so

much energy .I don't think any of
us actually heard the commence
..

ment

speaker.. and it was
..

was a

realization that this

time for

Goodbye

to

all

"On the count of three jump!" These
exuberant
as

he did

a

graduates caught their friend
stage dive after receiving his

diploma.
"Look mom, I got my

diploma!"

Fabian

Jackson, smiling brightly, holds her
diploma high in the air for all to see.

© Oral Roberts UniversityGraduation
Campus
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finally made it!"
Christopher Beard smiles in relief as he
grasps his hard earned diploma from the
hands of Dr. Eugene Swearingen.
"I can't believe 1

"I think 1
I'm not

see

quite

my

into the crowd in

proud

family

up

there, but

sure." Graduates look

hopes of spotting their

parents and friends.

"Lord,

we

lift your

name on

high

"
...

These 1994

graduates enjoy their last
praise and worship as students at Oral
Roberts University.

"It's

a

miracle! It's

snowing in the
graduating seniors

Mabee Center!" The

expressed

their excitement in many ways.

This group threw confetti to celebrate the
occasion.

Oral Roberts University
Graduation
Campus ©Life
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President Roberts has said that ORU was,

"forged in the fires of evangelism." Take one
look at the photo to the right and it's easy to
understand why. Fifty years ago, the name Oral
Roberts meant packed out healing crusades and
miracles galore. It is only right that the world's
only charasmatic Christian university should
bear his name. Our heritage goes way back. It's
true, our beginnings were forged in the fires of
evangelism; our path blazed out of the
obedience of a great man. Unfortunately, the
tent you

see

here was destroyed in a violent

Texas tornado. But a

the

new

tent was

erected and

people still came (and are still coming).

© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University
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!Twice
U/

resources are

week the

down the

services prepare to start.
Keeping consistent with a

tradition of honoring God

as a

student

body, the ORU family
chapel the same way
it has since it founding.
Mandatory chapel services
provide a refreshing break from
gathers

to

worship

a

with the Lord." Larissa

the

God's Word

Lindberg,

Telecommunications

major, spoke on her attitude of
chapel by saying,"Even if they
weren't

time
-ol Of

mandatory,

P�58

o<J;-

Lord and hear
a

Amy James, reflected on a
memorable chapel service as she
said, "When Larry Lea came to
speak, I was challenged to take
time out of my busy schedule
and spend personal prayer time

for

classes and

inexhaustable."

These messages are impacting
the lives of students. Freshman,

dash

hurriedly
sidewalks,
across the lawn, and through
the prayer gardens as chapel
masses

�

94;
;PERIHELION
�

unified

because it

gives

J;

/J.

"

corporate body.
Campus pastor Bill

....

I

would attend

�

as

Principle§ Still Taught

me a

chance to look
_

at my life and

be

Ministers of God from around

right with God."
own concept
Everyone
of chapel at ORU. Dave Brandt,
junior vocal performance major,
said,"Chapel services here are
uplifting, inspiring and moving."
Graduating senior, Kelly
Vallone stated," Out of
everything here at ORU, I think
I will miss chapel the most. I
just love it!" Chapel is just one
aspect of this school that makes

the world have stood behind the

it different. Christ is the

Schuler dedicated this year as
one of discipleship at the first
school year. He

challenged us

to

be true followers of Christ that

will be

willing

to

testify

of the

power of God to others. Schuler
stated,"If God could speak

through a donkey and a bush in
the Bible, He can speak through
you."

pulpit

in Christ's

Chapel

to

address the students.

Missionary and ORU regent
member, Terry Law,
encouraged us to release our

that I'm

has their

service of the '93-'94

chapel

sure

reason

for this difference. These

provide just another
opportunity for students to
worship Him and hear His voice.
services

faith to God. Founder and
chancellor Oral Roberts told

us,"Be rooted in God. Let him
be your

source

because His

What

a

Roberts

guy. President Richard
about our student body and

great
cares

it really shows. His insightful chapel-time
teaching purveys an inspiration in the
hearts of students, faculty and adminis
tration alike.

Scf
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'Sonshine: These students are doing
more than enjoying the outdoors. Fall
Revival was one of the most unforget
table chapel services of the year.

Dedication: The ORU board of regents
attend chapel while at their annual
meeting. These individuals serve as both
leadership and prayer support for the
university.

Pep Rally? This crowd of students
understands the significance of praise and
worship. Praise and worship is a time to
be still and focus in

Deep thought: The
(WL 4) have open

men

of Remnant
the

speaker
body. Twice a week
ORU students have the opportunity to be
challenged by various speakers from
ears as

addresses the student

around the world.

Faithfullness: Local pastor and Board of
Regent member, Carlton Pearson,
addresses the students on fulfilling their

destiny

in God.

© Oral Roberts University
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on

God.

!T'e
U/

call to missions is

more

than

verse,"

voice, it's a
said Dr. Mayton,
a

chairman of the

undergraduate
theology department. Jesus
instucted imperfect men to bring
His perfect message to a dying
world. Matthew 28 states,"Go

the first time this past summer.
"The people there are searching
for

something. Everyone was so
anything we had
to tell them," said junior Becky
Gillen. God did great things in
politically unstable Veronezh,
anxious to hear

Russia

as

well. Team leader John

into all the world and

West

"The

stated,
people

were

very
open to the

•

gospel and
would form
crowds

you."
"This is the great commission,
not the great sugggestion," said
Tom

Newman, founder and

quickly

as we

ministered

on

the

streets."

Many

students feel that

going
only gives them

director of Impact Productions.

on

missions not

During the summer of 1993,
nearly 160 ORU students were

an

opportunity

others but it also opens the door

sent around the world to 24

for God to minister to them. "It

nations

sharing Jesus

with

thing that ever
happpened to me," said Gary Lee
of the China team. "Seeing God
was

thousands.
The

Nicaragua team witnessed
nearly 100 decisions for Christ in
one day when they ministered to
high school students there. God is
using ordinary college students to
demonstrate His extraordinary

to minister to

the best

use me

to tell others about Jesus

is the best
see

thing

I

can

do

as a

"Our Mission," page 63

power to those who do not know

it.

ORU sent

a

team to

Nepal

for

Dramatic

ending or is it the
beginning? Chris Royael of the Slovakia!
Poland team demonstrates the shedding
...

of Christ's blood to

save

the sins of the

world. The "SloPolks" team dramatized
the

0()'

good

news

© Oral Roberts
Life University Missions
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during their trip.

helping hand. That's what
Thorton, Mark
Klassen and Corinne Boyd perform a
mime presentation in Germany.

Lend

a

missions is all about. Dan

A circus (of sorts). You never know just
what you'll see while strolling down the
streets of Honduras. How about lives

being saved? Sicknesses healed?
traveling drama?

A

"Story time!" Kids will always sit still
for a good story. Missions to Albania
offered multiple opportunities to work
with children.

Healing broken

hearts. The purpose of

ORU summer missions is to bring the love
of God to hurting people around the world
like this Albanian

participate

in

a

woman.

Missionaries

life-changing experience

for themselves and those they minister to.

Oral Roberts Missions
University
Spiritual ©Life
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Healing broken

hearts. Senior Carrie

Hatcher tells others in SlovakiaIPoland

about the

new

heart

only Christ

can

give.

Rope Burns. The sky isn't the only thing
falling as Rob Gillen of the Honduras
team jumps off the pole at ropes course.
All missions teams attend ropes
training and team bonding.

Teaching Principles. Michelle Summer
speaks to a Slovakian boy about Christ.
Children often demonstrate

an

openess to

the

an

open

gospel

and receive with

heart.

cake

anyone? Spain team
Channing Wendt brought a little
Spanish girl some joy by playing with her.
All of ORU's Spain missionaries had the
opportuniy to touch lives as a team.
Paddy

member

0�
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for

continued

from page

60

missions have been obedient

down for." Students

followers of Christ

an

Nordstrom,

on

the

experience

God's

incredible way. Lin
assistant team leader

to Poland/Slovakia

said,

"I

saw

God do the impossible".
Missions is one of the most

unique aspects of ORU life. As
part of the university's creed, it
has been established

as one

ORU's

founding purposes. After
returning from their adventures,
student missionaries
and

challenged

are

revived

to continue

great things for God. It is

doing

an

act

of love that has eternal results.
In addition to ORU

missions

trips,

summer

many students

travel with other missions

organizations and churches

In the presence of leaders. The

Honduras team got the chance to perform
before the President of that nation.

out

hope.

the first

summer

Susie Vinson dorm

ORU sent

a

was

team to that

unreached nation.

Spiritual

© Oral Roberts University

Life

and

school breaks. Each of the

power in

director Michelle Coates stands sur
rounded by children from Nepal. This

the

that she said, "I will never forget
it. It was worth laying everything
mission field

Holding

during both

Christian." Leslie Kaminsky of
the Albania team was so changed

oJ Missions

summer

students that have gone

to

having

God's word and

obey
they have received

tools

on

chosen

use

the

at ORU

to go out and re-build the broken

lives of thousands.

AKliNG A CR
crowded cities and

gn

quiet

streets around

the world

people

cry.

know that

they have

Father who

a

and graduates take His message
"every man's world." A chain

Heavenly

into

cares.

Decades ago, Oral Roberts
cry-the cry of God and

reaction of love has

heard the

the

sorrow. Perhaps it was a
mourning the death of an
eight year old girl who fell victim
to a shooting in the street by
polictical activists in South

the cry of His people. Since then,
thousands of students have gone

a

hearing the

around the United States and the

children.

Africa. It may be the cry of
hunger felt by a young man in EI

decades, thousands have
accepted Christ as ORU students

Many things

could have

brought

them
cry

world

sharing the good

Jesus Christ. Over the

news

globe.

spread

Missions is

across

more

than

benevolent action. It is about
cry of God and His

of

past

Salvador. Still, it could be the cry
of masses praying to their gods
at

a

hindu

temple in India. To
however, it is

the heart of God,

the cry of His children. Their
cries touch His heart and He

longs

to

wipe their tears

and hear

their prayers. The problem is
many of His children do not know

they have
grown up

a

father.

orphans

They have

in

a

world that

encompasses them with
loneliness, death and strange

voices from every side. This is
something their Father knows

well; for, He experienced it all on
Earth so they would not have to.
They wait crying, and still do not

Clowning around? Not for these
Spain team. Missions is
hard work as Terry Davis demonstrates
by taking a snooze on a fellow clown's lap.
members of the

Walking the

narrow

way. Blake Fite

heads off this game offollow the leader.
Missions involves many physical and

spiritual challenges.

© Oral Roberts
Life University
Spritual
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Suffer the little children. These
Albania children had the opportunity to
hear the message of the gospel this
summer as a

result of ORU missions.

•

Wailing

wall? Another fantastic event at

ropes course. Jennifer Bronowicz climbs
"the wall" in preparation for her trip to

Honduras.

Oral Roberts University
Missions
Spiritual ©Life
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Team

unity.

Members of the

life staff work hard
set

an

example

spiritual

in order to
of Christ's love toward one

together

another.

Fulfilling

a

commission. Missions

director Lisa Shuler helps encourage
students to fulfill the purpose of ORU
to send students

where God's voice is not

heard.

More than words. Bill and Lisa Shuler
take time

during

the

summer

to visit with

students participating in the summer
missions program. For them missions is
more

than

an

occupation,

it's

a

lifestyle.

Campus Pastor Bill
Godly example to the

Devotion. ORU
Shuler sets

a

students of this campus as one that is
devoted to Christ, His people and His
commission.

Standing

up for Christ. Bill and Lisa

Shuler share the

gospel along with

Katrina Sumner in Siberia

as

part of

their dedication to the missions program.

0cf
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et

Roberts

university is

apart from other

universities because of

its dedication to

whole

man.

the

developing
Other colleges boast

that their academic excellence

or

fulfilling such roles. According to
Chaplain Brian Augenstein,

also genuine. Those who have
seen their campus pastor in a

"Pastor Shuler is down- to-earth
and approachable. He's not just a

setting less formal

'platform speaker,' but he's
willing to get in

than

chapel

and campus church can testify.
Tim French comments on

Shuler's visit with his missions

athletic superiority raises them
above other schools. At ORU,

there and relate to

team in

people

Siberia. "In

things exist, but it is the
Spiritual Life that serves as the

level." Brenda

real backbone of the

shares these

these

For such

university.

crucial part of our
school to function well, it needs to
a

have strong leadership.
Campus Pastor Bill Shuler and
Women's

Chaplain Brenda

Coomer have proven themselves
more than capable of

to be

on a

personal

Coomer

traits,

as

Chaplain
Carrie Richey

-( O,F,

o�
�PERIHE�

chapel,

/J�L

see

you

him at

the

pulpit
preaching
the Word,"

-

So
�

said

notes, "She's very
touchable and relatable."
Not only are Shuler and Coomer

"but the true respect you get for
him comes from seeing him live

easy to relate

out

to, but they

are

French,

in

relationship with the Lord
every aspect of his own life. It's
a

sincere message that he
preaches." Richey sees this
a

sincerity

in Coomer

through

change generations." As
campus pastor, Shuler has put a
new emphasis on mentorship as
well. Many times he has asked
guest speakers to share specific
advice with the students during
chapel. He has also begun an
excitng project which reaches
even further beyond campus
boundaries. Inspired by Life's
Little Instruction Book, Shuler
has written letters to outstanding
public figures and leaders around
the world, Christians and non
Christians, asking them to share
"what they would want to tell the
students at ORU." Among those
who have personally responded
are former President George
Bush, various Nobel Prize
winners, sports figures, well
known professionals, and even
we can

"her

determination and dedication to

Mother Theresa. Shuler would

the

also like to

this

campus."
The Spiriual
Dapartment
has focused heavily on
discipleship and mentoring this

gather advice from
ORU faculty, and he hopes to find
a way to impart this collected
wisdom to the student body.

year. Coomer's vision is to "raise
up leaders with the ability to

of sources these letters

women on

Life

Drawn from such

a

broad range

promise

disciple."

She believes that this

to address students' varied

will

to pass and says, "the

interests. Shuler has shared that

come

Lord

disciples

and teaches

us so

his

"toughest job as pastor comes
diversity of the student
body and trying to draw all
together as one." According to
senior Robb Higdon, "He's done a
good job in trying to get a wide
variety of speakers;" he agrees
that, "There are so many
different viewpoints on campus,
and they have really bent over
backwards to get speakers who
address topics that different
students want to hear." Many
from the

students

thankful for the
opportunity to have heard some
of the greatest speakers from all
over

A heart to

serve.

Women's

Chaplain,
a sweet spirit

Brenda Coomer, exhibits
that spreads the love of Christ to all
around her.

Spiritual

0�
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are

the world.

A heartfelt

performance. Front Line
true worshipers at heart.
They perform every semester in music
ministries chapel.
members

are

•

•
\

•

,

•

,

,

,
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

•

•
•

..
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

In search of

f

•

•

Stacey

"

•

•

II

a

•

perfect

heart. Junior

Matula demonstrates her

dedication to the Lord

through worship

as

she sings in chapel.

bonding too! Closeness is a
part of these students' lives. In prepara
tion for overseas ministry, Front Line
And it's

team members

spend

a

week in ropes
of ministry

"learning the ropes"
through compassion.
course,

© Oral Roberts University
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AKliNG MJELODliJE
ring the summer of
993, hundreds across
Amsterdam and the
United States were experiencing
a

in their hearts

change

power of praise.

by the

Responsible

missions before and have

for

openness to the

testifying this power was Front
Line, the missions team sent out
by music ministries each year.
During their two month tour in
Holland and the United
States, Front Line
members

ministered to

o�
t;PERIHELION 1

in

'i

challenged
a new

and

way.

Whereas in America
a

Sophomore
Matt Jones
did

we

have

members of

Front Line have been

missions, the

tour

missions for

stated, "God

spectator church."

Although many

given these students
an incredible anointing to lead
others to the knowledge of His
Son through praise and worship.
Demonstrating submission to the
will of God in their lives, Front
Line has beeen ministering
throughout the country and has
impacted the lives of many.
God has

the first time."

,

ministry. People would respond
to the simplest altar call.
of

the

.

Voice in the Darkness,
Steve Aaron, said,"The church in
Holland has an understanding of

more

we
gospel.
through
complacency
and intellectualism they had a
hunger for God as well."Junior
LaTonya Jones said,"It was kind
of scary being

broke

/>.

Team leader for

seen

Once

on

0 F II
"{

were

of 1993

proved to be a
unique experience for most of the
team. Rhonda Burgess, a
sophomore stated,"I've been on
summer

on

during

the

a

tre

mendous work
in my heart." It is evident that

the members

are affected by
ministry.
Having made a decision to serve
Jesus Christ, these individuals
are true ministers of the
gospel.

their

While overseas, Front Line
united together in prayer each

morning."It
this wasn't

was

understood that

option," said
team building
time that prepared us for the
ministry we were going to
do,"said LaTonya Jones.
Aaron. "It

an

was

Front Line: Voice in the Darkness. Back row: Will Sargent, Elector Pearson, Paige
White, Alan Hannah. Middle row: Chauncy Fourte, Holly Mottinger, Tessa Walker,
Leann
row:

Polvado,

Kim

Spradling, Patsy Brantley,
leader), Gyle Smith.

Rhonda

Burgess,

Matt Jones. Front

Steve Aaron (team

Front Line: In His Power. Back row:
Kelly Pruitt, Edwin Miranda, La Tony a
Front

Spiritual

row:

Darryl Evans,

©Life
Oral Roberts Front
University
Line
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Stacey Matula, Preston Westcot (team leader),
Jones, Luis Rodriguez, Heidi Jo Hagerman.

Mauri Hallman.

AKKNG MUSK
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A

commitment to Music

insure that

Ministries at ORU is

was more

not

but

commitment

only a
to Christ,

but is

a

commitment to Christ's

people.
Throughout this past year God
touched people on campus,
nationally, and globally through

praise

worship

make it less

opener,

more

annointed with
excellence." This goal was

achieved

as

this year. Carnes and assistant
director Leann Polvado both

leading the
department to

in

accomplish and exceed their
goals.
The primary goal of Music
Ministries this year was to
"display heartfelt worship and to

distinguishable

clearly

students

had the

capabilities to do this
thereby created a new

and have

experienced powerful worship
services at bi-weekly chapel

sound.

services

to the nation

as

well

as

Music Ministies is

campus

Ministries

participate

participant

events such

stated his

Tulsa."

personal

Ministries
was

to

general attitude

was

During the annual Music
Chapel, one student

said "The outreaches of Music
a

spiritual

need in the

Music Ministries is

powerfully

a

way of

the love of music into

technical

goal

of Music

Ministries at ORU this year was
"bridge the gap between old

new music," says Carnes as
expressed his aspirations to
"work in conjunction with the
music department to refresh the
more traditional music, and help

he

community

"We Love You

tangible
community."

to

and

as

and very

led service.
more

in various

Ministries meet both

"display
through song."

demonstrated in each
A

ministering
Every

well.

academic year they travel on both
a spring and fall tour as well as

his

This

as

Music

purpose

love for Jesus

from

contemporary music."
Carnes believes that they have

church. One

Carnes,
newly
appointed Music
Ministries director, used to
describe the qualities he desired
for student led worship to display

played key roles

an

was

music ministries.

Music Ministries

and

than just

translating
a love of ministering through a
God-given gift. The program
exemplifies everything ORU is
about and helps its move toward
the vision it holds of spreading
the gospel.

Faithful member of music ministries for
three years, Mauri Hallman has the heart

of a true
voice.

Ministering

in many

areas.

Music

responsible for leading
and
worship in Campus Church on
praise
Sunday evenings.
Ministries is also

Love of music and

a heart to minister
draws Leann Polvado and Brannon
Carnes to serve as music ministries

directors. They
and

worship

are responsible for praise
chapel and campus church
coordinating Front Line

in

in addition to

missions teams.

© Oral Roberts University
Music Ministries
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worshipper along with a terrific

"

Songs of the season were heard as Mike
Arnold and Debbie Bell performed with
Music Ministries for a special Campus
Church Christmas service.

God-given talent is something guitar
player Todd Davidson and bass player
Matt Jones know well. More importantly,
they have a great time using it to glorify
God.

© Oral Roberts University
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Children

the focus at Community
Super Saturday. Above: Amy
Sapp takes part in sharing with a young
girl at the event. Left: Dan Thorton gives
are

Outreach's

a

little bit

more

than himself to

some

children at the Outreach.

©Life
Oral Roberts University
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Community Outreach
department is the university's

fulfill the Great Commission of

want to minister

Jesus

outlet for students to minister
and reach out to the community

Matthew 28.

basis, community outreach offers
over seventy different ministries

of Tulsa. The 1993-94 school year
was a year of
expansion and

available to everyone at ORU.

Christ,

as

stated in

Outreach programs

are

growth for the department both
participation and level

in student

of comittment. The program

ranging from tutoring children
difficulty in school to
street witnessing. These
ministries put the university in
positive light as the people of
Tulsa

see

�
unique,
o�
orientened, and God
�PERIHELION j 94�
designed. "I don't believe i
:;
"
that any other university on I>
earth provides such a
comprehensive outreach program
as Community outreach, that
The wing ministries program
meets both the physical and
gives each wing a chance to go
out on a monthly outreach to
spiritual needs of hurting
such places as mother Tucker's
people," said James Olsen,
assistant director of Community
thrift shop, the Salvation Army,
Outreach. This program provides
and Tidings of Peace nursing
a channel for the student
to
home.
For those students who
body

ORU

care

The

servant

spirit of giving took place

as

students brought gifts to the Community
Outreach campus church service.

Spiritual Life

© Oral Roberts University
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Community Outreach

weekly

who have

-t OF p

is

on a

a

that the students of

about their

community.
Key activities of the department
are "Super Saturday" and 'We
Love You Tulsa". These are major
events in which students go out
into the community to spend a

day with people in a different
atmosphere. "Super Saturday"
involves special ministry with
children while 'We Love You
Tulsa"

way for
students to reach out to families.

provides

a

Someone to talk to is all

some

Tulsa

children need. These guys from ORU try
to be a positive role model at We Love You
Tulsa.

Playtime
students

again for some ORU
they ministered to some north

came once

as

Tulsa children at We Love You Tulsa.

Mr. Clean's
You Tulsa to

helpers arrived at We Love
help residents in

Commanche Park clean up their

community.

70

Life UniversityCommunity Outreach
© Oral Roberts
Spiritual

Clean

Sweep! For some, cleaning was
actually fun as at the annual We Love
You Tulsa day on March 26.

LO VE from pg. 75
The wing ministries program
gives each wing a chance to go
out

monthly outreach to
places as Mother Tucker's
thrift shop, the Salvation Army,
and Tidings
on a

such

department

are

"Super Saturday"

and "We Love You Tulsa." In
these major events, students go
out to spend a day with people in
the community. "Super Saturday"

involves

of Peace

ministry

nursing

with children
while "We Love

home. For

You Tulsa"

students

provides

who want
..

to

mirus t er

a

way

for students to
reach out to

-

�
(>.

weekly
basis,
Community
on a

families in north
Tulsa.

Outreach offers over seventy
different ministries ranging from
children who have

tutoring
difficulty in school to street
witnessing. These ministries put
the university in a positive light
as the people of Tulsa see that
ORU students

care

about their

You Tulsa"

day

This past
year "We Love
was done a little

differently. Students took part in
helping some residents in north
Tulsa do chores such as cleaning
and laundry. That evening the
residents
service

were

invited to

a

help by community

outreach that told them the

community.
Some of the

Spiritual

© Oral Roberts University
Life

key

activities of the

7 7Community Outreach

continued

on

pg. 78

.

Spiritual
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perfect
erfect"

rom our

they

ever

be

as

I

things

am

ah, those words
God, how could

...

lived-up

to? In

many ways, these
words become
an

-t OF
q.

anthem for

those of us at

�

ca 11

i
"-

ourselves

Who

chaplains.
are we? Strange
beings that feel the call to forsake
our own lives and indulge
ourselves in ministry for the sake
of our fellow man? We
and

women

of God,

am

.most thankful for

Weare
us

a

strange lot, the few of

called to be

chaplains. Often
juggling studies,
relaxation,
meetings, our
stress, and your
stress, we hold-up

cnPERIHELIO

ORU th at

I

here at ORU.

are men

who, for the

remarkably well
Perhaps, God built
us

batteries to get

with Everlast

through long
sleepless nights
early
prayerful mornings. We are
always open to scrutinizing eyes,
us

and

but nevertheless

we

have

concern

love of Christ, have lost ourselves
in a calling too great for even us

for you. So, in the future (or the
present) when you think of your

imagine. I remember my first
chaplain, God rest his soul. (just
kidding). We were pretty hard on
him my freshman year. Many of
us were coping with that "I'm

chaplains remember the efforts
we put into being all we can for

to

..

God and for you.

away -form home- for-the- first
-

time"

feeling and

with it in

Strangely

we were

dealing

ways that one.
enough, he always

more

seemed to be there when I needed

him,

no

matter what it cost him

personally,

and this is

one

of the

Cry for Holiness. Wesley Luhring Hall
Life Dorm Director Jeff Adams
his
dorm
group during an orienta
joins
tion service at the beginning of the school

Spiritual

Listening! Now what? Women
Spiritual Life Dorm Directors teach
simple truths as they perform skits in
chapel.

We're

year.

c:fC

Life
Spiritual
© Oral Roberts UniversityChaplains
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Taking time out. Claudius Roberts Hall
Chaplain Cynthia McGuire makes time
for prayer in weekly devotional time with
the girls on her wing.

All smiles for these

Woodson and Susie
Heather

Grady kick up their heels
their enthusiasm for the chaplain
program.

Meetings can be fun. Wesley Luhring
chaplains Gregg Pitman and Sean
Grady show how scripture leaps off the

: Hall
I
.

happy chappies.
Chaplain Lisa
Vinson Hall Chaplain

Frances Cardone Hall

page at

one

of their

meetings.

Spiritual

Life© Oral Roberts University
Chaplains
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Unity is something that is achieved on
the wing through prayer. Chaplain
Jennifer Anderson joins the girls of
Epiphany in a time of prayer at devos.

Setting

an

example

is

one

of the most

effective ways of ministering to wing
members. Wesley 6 chaplain, Dave Miller,
helps set a standard of godliness on his

Spirit! Upper Frances SLDD Kelli Bass
chaplain, Heather Grady
show their school spirit at a Golden Eagle
and Susie 8

wing.

basketball game.

© OralLife
Roberts University
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Praise and worship is often a part of
wing devotions., Claudius chaplain
Rachael Matte understands the
of this time as a wing.

importance

Spiritual

© Oral Roberts University
Life
Chaplains
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udents witnessed

an

"Revival is

a

that is when he reveals himself to

me."
the

Although the Lord moved
Spirit realm, all those who

attended the services

saw

in

the

manifestation of His touch. The
altars filled

immediately and

��84
�

o�
,._

stated,

challenged to be content just
being alone with God because
was

utpouring of joy like
never before at this year's fall
revival services with keynote
speaker Rodney Howard Browne.
As a missionary sent by God
from the continent of Africa, he
was used to bring us a
different, yet needed
message. Brown � OF

Freshman Amy James stated,"I

to such

an

extent

that students

(')

Cl)PERIHELION !9.9_

were

moved into

-

move

of God,

but it is up to
us to accept it."

Although

the

,:.
s-

grass.

skeptical,
many were dramatically touched.
Dean of Students Affairs,
Clarence Boyd, stated, "The Lord
blessed
over
see

some were

His presence was all
this place." Many students
me.

revival

as

that which

repentance and
interest in

lobby

outside

a

brings

renewed

evangelism.

what

was

occurs

heart

and

on

the

Despite

seen, real revival

when

occurs

a

true

change of
through

exhibited

a

The real

changed lifestyle.
evidence by this refreshening of
our spirits is to tell others of the
great things God can do for them
as

well.

It is

clearly evident that a great move
of the Holy Spirit swept across
this campus, first with the
President, Richard Roberts, then

moving throughout the
administration and student
After the services

one

body.

could hear

shouts of laughter in the

classroom, cafeteria and
residence halls.
The

speaker's

spoke
many students. Sophomore,
Terry Fuller spoke of her
skepticism when she said,"I
message

to

didn't know what to think at

first, but now that it is over I am
looking for a change in lifestyle."
Reaching

out.

Everyone

wanted

a

piece

of the action. Hundreds of students

packed

the stage to receive

a

reviving

touch from God.

time (and taking some
too). Student leaders helped contain the

Top: Giving

of students

during revival. Still,
just had to get their
prayer time in also. Chaplain Mark
Daugherty took personal time out with
masses

many of these leaders

God.

cf"4
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Revival

bathing. Sure, it was a beautiful
day outside, but students were more
concerned with warming their hearts.
One touch of the Spirit and they were out
like a light.
Son

"Fill!" And that's

exactly what the Holy
Spirit
expecting students. Revival
speaker Rodney Howard Browne came
with a life changing message.
did to

Where's Waldo? Is it

a soup line? Nope.
hungry folks are in line for a much
greater helping. Thousands of ORU
students brought the joy of the Lord
outside and prayed with Rodney Howard
Browne during revival.

These

What

a

crack

worth

a

thousand words. This just about

up! They

says it all. Fall Revival

say

a

was a

picture

is

time of

uncontrollable joy. Those who made it
back to the dorms without grass stains
agree.

© Oral Roberts University
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From the

beginning, ORU has held a
competitive edge over other liberal arts
institutions in

our

five major schools. The

television equipment shown here is far out of
date today. But in its time, it was state of the
art

and students had the opportunity to work

with it and other academic amenities. ORU

graduates have been hot prospects for
employers for years because of the
opportunities given to them while studying
here. Because ORU is a

place that offers so

many routes to take for hands-on

experience,

qu_ality at education here is worth so much.
It has been this way from the beginning. It will

the

be this way forever.

© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University

Dr.

Swearingen,

Eugene

Dean, School of Business,
maintains

strong relationship

a

with his students, and is able
to transmit his years of
successful experience in a
unique and practical way.

Ambition

The School of Business at Oral

Jamillah

University is firmly
aiding students
all areas of life. In preparing
committed to

students for

careers

as

Watkins, junior market-

in the

prosperous life with God
the source with the various

The

faculty in

the School of

Business

are not only qualified,
they are committed as well.
Virginia Wiseman, a junior
Business Administration major,

but

of business and

present this integrated curricu
lum in the classroom. The

professors

are

very

qualified to

instruct the students

concerning

the various fields of business.
The members of the graduate and

undergraduate faculty have
either doctorate or undergradu
ate degrees, with most having
first hand experience in the
business world. "I respect the
faculty for their qualifications

and their credentials,comments

helpfulness of
faculty. She said,
"They not only helped me with
my classes, but they helped me
on my career plans.
"The professors are efficient and
practice what they preach,
comments Jamillah Watkins.

a

principles

also testified to the

the business

mg major.
in

different business fields, the
school integrates the concept of

living

Top

.

.

Roberts

the

See

to

THEY ARE ALWAYS

COMMITTED TO
SERVING THE
STUDENTS, AND THEY
WILL GO OUT OF
THEIR WAY JUST TO
HELP.

Because of the
the

students, the students are
challenged to excel in whatever
they do.
Efficiency, commitment, and
excellence are the major assets
that make the School of Business

complimentary to
University.

are

on

Oral Roberts

the

faculty, "They
serving
always
the students, and they will go
out oftheir way just to help.
Another student, Julie Johnson,
comments

faculty's exhibi
dealing with

tion of excellence in

committed to

By

Kim

Johnson

Jack Greer encourages student
participation in his classes.

© Oral Roberts University

Fabio Ramos, an International
Business major, talks with President
Richard Roberts at chapel.

© Oral Roberts University

Peter Daniels

was a favorite speaker
chapel, but to the business
students and the general public.

not

only

in

Taking care of business. With big
signs posted on their doors "Going
Fishing," Ronzelle Green and Francis
Thomas pack up for a leisurely day at the
lake.

p at 6:37 am to be at
work by 6:45 am.

Back in the dorm at 8
am

to be in class

by

8:50

am.

Consecutive classes until 9 pm.
A meeting th�t started at 8:30
pm and is not

until 10:30

expected

to end

pm, then finally the

Management, his career
schedule isn't going to get much
easier, so it's probably good that
he's getting practice and
now.

expenence

Despite all, with an out
going personality, a strong
relationship with God and a

responsibilities,
can seem

anyone, but

a

relationships

burden to

by practicing

faith in

God and using some simple will
power each of us can tackle a
schedule

it

like

and

as

busy

as

Ronzelle's.

notorious 45 minute hall

meeting. This is a typical
Monday for aspiring
businessman Ronzelle Green.
Life is hard
a

enough just being

Senior at Oral Roberts

University without burning the
29 year old
midnight oil like thisdoes.

Palms, Californian

of

handles

plenty
Ronzelle
responsibility as the Resident
Advisor

on

Michael Cardone 4

(Dominion) and the
Transportation Director for
Student Association.

.this April

with

a

Graduating

BS in Business

down
to helping a friend or
geHing beHer grades,
I choose the first."
"When it

pride

in the

comes

relationships he's

made. Ronzelle still has fun. "I
know

we are

here to

develop

but when it

comes
academically,
a
friend
or
helping
getting better grades, I choose
the first," says Ronzelle.
Full academic schedules, work

down to

What

a

headache. After

pushing the
erasing all his work,
tries to give a cheerful smile.

wrong button and

David Dzurick

Academics
Business
© Oral Roberts University
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family. These ORU business
lining up fast to train at
Southwestern Bell's training camp in

All in the
men are

Knoxville, Tennessee.
On the road

pedals

another

day down

selling books

Taking in the view. After three
grueling months oflearning the business
of selling door to door for Southwestern
Bell Dean Sorenson takes
his travels and

Canyon.

© Oral Roberts University
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lounges by

a

break from

the Grand

again. With her
Chaboya starts

Hannah

feet to the
out

the streets of California

for Southwestern Bell.

Making
Dr.

it

happen:
Dean of

Ralph Fagin,

the School of Arts &

Sciences, encourages and
instructs the

professors

in

the school.

Committed to Excellence

The School of Arts

am

so

glad

and Sciences at Oral

sciences at

Roberts

cause

University
the largest school

is
on

see

we

have the

we

ORU, be

are

the th i ngs we study
God's creation," said

as

majors, ranging from
Physics to French, to

Earth

Sciences

ment.

Students and

HPE and

involves

over

half of the student

body.

The vision of the School
is to raise up leaders in
the Arts and Sciences

field that have

Dr. N. Meleen of the

teachers also

Depart
have

personal working rela
tionships which add to
a

well defined educa

"The th i ng I appre
ciate the most about

tion.

high
standard of integrity and

the

department

committment to excel

ou r

teachers

a

a

lence. Students and

teachers alike
cited about

are

ex

studing

secular topics with a
Christian viewpoint. "I

major, Todd

As the School

able to

campus. It includes
thirty six different

tion

is that

of

Sc�ror.
Ar�s

and Sciences prepares
the students for the 21 st

century it encourages
them to use their career
as a way to reach a dyi ng
world. "psychology is
stated as bei ng the
science of the

said

sen

here

at

mind,"

ior

Psychology
major, David Byrd, "yet
ORU the School of

Arts and

Sciences

not

the well bei ng of each

only makes this field of
study a science, but also
a
ministry tool that

student and allow

enables

care

about
us

to

have fu n in the midst of

tive

getting our education,"
said junior TV Produc-

in

us

to

be effec

every arena."
by

Dana

McCurry

making: Cast members of the
the
Shrew" prepare for their
of
"Taming

A

© Oral Roberts University

play

in the

This

made:

is

the

Keith

ing students

day

the

Lord

hath

Making the mark: Matt Rupp
successfully completes an experiment
Dr. Hartman's physics class!

Gogan and his backpack
on

one

of their many

backpacking trips to Arkansas.
Backpacking is one of the upper

level

HPE classes offered.

Making
David

Band in
mances.

opening night.
© Oral Roberts University

a

joyful

noise:

Gauger directs
one

of their

the

Professor

Symphonic
many perfor

in

Another late

nighter. Freshman Audra
realizing what homework
for a college student. She

Gutmann is

really

is

prepares

a

tape for her radio talk show

interview which is to be
class in

only

performed

live in

about four hours.

II Jl I
I

..

•

,

t

"

i

1

!
,

t,

Come

see

the stars shine! This

during the fall
only great publicity
for the play "An Enemy of the People," but
it was also great publicity for the actors
marquis stood
semester. It

in Marriott

was

not

and actresses involved.

Boogie-woogie bugles
Those who

are

the most

...

er

trumpets.

musically

inclined (from company B, of course) often
congregate in Timko Barton Hall for jam
sessions.

''We've been framed!" If a

picture is

thousand words, how much is the
real thing worth? Framing their faces,
Amanda Sharp, Tessa Walker, and
worth

a

Kristeen
a

buyer's

Popken

pose in

hopes

to

capture

eye.

�0

•

f

Academics
Arts
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Cutting just enough. With a Speedball
cutter in hand, Rebecca Schneider has to
make just the right stroke in her
Linolium

or

it could

spell

disaster for her

prints.

Creating Masterpiec:es
n

asked about the

glory

twork of Rebecca

hneider, wingmate
Kaytee Niqette replied, "She
reaches beyond the normal mind
of comprehension taking the
abstract and moving it into the
mind of creativity; through which
inanimate objects become
beautiful and extravagant works
of art." She is only a sophmore
but, certainly her artwork can
certainly turn anyone's eye more
than

of God. I also wanted to

become

deeply rooted in my
purpose for creating art." She
hasn't wasted any time either. In
her freshman year she won best
of show in ORU's Juried Art

about

nil'

"My ideas

come

He is the master

artist, and He is

my energy source."
Her word to other students at

ORU is,

Show for her sculpture titled, "A

already been accepted to
another college while in high
school, but she decided to attend

turning new pieces of art out at a
rapid rate. "I don't want all my
work to be crosses and doves, but

ORU instead. "I wanted to learn

I want it to be that much above

of Coffee-Wasted Time

and Life's Game" and she is

the standard of excellence."

perspective

and

from the creator himself because

"Every piece of a plan
working on is one step
closer to getting to the top.
Therefore, make sure full effort is
invested in each step. If you

you

had

Christian

pieces and how
idea; she replies,
creativity come

from
the creator Himself
because He is the

creativity

Cup

a

of her

she obtained its

Minnesota is a story that hits
close to home for many of us. She

art from
-

Minneapolis,

one

"My ideas and

The story of how Rebecca came
to Oral Roberts University from
her home in

her what she has learned at ORU
to other artists. When asked

master artist."

once.

hopes to transfer to Pratt
University in New York or the
Rhode Island School of Design to
pursue a degree in Interior
Decorating. She will carry with

and what it is to create art for the

After

attending ORU, Rebecca

© Oral Roberts University
Arts
Academics
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are

want your dream to come
you need to keep that in

perspective."

true,

Oh, to be a Chaplin! Senior Pre-Med
major Feb Idahosa is puzzled by the
thought of putting a bunson burner to his
wax

friend.

SOFF

A

basketball

originally
young

scholarship

lured this

man

halfway

around the world to Oral Roberts

University. Okay,

entirely.
opportunity
play varsity and varsity
not

around the world

teaching people
the Gospel, along with something
tangible and beneficial like

"If I first commit my day to the
Lord and focus on Him, the day

medical health."

will be necessary to rely upon
when Feb faces the pressures of

With the extra stress of a pre-

for two years, but
ulterior motive led him
reserve

an

otherwise. When asked what
that motive was, he jokingly
answered, "To find a wife and

Seriously, Feb plans to
earn a degree in pre-med biology
so he could return to Nigeria,
West Africa and practice
medicine at the hospital his
kids."

church

example

liMy dream is to
eventually travel
around the world
teaching people the
Gospel along with

profession.

reminds

whatever

we

us

Feb's

that

do unto the Lord will

be blessed.

something tangible
and beneficial like
medical health."

owns.

ORU's Christian basis and
emphasis on the power of prayer
has

smoothly." This philosophy

the medical

Feb Idahosa had the
to

flows

encouraged

and

strengthened

Feb to combine prayer with
medicine. He comments, "My
dream is to

eventually

travel

med

degree,

Feb is often asked

how he handles science classes
all

Good clean fun. The folks back at

day long while being involved

Johnson & Johnson would be

proud. Sandi

Bante Brownell and Lenore Enoch

in the International Student

Gibbs,

Organization. He simply replies,

combine wits and talents and try their
hand at making soap.

© Oral Roberts University
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Danger!

Toxic Materials a-brew.

Brante Brownell is careful to

always

wear

her protective goggles when dealing with
hazardous materials like soap and
...

water.

Yuck! What's that smell? This horse's
name

may be

"Precious," but what
Page is picking out of the horse's
not so precious.

Jennifer
hoof is

Above: Now that

was one

part ginger

and three parts butter, right? Good
things are cookin' up in the ecology lab.

LaToryla Evans

and Emeka Chidebelu

Eze take time to

measure

© Oral Roberts University
Academics
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the parts.

Teacher of the Year:

In

ORU Dr. Arden Autry
distinguished with this award
year at

Signs and Wonders class:
Evangelist Tim Storey gets student

Honors Convocation.
spans 16 years

as

his last
was

His ORU

at

the

career

student and teacher.

involved in hands-on ministry.

Chancellor
strates

to the

Oral

Roberts

demon

students how to minister

and how not to minister in

healing

prayer.

Getting

Dr. Bill Bright, Pastor Bill Shuler
Heartland Missionsfest:
choir.
African
the
boys
enjoy

© Oral Roberts University

a

Degree:

Many Korean

students pursue M.Div. and D.Min.
at the seminary each summer.

Signs

and

T. D.
Wonders Class:
on the after effects of

Jakes preached

worship

and the students

responded

with great emotion.

A Lifetime of

The School of
Missions had

and

Theology

exciting

an

filled with many special
Dr. Arden Autry, after

of all, Chancellor Oral
Roberts.

special

year
events.

being

at

ORU for 16 years, was distin
guished to receive the highest

honor

at

the honors convocation:

Teacher of the Year.
his last year of
The School of
Missions

joined

This

teaching
Theology

at

was

ORU.

and

with Tulsa Area

Missions Association to host the

national Heartland Missionsfest
the campus

to

speaker,

Dr.

featuring keynote
Bright.

Bill

Hundreds attended the seminar

and

workshops

and visited the

various booths.

Special seminary chapels

the Call

Fulfilling

and

Each year

students

we

come

have many
from Korea

to

pursue Master of Divinity and
Doctor of Ministry degrees as

they spend
modular
that

was

in the

intense weeks of

courses.

And,

yes,

seaweed you smelled

lounge

microwave!

This year the Walk Thru the
Bible Ministry from Atlanta

conducted their third Walk
Thru the Old/New Testament
seminars attended by hundreds

of students in the

su

rvey

classes, seminary, and teachers
and members of local churches
and Bible schools.

guests in the Signs and Wonders
c I ass i ncl uded featu red speak

Bishop O. T. Jones,
Jakes, Tim Storey and,
ers,

T. D.
most

By

Rita Bosico

Dr. Howard

ORU

© Oral Roberts University

Ervin, first dean of the

Seminary.

Above: "I'm gonna make that
deadline!" Senior New Testament major
John Tittle is so excited for the opening of
the

new

Student Association Macintosh

computer lab. Now he might be able

to

get

his senior paper done and jump into his
other studies.

Right: "Books of the Bible not quite
what I had expected." Senior Roderick
...

Farmer loads up on all kinds of biblical
knowledge in the library. Often times
those

undergrad theology

demands that

can

classes purvey

make you feel like

crying.
Below: "Creation

...

flood

...

or was

that

creation, then fall, then flood?" Each
fall semester, Old Testament Survey
students

are required to attend the
Through the Old Testament"
seminar. Yes, for only twenty dollars
these committed students rise early on
Saturday and learn all kinds of neat

''Walk

hand motions.

Bodies of water. These few students
represent the Sea of Galilee in one of the

maps" that are experi
Through the Old
Testament seminar. The technique is
used to give students a better under
standing of biblical geography.
many "human

enced at the Walk

© Oral Roberts University
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Fanning the

fire

a

degree higher.

Junior Lee Raney spent time exploring
the options of higher education at Regent

Virginia Beach, Virginia.
high percentage of students
to receive graduate degrees

University
ORU has
who go
there.

'he Word to the Masses

Taking
Raney, is

on-fire

an

and more."

Testament major.
When he arrived at Oral
ew

Roberts

University for the first
already been in the
two
for
ministry
years.
"1 lived in Tulsa all of my life,
but it wasn't until God spoke to
me at an ORU college weekend
that 1 really considered coming
time Lee had

here." Lee believes God wants to
further train and prepare him for
what God has for him; he has
seen

the need to

answer

God's

call to preach the Gospel.
He seems to be rather humble,
which is necessary for the
ministry. When asked what he

Completing his undergraduate
degree at ORU, then pursuing a
seminary degree are two of Lee's
future goals. After completing his
formal education he wants to
return here and teach. Lee is the

my

life, but it

wasn't

until God

spoke to me
at an ORU college
weekend that I really
considered coming
here."

expected from ORU he
answered, "To be fully prepared
for what God had called
can never

me

be

to do.

fully

trust in and

depend

on

God

type of ORU student who takes
hold of the call to ministry and
runs

prepared, but what 1 need to do is
develop my potential and learn
more

with it. "1

am

considering

spending my life at ORU training
up young people to be world
changing leaders.

© Oral Roberts University

Academics

really important"
Although Lee's days are
busy, he continually makes
Jesus the focus of his day.
"N 0 work, tests or concerns of
the day will take my eyes off
Him. That's what everyone
needs to do-keep their eyes
on

III lived in Tulsa all of

had

1 know that 1

on

in

a

/tJel Theology

I think that's

God the Father."

Lee's

right. only when we
serving the Lord more
important than anything can
we truly be prepared to take
make

the Word to the

masses.

Right: Teaching teachers. Professor
Vicki Davison helps her students to
understand their responsibility to the
students they will teach.

Above: Wisdom

Morgan helps

sought.

students

Professor Pat

as an

advisor for

Department. Students seek
guidance and counseling from faculty
such as Professor Morgan in their quest to
find the right teaching job after gradua
the Education

tion.

Decisions, Decisions

...

"Let's

should I read Cat in the Hat

or

see

here,

Curious

George? I know, maybe I'll dive into that
Barney book I've been wanting to read
Elementary Education majors find
themselves drowning in a sea of children's
books. It's good practice for working in the
"

...

real world.

© Oral Roberts University Education
Academics'/
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A

passion

to teach. Dr. Earl

VanEaton,

Dean of the School of Education, knows
no

age boundaries when it

comes

to

teaching. Whether ORU students or
elementary school kids, he cares very
much about the careful development of
the intellect.

ohn 15:16 "Ye have
chosen me, but I have
chosen you, and
you, that ye go and

bring forth fruit,

and that your
fruit should remain
"

...

The

faculty of the Education
Department of Oral Roberts
University believes that each of
their students have been called to

of teaching. Their

the

profession
goal is to impart to

their stu

dents, the teachers of the future,
the vision of changing the next
generation for Christ. The faculty
is dedicated to handing down
their experience and knowledge
to the students in the field of

concerned about

instilling in us
knowledge we need along
with a Godly perspective and
point of view. I am deeply
impressed by the amount of time
and heart the education profes
sors here at ORU investing in
us. They challenge me to be the
best that I can be," explained Joy
Walters, sophomore
elementary education.
The faculty not only teaches the
all the

students how to be
to be

good

ministers.

was

them to be like

the

perfect

education.

"Something that has

caught

about each

tian

professor

teacher that I've encountered
in my education classes is the
amazing fire and drive each
or

carries to raise up Christian
They seem to be deeply

teachers.

educators, they

must do

as

well. "The education I have
recieved here at ORU is one
which will prepare me for real
life situations that will occur
outside the classroom.

Academics© Oral Roberts University
Education
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ensure

They
only
give me instruction, but
inspiration, not just with
my

not

success.

man's wisdom but with the
wisdom of the
mused

Holy Spirit,"
Stephen Zimny, junior

special education.
With the foundation Oral

Roberts

University students
good instruction
ready to face the real

and

are

world and

They encourage

teacher. Jesus taught with power
and authority which, as Chris

me

tools to hand down to

have recieved

teachers, but also how

Jesus who

professors have been where
I'm going, and they know the

My

serve

the Lord

through education. "God has
intrusted in us the awesome
authority to educate. May He
be with

us as we

for

better

a

generation
tomorrow," said
Samuel Collins, art education.

Giving of the pocket. Spending time
with these children is fun for Dan
Thorton, but digging down deep in his
pockets and finding a little extra cash to
buy candy for these children adds an
extra excitement.

Ready

To Go. Her dress

might be out of
glasses out of the
Faye Spears is ready to go

the sixties and her

seventies, but

to class and hit the books.

A friend to lean

tiring

on.

for this little

lends her

loving

The

girl

arms

so

day proves
Amy Sapp

too

for her to rest in.

Little charmers. Elizabeth Griffeth
holds up the back of the bus as these

children sometimes prove to be
handful.

more

than

a

© Oral Roberts University
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Gaining experience. Bright

sunny

days

great time for Noemi Guiterez to put
all her learning to use by playing games
are a

with children.

lague seems to be
streaming across

that

America's educational

system, and that

plague

is

illiteracy. Many students don't
care about learning, but would
rather spend their time playing
video games, listening to music,
and watching movies. Children
slip by from grade to grade and
when it's time for graduation
from high school they escape
having learned the basics. The

develop in high school will
not develop." She hopes to not
only develop their know ledge of
math and history but also their
minds that they may overcome
future obstacles. She plans to
challenge her future students

them to

see

Jesus and

someone

who cares, loves, and will be
willing to help them in any
situation." Noemi will express
Jesus in every aspect of her life
in order to minister to the

children. "Sometimes

being

an

is the best way to
minister. These children need

example

"Education is

learning
through experiences; I
want to impress on

help

and Jesus is the answer."

Noemi and other ORU

education

graduates

have been

education students here at Oral

my kids that those

instilled with the tools needed to
teach their students effectively.

Roberts

learning experiences

As

University

are

out to

stop this plague, and among
them is a 21 year old Junior from

Arecibo, Puerto

for
and at the

plans to take
everything she has

learned from ORU. "I know I am
called of God to give of my love
and soul to the young children
because I feel if I can help the
younger

ones

then the

them in the

same

time make their

learning fun. "Education is
learning through experiences; I
want to impress on my kids that
those learning experiences will
last forever."

problems

When

a

child looks at

© Oral Roberts University
Academics
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me

I want

upon God to lead

classroom, ground
gained in America's fight
literacy.

wiill be

Rico.

Noemi Guiterez
with her

will last forever."

they rely

Class time is not

only a time for learning,
sharing and forming lasting
friendships.
but for

Wessman, Dean
Vaughn School of Nursing

Dr. Joann
Anna

is not all books, IV's,
bedpans. Having fun with
friends is high on the list of "things

Becoming

a nurse

tubes and
your
to do."

© Oral Roberts University

ORU

nursing students

have the benefit of

Young and old alike are blessed with
special attention from dedicated, caring,
and compasionate ORU nurses, as they
serve in hospitals throughout the United

prayer to aid them not only in their
academic preparation, but in their day-to

day

activities in routine

as

well

as

crisis

situations.

States

A

Nursing
involves

of

Dose

at Oral Roberts

University

than pretty hair bows,
white uniforms and matronly Nurse
more

Mate shoes. These

are

the

things

involves

something

takes

a

agement

the
It

encour

to make the transformation

donned and the

nurse

Superman.

lot of laughing and

handsome young men dressed in the
white nursing uniform learning and

mation from student to

much akin to

Wonder Woman and

daily.

performing the same duties that
were once delegated to women only.
The work day for nursing students
often begins at 5:30 in the morning
and doesn't end until dark. The day
may begin with early morning
classes, followed by an aerobic class,
a shower, and lunch in the half hour
before clinicals begin. Then, the rush
to the hospital is on. The transfor

as

abroad.

Compassion

that nursing students used to be
by, but now you will notice

known

well

as

crisp

white uniforms

are

daily assignment
received,
floor,
the nursery, or a pediatric floor. The
feeling experienced when walking
into a stranger's room full of wires
and beeping noises is almost
overwhelming, but the nursing
it's off to the medical

students do it and make

people's

a

difference

lives

daily.
experience is
IV's, shots, heartbeats,

The hands-on
invaluable

bandages

minds of the students. But

-

and bathrooms. Often in

the midst of all the tubes and wires

still

and

gives the

they
day.
finally finished at
reassurance

need to continue the
When the

the

day is
hospital it's time

to return to

campus. On the way to campus the
car is filled with tired feet,
groaning

stomachs, sighs of relief, but also
oflaughter hardly believing
what they saw and did during the
day.
lots

As the

-

rolls

slowly over the
speed bumps, one by one, another
day is successfully completed in the
car

life of a Wonder Woman and

Superman,

and

a

they feel good!
by

© Oral Roberts University

a

-

small voice invades their conscious
ness

After the

in

thought, ''What am I doing
comes crashing into the

here?"

Laura

Yockey

Everyone gather in! Bethany
Rithcurse, Tammy Duffield, Jenny
McArther, and Cristy Jones gather for
quick shot before they work on one of
their clinicals at the Jewish Nursing

a

Homes.

G

alarm sounds at 5:30
m.

and

Tammy
slips from

ffield's hand

beneath the cozy, warm covers to
kill the blaring noise. She sits up
and wishes it

was

just

a

dream,

fire drill, but like all
majors who get up this

or even a

nursing
early in the morning, she knows
that it's no dream. Tammy
quickly shuffles out of bed, prays,
grooms, throws

on

her familiar

lab jacket and sets

powder-blue
out for the hospital. The start of
another very long day has begun.
Once at the hospital, Tammy
begins her clinical which can
vary from 3 to 8 hours. These

long hours provide her with first
hand experience on how to care
for patients.
"Nursing is being able to care
for somebody in their most
vulnerable situation-physically,
mentally, and spiritually," she

defines. "It's very

condition

fulfilling

work."

not offer them

any."

advantage for Tammy and
other ORU nursing majors is
their spiritual ability to help a
patient in need. This is valuable
for the patient, whether he
The

realizes it

might

or

not.

Late at

night Tammy gets

into

bed and sets the alarm for 5:30

again. She lays down and
reflects on her day. She realizes
that it will start all over again in
a just a few short hours, but that
a.m.

doesn't bother her because she

"I

loves to

hope patients

would

she's

a

help people. That's why
nursing major.

see me as

someone

who

can

oHer

hope even
though their physical
condition might not
oHer them any."
"We all are encouraged to pray
in tongues for patients," Tammy
said. "I hope patients would see
me as someone

hope

even

who

though

can

their

offer

physical

"One tilt of the head and we're in

business."

Nursing majors experience
regular rug burn from all the time they
spend learning basic lifesaving tech
niques.

© Oral Roberts University
Academics
Nursing
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"Hey, this is kinda' like jump startin'
myoid Buick!" Kirsten Wilson is just
the right nurse this dummy needs to get
his heart

racing.

Hands-on

experience.

Sandra Juarez

and every other ORU nursing major
spend many hours learning CPR from

Oklahoma state istructor.

an

Someday, the

things Sandra is learning will be
implemented to help save people's lives.

''Your heart's not beating!" Putting in
a little practice before she starts
taking
the

nursing courses, Gail Heckler tries to
find her mummy friend's heartbeat, but
just like a freshman she forgot to put the

stethoscope

in her

© Oral Roberts University

Academics
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ears.

People are what make our university great.
Without them, ORU would still be a cow
pasture. But because of them, the world has
been shaken in

so

many ways. It's the

spontaneous things you do in your spare time
that make life here fun. The

photo you see here

appeared in volume 1 of the Perihelion in
1966. The caption

read, "Little shaver reflects

before the world's first 1.6 million dollar
mirror." Of course that was when the prayer
tower

(or 1.6 million dollar mirror)

was

still

partly under construction but to find yourself
shaving in its reflection does hold its own sense
of adventure. Learning to appreciate the
around you at ORU is

people

guaranteed to make your

experiences here all the more worth it.

© Oral Roberts University
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ORIENTATION LEADERS
es

to the

on,

is

an

Quest! By

Orientation

someone

who assists

students in

DEDICATED TO INTRODUCING THE BEST TO THE BEST

•

most of his

or

her experience here

at ORU.

"I think

one

of the most

impor

about the orientation

becoming
acquainted with an institution.
At ORU, our Orientation Leaders
go way beyond that! Among
other things, our Orientation
Leaders point out the Prayer
Tower, help new students find
the campus store and give tips in
deciphering "the schedule."
"I think the important thing is
having someone there to guide
you through the whole process of
registration and orientation as
you make that important transi

tant

tion in life to pursue your
destiny," said Orientation Leader

ORU

They

Arlene

countless hours of preparation,

new

senior business

Stepna,
major.
helps you to develop
friendships, so you can encourage
one another in your major."
a

"It

ORU Orientation Leaders have

things

program is the opportunity that
the new students have to make

friends before classes begin,"
said Sophomore Acting Major
Grace Hart.
"It

was

senting

really

our

nice to be repre

school to the

new

students and their parents," said

Sophomore Biology Major Tara
St. Prix. "The
were

going

parents knew

we

to be there for the

student."
The Orientation Leaders at
dedicated to the quest.
do all of this through
are

prayer and instruction. It is
through their efforts that ORU

will

see

this program continue

and grow.

been

specially selected because of
outstanding personalities,
willingness to serve and desire to
their
see

each

new

student make the

They're computer braniacs too! Before
teaching new students the ins and outs of
the library's computer card catalog,
Orientation Leaders first had to learn it
themselves.

People//40rientation Leaders
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1994 New Student Orientation

Leaders. Back Row: Grace

Hart, Margot
Mangum, Tara St. Prix, Rob Fell, Amy
Baker, Stefanie Rau, Kristen Reeder,
David Kanafani, Beth Fell. Front Row:
Norma Livas, Amanda Sharp, Jocelyn
Duininck, Arlene Stepna. Not Pictured:
Lorraine Chavis, Jennifer Bronowicz,
Heather Moran, Cheri Umbarger, Chasity
Jacobsen, Laura Garza, Dawn
Higginbotham, Shania McFarlin, Rhea
Watson, Jamal Bacchus, Rob Berger,
Angela Trecek, Kirsten Whitcomb, Tiffani
Newborne, Andrea Guiden, Arlene
McLaren, Angela Bryant, Joanne Ricci,
Mark Bryson, Brian Marshall, Matt

Frederick, Alexy Blames, Carrie
Christine, David Clark, Rashell Rahming,
Angela Arnold, Rebecca Johnson, Andrew
Hardge, Jennifer Temple, Matt
Kirkpatrick, Paula Curtis, Lesley Hough,
John Merwick, Pete Merwick, Kelly Rau,
Elmer Oaks.

"Lord, please

send

us

your best."

Orientation Leaders pray for God's
direction in preparation for leading
students through registration.

Say Yes
gives

to the

new

Quest! Jocelyn Duininck
Prayer

announcements in the

Gardens to
Leaders

new

New Student Orientation

during their pre-registration
training session. (No, Arlene. It isn't time
to play Duck, Duck, Goose yet.)

© Oral Roberts University
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STUDENT ASSOCIATION
! What

year this

a

been for the
dent Association.
The unseen, yet very real and
exciting presence of change that

has saturated the campus of Oral
Roberts University this past year
has not left SA behind in the
dust. Many lessons have been
learned, and from these lessons
SA has
more

begun

to rise and become

of the honorable and

influential student organization
that it is. This takes time,

•

DEDICATED TO THOSE WHO TAKE ACTION

prepare it for the future. Brandon

Scott, Executive Vice President,
has operated his twenty member
plus staff as well as established
an open-door policy for all
students. this sets a precedent for
all who follow in his footsteps to
constantly keep the students'
needs as a first priority.
The innovative and highly
successful activities instigated by
Vice President of Activities,
Nikolai Schiavi, have set the
foundation for strong school unity

time. The SA has learned

and enthusiasm in years to come.
Robb Higdon has spent his year

through experiences. Situations

refining the duties of the Vice

have occurred that have put to
the test every principle that has

President for Student Services.

however, because learning takes

SA in years past, and those
that could not stand the test of

run

pressure, pain, and hard work
were abandoned. Jayne
"
...

We (SA) had

body.

impeccable office for

SA

that of excellence and
determination. The SA,

the past
two years become Tulsa's most
experienced Commuter Pizza

exemplify

this excellence and
determination. President

Cory
Fransway stated, "Students,
through the Student Association,
are on the brink of exiting
times people are going to begin
to see amazing things happen on
this campus." These exciting
...

times ate

a

direct result from

countless hours of gark work. The
executive officers and their

individual staffs have put
many

long

and

unseen

make SA what it is

in

hours to

today and

to

their offices, the flavor of
SA has made a strong new

impact upon the student body.
"My freshman year I felt that SA
was more

of an elitist club

...

this

the

year the

people especially
officers, are real and care about
my opinions and what I have to
say," student Meredith West
commented.

a

and

With the type of dedicated
individuals SA has had this year,
the foundation is firmly set for an

brighter

future.

and made

organized

available at

change

renovation that has occurred

even

has

must strive to

individuals and all those within

within SA has been incredible.

maturity, integrity, and unity
working together for the student
body.
This university was built upon
individuals whose pursuit was

body,

and dedication of these six

his programs and offer several
new and exciting services to the

run an

the

care

tremendous

finances this year. He and his
staff, for the first time in years,

as

the Student Association will last
long into the future. Through the

As the 1993-1994 year of SA is
nearing its end, the

this past year, but we are going
to grow out of them, growing into

representative of the student

body,

behalf of to

his contributions to

now

Vice President of Finance, has

growing pains

student

on

Next year when he returns to the
same office, he plans to expand

student

Robertson is convinced that

administration

moments notice the

SA budget including the most up
to-date figures of expenditures

possible.
Broc Jahnke,

Above

Right: Tough opposition.
Cory Fransway, Jayne
Robertson, and Ariane Folkins attend the
Senate meeting every week to discuss
current SA operations and procedures like
introducing delicious flavored iced teas.
President

has

over

Party Connoisseur and the main
man to choose winner Apartment
Community movies. He has
concentrated on bringing
commuters and Apartment
Community resident back into
the university life.
Last, but certainly not least, is
President Cory Fransway. He has
devoted six years of his life to
ORU, three of which have been

occupied by three SA Executive
positions. From proposals for a
constitutional convention, to day
to day representation, to the

././cf Student Associaton

People
© Oral
Roberts University

The Student Association Executive

Cory Fransway, VP of
Borman, VP of Activities

Officers: President
Finances Steve

Nicole Schiavi, Executive Vice President
Brandon Scott, VP of Graduate Affairs
Broc Jahnke, and VP of Services Robb

Higdon.
Little Black Book. VP of Activities

I

Nicole Schiavi

helped Student Association

get involved in the Black History Month

lineup of activities.

Sales

pitch.

These attractive t-shirts

100% cotton and

Buy

one now

are

and

we

guaranteed

are

to fit.

will throw in

a

neat

porn-porn for free! These t-shirts remained
as

icons of the fun

homecoming

Bright

we

had

festivities

future?

looks

on

faces

probably

long after

Probably

not. The

grim

Kevin Cox's and Steve Borman's
mean we

went

this year.

//�

the

were over.

Student Association
© Oral Roberts University
People
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STUDENT AFFAIRS
�c through the Dean
U/ Men's and the Dean of
omens' offices
ceases.

making

of

and the guys

narrow

hallway,

you

look up to see an arrow pointing
toward housing, then you turn

never

Its the commotion of girls
excuses

down the

DEDICATED TO UPHOLDING A STANDARD

•

for late minutes

trying to explain

yet another

until you

corner

reach Verna's office. Verna, with
heart of gold, is definitely a

the reasoning behind launching
water balloons from their

person to

balconies. I mean, its not the
dean's fault they got stuck with

authority to

the

your choice. If you pay close
attention, you can see how much

Let's

disciplinary position.

leave behind any negative
thoughts and reminisce on those
have all

good aspects
expect and enjoy.
we

come

to

as

dedication that far exceeds

anything we could imagine. They
ate constantly interceding for
that wandering student who can't
quite pull theirself together with
out some help. They have open
ears to listen, and they help sort
out confused minds. They stick
when

us

problem

that's

we

have

really

a

not

our

fault. One has to admire the

qualities they demonstrate.
Especially considering they have
survived when the end of the
year

or

not you

comes.

Now take your focus to those
who support the deans.

her

good side.
position and

on

determine whether

stay

on

the wing of

she takes into consideration
when

placing students.

the offices

Focus your eyes on the deans
people who have hearts of

up for

get

She holds the

on

Out of all

campus, you

can

be

assured, Verna never forgets a
Perhaps she has spies
strategically located throughout

name.

the campus to inform her of room
changes and unfair floor

blocking. By the way, floor
blocking is when people on a floor
try to screen who they want and
don't want on their floor by
attempting to block people from
signing up for a room.
N ow my quick synopsis of the
Student Affairs department
comes to a close. Maybe you have
gained insight on those who may
have confronted you one time or
another. Overall, they stand to be

appreciated for the
they do for us.

many

things

they become the eyes
finding out the scoop to
the top. We all wonder

Sometimes
and ears,

report to
how they found out about the
wing war on Tuesday night, even
though everyone kept a secret.
Now you know, they are watching

you!
Whenever

visiting the

Classroom Center you often seem
to get lost wandering in circles

through the narrow hallways,
hoping not to find yourself at a
dead end. When entering
through the side and moving

Above: Multi-faceted job

descrip

tions. Assistant Dean of Women Dawn

Hoskey phones headquarters

to tell them

she received their memo, while Dean
Betty Chesbro flags down a high-skirted
student

on

the

run

at

registration this

fall.

£?CStudent Affairs

People
© Oral
Roberts University

Top:

The Student Affairs

Depart
Guajardo,
Director of Student Activities Molly
O'Connor, Assistant Dean of Women
Dawn Hoskey, Dean of Students Clarence
Boyd. Front: Dean of Women Betty
Chesbro, Assistant Dean of Students
Jackie Fuqua. Not Pictured: Director of
Housing Verna Pryor.
ment. Back: Dean of Men Dan

© Oral Roberts University
People
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Top: "Everyone, please take your
seats
Dean Clarence Boyd often takes
"

...

charge during
Above:

the

pre-chapel

shuffle.

"No, I'm sorry but that floor
already been filled." Dorm Director
Qynn Arnold and Housing Director Verna
Pryor put up with the hassles and the
hussies of room assignments.
has

OF
A
*

WOMEN'S RA PROGRAM
RA

It's not

-

a

job

...

it's

an

the students.

adventure! So many people think
they will finally get away from
their parents and their rules

NOT! Just when you think you
are free, there is an RA looking
over

is

an

they

your shoulder. What

RA's
seem

exactly
purpose? And why do
to watch

over

your

every move?

have

but still other students

deeper view. Angela
Manuel, a freshman member of
the track team, believes,"an
a

RAmust be in focus with God and
his will for

our

lives

as

well

states"'the purpose of an RA is to
lead by example through their

"used to dress up in old clothes
and high heels and then go

personal integrity. Accountabil
ity is also a key phrase in
keeping others accountable to
God, one another and the Honor

singing

All in

all, being

a

successful RA

duties. Some RA's have

York, a freshman at ORU
says,"his RA roller skates down

"Did

some one

say

pictures?"

Susie RA's

Regardless, it's 8Jj(i)ii>
somebody has to do. The
trick is sometimes balancing ml!lt
elsewhere."

often sticklers about

"police
tance.

general
helping those

say.Your

"Take your PDA

that

but their

is in

or

thrill

around them to continue to grow
and develop into real men and

work" with social accep

Angela Arnold

a

there for the students and be

a

rules,

concern

short,"

a

skirt is tm(i)

Display of Affection) patrol,
latenight counseling church
check, reports, countless meet
ings, and the all grueling desk
whimsical way to relieve this
madness in their lives. David

on

the

up and down the halls."

are

of God. It is not

for them to

a

trustworthy."
responsible
She also believes,"RA's must be
positive influence

RA's

women

stressful yet exciting adven
ture. It consists of PDA (Public
is

as

and

continual

hallway trying to be a disco
king." Desiree Shephard, a
junior, says an RA she once knew
the

a

Code."

Some may say the purpose of an
RA is to keep order and disci

pline,

Molly Griffiths,
senior Theology student and
Head RA over upper Frances,

SETTING A STANDARD

help

raise money

by working

in the Mabee

Center concessions.

Hand in Hand

Maryanne

/,.2,.2

we

Sonano

RA shall stand

participate

© Oral
Roberts University Women's RA
People

in

together.
a

Kate

Ireland,

Dawn

Hawskey,

game at the annual RA retreat.

Program

and

really doing this." Tammy Crouch, Elexa Shaw, Bethany
Kelly Arseneau take a moment to giggle over a difficult but funny

"I can't believe we're
Susie Vison RA's-Back

row:

Michelle

Tarpley, Kelly Valone. Middle
Bottom

row:

Rita

row:

Coates, Kelly Arseneau,
Shaw, Heather Evans,

Elexa

Jennifer

Murphy,

Gwen

Elise Noe.

Evans and

task at Shadow Mountain ropes

training.

Verghese.

"Okay Everybody-Do something stupid."
Frances Cardone: Top row:Kerry Fischer,
Sharron Mitchell, Rachel Huff, Ann

Kraphol, Stacey Matula, Candi Saywer,
Revis Ward, Molly Griffiths, Lisa Louis,
and Kristi Brown. Bottom

row: Wendy
Gibbs, Jennifer Reels,
Janelle Arnold, and Kathy VanVelkum.

Livinggood,

Noel

"Holy Rollers!" Candi Saywer, Janelle
Arnold, Mauri Hallman and Heather
Grady spent time building their

friendships
Tulsa.

© Oral Roberts University
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Program

and muscles

on

the streets of

© Oral Roberts University
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125

A lHAD IN
MEN'S RA PROGRAM
esident Advisor
gram includes

a

select

and encourage excellence in the
lives of those around them. RA's
to establish

DEDICATED TO MAKING IT COUNT

program is

g
p of individuals who
strive for excellence in their lives,

challenged
strong relationship with each
person on their wing while adding
guidance and instruction to their
are

•

a

lives.

To prepare for this

challenge,
undergo a vigorous
week of training. Kris Orth, a

continually strength
states. "Through
weekly meetings, share times,
and debriefing the guys have a
chance to really express their
ened," Arnold

hearts."

The RA's

are

also

encouraged to

their position as a outlet for
ministry. This responsibility
provides many opportunities for
ministry.
"I would definitely recommend
use

the male RA's

this program to someone who
desires to be used by God," said

resident advisor in Ellis Melvin

Kris Orth. "The program is a
great opportunity for ministry

Roberts Hall states, "Training is
a week of rugged activity that
unifies the program. It prepares
us for the upcoming year. The
to instill

discipline
helps
bring out the character of the

program

and

guys because

forced to be

we are

with

disciplined
training is led by

our

time." This

all of the Head

RA's of the three male dormito
ries. The Head RA's also have
their

own

and promoting growth in the
lives of others. The RA program
has

helped me grow not only
spiritually, but in many aspects
of my life. I feel I have matured
as a man

discipline and given
opportunity to be around
quality men."

taught
me

of God because it has

me

the

real

time of training to

prepare them for the

responsibili

ties that lie ahead in the school
year.

"The

training builds

between the

men

a

bond

because each

working together for a
common goal," said Chad Arnold,
one

is

Head RA of upper Michael
Cardone Hall. "It develops a
comradery between us that's

easily felt and recognized.
Throughout the school year the
unity between the men of this
Frisky business. Wesley RA's
accountable in every

What

are

sense

are

kept

of the word.

you lookin' at? Head RA's

Chad Arnold and Nick Noll don't take
flack from anyone during RA training
camp. Watch out guys, looks like they're
up to

something.

© Oral Roberts University
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Below:

Wesley Luhring Resident Advisors. Back row: Craig Guy, Chris
Leffingwell, Gyle Smith, Shayne Lea, Dorm Director Tom McClarty, HRA Terry
Front row: Kyle Thompson, Todd Peterson, Jeff Barbeau.

Bush.

"You do the

hokey pokey and you
But RA
yourself around
training isn't all fun and games.
Sometimes new and returning RA's find
themselves at a standstill during RA
training.

turn

"

...

Below: Michael Cardone Resident
HRA Chad Arnold,
Gould, HRA Nick Noll.
Middle Row: Will Williford, Francis
Thomas, Michael Kulish, Edwin Miranda,
Elector Pearson. Front row: John Pletka,
Perry Chateuredi, Tony Word, Ronzelle
Green, Wade Barker. Not pictured: Marc
Ferguson.
Advisors. Back

row:

Dorm Director Lee

Above: EMR Resident Advisors. Back Row: Patrick Esdelle, Ben Cranor, Roland Walker, HRA John Smithwick, HRA Saul
Altamirano, Dorm Director Alex Anaya, Dave Brandt, Dave Cranfield, Aaron Stern. Middle Row: Jeremy Isorn, Keith Roberson,

Anthony

McPhee. Front

row:

Ted

Badgely,

Tom

Brisco, Marty Killmon. Not Pictured: Kris Orth.

© Oral Roberts University
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And you thought
RA's were the
serious

type!

Much of their time is

spent speaking,

teaching and praying
the Word of God to
those in

need, but

then there's the times

they just have
for living that

when
zest

a

can't be denied!

© Oral Roberts University
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Of
I

A
WOMEN/S CHAPLAINS
know, it absolutely
acks

any different

eing
think I have

a

I don't

learned and

have been rewarded

much, and
at the same time, gone through
so many times where I thought I
was literally going to die. As I
read past journal entries, I am
so

amazed at the many different
things I have felt like in the past
two years of being

a

pilgrimage [journey an
unknown land]. As they pass
through the vally of Baca [an arid
land], they make it a place of
springs [joyful expectations]; the
autumn rains [blessings] also
cover with pools. They go from
strength to strength until each

Chaplain.

At

point I have felt like a car
stripped of all it's
extras: you know, things like air
conditioning, sun roof, $1000.00
stereo, electric windows, etc
Except, I was lacking things like
motivation, Devo ideas, boldness,
vision, and purpose. People who
say they have it all together
really make me laugh. I
remember talking to my R.A. in
the summer and asking her what
she felt like she was supposed to
do for the wing, and she said, "Oh
I know exactly what I am
supposed to do and how I am
going to do it and when I am
going to do it. Yep-I got it all
together. Snicker, snicker! Not!

appears before God in Zion. And

in II Cor. 3:18 it says, "But we
all, with unveiled face beholding
as

in

Lord,
the

..

Who does?"

really believe God doesn't want
to know exactly what we're
supposed to do. Ifwe did, why
I

us

would there be any need for trust
and risk (adventurous faith!)?

knowing keeps

and in

a

us

humble

constant state of

listening.
of the

biggest things
Chaplain
in any
me
will
that
help
program
area of life, including
understanding my own walk with
the Lord, is in: Ps. 84:5-7. It
I think

one

I have learned from the

reads "Blessed

are

a

mirror the

glory

of the

being transformed into
image from glory to
glory, just as from the Lord to the
Spirit."

one

that has been

Not

on

to

seasons

Chaplain.

ever

have set their hearts

up at the

me

DEDICATED TO THE SINCERE AT HEART

•

are

same

If you look at these two

scriptures with the perspective of
trying to be more Christ-like and
in a constant state of improving
oneself, picture this: there is a
stairway and you are at the
bottom and Jesus is at the top.
The up-slope of each step is the

strength part

and the

each step is the

plane of

glory part;

the

time of refreshment and

rewarding. You will never get to
the plane (the time of
refreshment and rewarding) of
the step until you pay the price
and lift your foot up, apply a little
bit of strength, and then step up.
In any area of life, to get a
reward there is always a price to
pay. In order for a baseball player
to become

at the

sport
reward), he
has to pay the price of spending
time in training. In asking junior
Sean Grady, what is mine, the
price or the reward, he said, "It's
like a mountain climber, he pays
a great price to get to the top, but
once he's there, he forgets the
great

(being great

is the

Sweet-tooth sensation! Corinne

Boyd
displays to her wingmates, after a
spiritial devotion that the ice cream she
eating is guilt free.

is

No ashamed-to-show-it whites

or ring
Chaplain Rebekah
Barber rejoices as she has recently
discovered what being washed clean is
really all about.

around the collar!

those who
continued

on

page 132
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Left: Claudius Blue:

Angie Dzuirda,

Lashonda Burns, Monica Cannon, Amy
Keys, Melissa Kim, and Cynthia McGuire.
Below: Claudius Yellow: Adriana

Cazares, Tina Harmon, Trejee Wilson,
Kathy Werner, Melissa Green, and Rachel
Matte.
Bottom: Claudius Green:

Kelly Green,
Julynn Hausman, Rachel Wilson, Hayley
Malone, Camile Martin, and Lucy Peterson.

l

)

Above: "Jesus doesn't

spill

carpet, and neither should
The female

exchange

Spiritual

Christmas

on

my

you

girls!"

Life Dorm Directors

gifts

at Brenda

Coomer's house.
Left: Simon says sit down! Lower
Frances chaplains often hang out with their
brother wing chaplains at Braum's.

© Oral Roberts University
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continued from page 130

price. The price

is

on

journal

entries of

your life and other's. At the end
of the year, you go back and read

definitely

worth it!"

realizing that you
changed. Although you didn't
feel like you were changing, you
your journal

Well that is

exactly how my life
as a Chaplain has been. Although
I have gone through some pretty
tough times, I feel so full and so
rewarded. No one can possibly
imagine what it is like to see a
bunch of girls struggling and
barely making it in life, and after
some time and paid prices, seeing
them soar with such joy and
strength, unless you've been
there.

are

somehow

came

out transformed.

The empty journal is
testament."

now a

full

Obviously this is a very small
portion of the whole chaplain
thing, but it is a nice nutshell of
it. I wouldn't trade in one day for
being a Chaplain. Sure there
were

times I did not want to be

in the

Consider God's lesson of the
process of

caterpillar turning
butterfly; it's the difference
between change and
into

you add

a

a

transformation. When tke

caterpillar makes a cocoon
around him, he stays in that
cocoon for a long time. To the
outside world, it appears that
nothing happens; that the cocoon
remains unchanged. If someone
was sitting there staring at it,
waiting for it to change, that
person would probably become
really discouraged. Then the
time comes for the caterpillar to
come out as a butterfly. The thing
that interests

me

position, but I am so glad I
persevered through those rough
times. Not only am I glad I
persevered through those tough
times, and not only am I glad for
the girls on the floors I was
chaplain for, but also for myself.
Being a chaplain has truly
changed my character, I'm
thankful for all that was poured
into

me.

most is what

from the time the

happens
caterpillar

makes the

cocoon

until the time the

out; change
was a

butterfly comes
occuring. There
going on that no

was

process

could see, but it was such a
tremendous process that it totally
one

transformed the

caterpillar into a
butterfly.
past two years of
being a chaplain, that is what I
have seen. If I constantly look at
my wing expecting it to change, I
get very discouraged. But when I
quit looking at each individual
day of nothing happening and
In my

looked at the process that was
going on inside the girls' hearts
and minds, I was surprised to
that they all exploded into

Braxton

Chaplains: top row: Alicia
Smith, Katrina Burson, Karen Gorden,
Cyndi Smith, Kelli Monosmith, Angela
Williamson, and Kristeen Popken. Bottom
row: Katrina Sumner and Maria Adderly.

see

transformed beings. They became

people that were ready for
anything.
Senior Carrie Richey, a second
year chaplain, said this: "It's like
you start off as a blank journal
and as you go through the year,

Group hugs taken a step too far.
Angie Dziurda, Melissa Kim and Holly
Zimmer understand that being a good
leader requires the ability to be a good
follower no matter what the task requires.

./J.2
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"Go ye into all the world" is the motto
that Katrina Sumner and Dawn Williams
remember. Katrina
pray with a woman
trip to Siberia.

uses an
on a

interpreter

to

Summer mission

They're back! It's

the return of

Angels! Upper
Chaplains: Rebekah
Barber, Corinne Boyd, Valencia Harvey,
Kelli Bass, Jennifer Bronowicz, Holly
Charlie's-er Frances'

Frances Cardone

Zimmer and Lisa Woodson.

Lower Frances Cardone

Chaplains:
Stuart, Juniece Caryl, Navonne
Colbert, Tammy Duffield, Jennifer
Lawrenson, Jennifer Anderson, and
Sarah

Andrea Beadle.

Chaplains: Top row:
Grady and Tammy Crouch.
Second row: Snow White and Bethany
Donley. First row: Sarah Titus and
Deana Raney. Bottom row: Stephanie
Crawford and Carrie Richey.
Susie Vinson

Heather

"Lord,

we

ask that you

Sexton's heart to
Humanities
more

day

"
...

move on

Dr.

postpone the

exam

for at least

one

lead

Chaplains
wingmates
weekJy night

in group prayer in
devotions.
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A
APA'S
going to be how
people on the floor?!"

are

y

want

to have how

me

many sub-Freshman

staying in

my room?!" "Why in the world
would I do this for you?" "We can

win
me

full page wing ad?" "Sign
up for five." Thus began the
a

saga of Valor's most vicious
weekend; College Weekend.

Being

the APA

the

floor,

I

before the guys
with my beautiful plan to get a
free full page ad in the yearbook.
was

able to

on

come

I knew that

signing thirty-two

up to come onto the floor
would win us this fantastic prize.

people

What I did not know
would

actually get

many to

figured
there

are on

would be
to admit

into

men
was

stay

with

no

on

was

that I

about that

the floor. I

many floors

as

as

the campus, there
way we would have

thirty
our

two underclass

hallowed halls. I

DEDICATED TO THOSE WHO PERSEVERE

•

will work out just fine.

things
The

Friday

of College Week

end I remained in my room to
recieve the "hundreds" of Week

enders onto our floor.
David Sheth brought them
the truck loads.

by
Everytime he

came

to the floor he would say "I

most comfortable

seem

to be

could do

bringing quite

to your floor." He

guests
right.

The weekend

twenty

extra

began
people in

only

the sacred

night I
was a team leader at the College
Weekend Olympics. My team,
"Death from Above II," died. It
was a pitiful showing by the new
members of Valor. The evening
caused my guys to develop a
certain bond, however. After the
Olympics, the guys decided my
room was the best place to hang
out. We proved that you can fit
seventeen people in a room of
rooms

of Valor. The first

stayed up until
thirty or four, I'm not

I reached my destination GC5114
and sat coolly among my fellow

my mind turned into
about two thirty.

remember the

as

if it

were

APA's, when

is

was

with

night
yesterday. It was 9:30AM,
April fourth, my birthday. Finally
can

few

I

him

looking at
me. Those vicious eyes, dancing
and laughing at the peril I was
saw

about to face. It

was

my Aca

demic Director, Feb 1dahosa,
coming to seal my fate. He

announced, "Justin, I have

a

little treat for you. Remember
how you signed up for thirty-two

people for your floor? Well, they
only gave you twenty-six." At
hearing those words, the blood
began to run from every part of
my body to my ears where the
words "twenty-six" continued to
ring for what seemed an eternity.
Well, as we all know, God is
faithful, and if we glorify Him, all

room

was

for

The next

breathe. We all

I

a

Michael Cardone Hall and still

wrong.

compared to the first. My boys
seemingly exhausted their
endless supply of energy. At hall
meeting that night, I found out
that two others had joined our
ranks somewhere along the line.
They too found my room to be the
had

about three

exactly

sure

about this because

SAGAjello

on

Valor. All I

say, "of course there

one

day

more."
was

the Lord's

I found this to be

day.
appropriate

a

very

day, for
day that a miracle
happened: the Lord brought
it

was on

name

for this

this

these weekender's trek home.
Three

days,

and

since it

sleep
finally

only six hours of
began, my saga was

finished. I had done my
deed. I had paid my time. I was

going to bed.
The weekend

proved to be
growing point in my life, as
my time

as an

APA. All I

is that while here

on

this

a

has

can

say
earth, I

glorify God in as many
I possibly can. The APA
program allows you to do just
want to

ways

as

that and have

a

great weekend

too.

day I had to arise at
the deathly hour of seven so I
could go run in the race wrongly
The next

named the "Fun Run." After

finishing this,

then

spending

about nine hours in the shower, I
had the pleasure of giving my
weekenders

a

tour. We

saw

the

spinning restaurant, Darth
Vader's head, and of course,
George Jetson's home. I did have
to tell them the truth, however,
when

one

of the guys wanted to

go up into the prayer tower. But I
still think some of them believe

George

is

on

the seventh floor of

the GC somewhere.
The

night was

very

quiet

/Jcf
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really, I'm studying. Senior Tom
performs the academic balancing
act: television or studying? Hmm, guess
that interview with Kirstie Alley isn't as
exciting as his English assignment.

No

Friesen

"This is

so

simple. See, here's all you
chapter and look for the

do: read this

words in bold

type."

Pinell instructs fellow

Senior AP A Erick

wingmates John

Carette and Max Henderson
cram

E.M. Roberts Hall APA's: Chul Seo,
Fred Pepek, Mark D'Amico, Charles
Lindley, Chris Cougle, Sang Won Lee,
James Ang, Kevin Lowery, Jason Spanich,

Top:

Brian

Young, Mark Szewczul, Tandy
Brown, Rusty Ridgeway, Dan Fulbright.
Michael Cardone Hall APA's: Mark

Bryson, Benny powell, Jon Anderson,
Shane Cornwell, Todd Bellot, Feb Idahosa,
Timothy Pease, Raul Rodriquez, Brandon
Small, Corey Kincaid, David Sheth.
Claudius Roberts Hall APA's: Anita

Michael, Erika McLavrin, Pamela Rogers,
Katy Schalla, Virginia Wiseman, Tissa
Philip, Mary Stephens, Heather Hoover,
Nichelle Narayan, Kumari Fonseka,
Priscilla Sam, Wendy Lee, Larine
Sanches, Rhonda Gross, Catherine
Stephens, Rhea Watson. Wesley

© Oral Roberts University

People
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for the history

on

how to

exam.

Luhring Hall APA's: Austin Maschino,
Mark Martin, Jason Gosser, Erick Pinell,
Rob Berger, Aaron Neutzmann, Melvin
Bronstein, Dale Movak. Frances
Cardone Hall APA's: Rachele Volk,
Noemi Gutierrez, Amy Duff, Sheryl
Peterson, Nicole Holt, Vernita Fairley,
Carlie Hamit, Debbie Mullican, Tuere
Crump, Beatriz Suarez, Nikki Harris,
Kristie Lopiccolo, Lisa Brecheisen. Susie
Vinson Hall APA's: Jennifer Clark,
Robin Bornert, Julie Jacobsen, Stacy
Taylor, Renee Beltran, Stella Jia, Sharon
Kesler, Ashley Workman. Braxton Hall
APA's: Fedella Clarke, Terry Ann Moy,
Sharla Austin, Bibiana Idunate, Keila
Minnis, Debbie Stephenson, Tamika
Nurse, Toni Eritano, Marla James.

Cannon, Joe
Carlson, Jerome
Carr, Susan
Dorries, David
Dyson, David

It is God�s

privilege
to

conceal

Gillen, George
Haney, Georganne
Hayden, Roy
Iverson, Cheryl
Khoo, O.

Luiskutty, Thomas
Moseley, Jean
Mullican, Lenore
Reehling, Jean
Roberts, Ora

things,

Sexton, Ruth Sutton
Stanton, Gerry
Turnley, Velda
Walker, Grady

and the

IGng's
privilege
to

discover
and
invent.

Proverbs
Dr.

25:2

Ralph Fagin, Dean of Arts & Sciences, congratulates Edward Hunt on his graduation from Oral Roberts University.

/4C
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Abebe, Woinshet
Abraham, Binu
Abrahams, Timothy
Adams, B.
Albert-Williams, Peggy
Alex, Gloria
Alston, Debbie

Altamirano, Saul
Anderson, Jeanette
Arnold, Michael

Aubry, Angela
Aycox, Terrie
Bartee, Jon
Beeson, Michelle
Bland, Julie
Borchent, Shannon
Bosico, Rita
Boyett, Deborah
Branstetter, Debra
Brewester, Alesia
Brewster, Phyllis

Brown, Brenda
Brown, Thad
Bryan, Paul
Bucca, Mary Joy
Burns, Steve
Carlin, Corby
Carr, Susan

Castillo, Evangeline
Chaleka, Windie
Cheatham, Inez
Cherry, Doug
Christostom, Ben
Christostom, Margaret

Claridge,

Ronald

Coker, Herbert Bill
Coleman-Coker, Donna
Collins, Evanti
Condly, Robert
Cooper, Christopher
Crossley, Danny
David, Bruce

Davis, Ann
Davis, Gayle
DeHass, Ella

DeLauney, Christie
DeLauney, Robert
Demuth, Tiffany
Drake, Thomas

Drew, Stephanie
DuBuc, James
Edgeworth, Mary Ella
Eim, Changsu
Flugger, LeeAnn
Friedlander, Paul
Freeman, Jeff

Gallamore, Christi
Gardner, Douglas A.
Garner, Carrie
Gibson, Bobby Sr.
Gibson, Gary
Gogan, Keith
Gonzalez, Edgar

© Oral Roberts University
Graduates
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Griggs, Denise
Grossman, Micki
Hallet, Ruth

Hammond, Brian
Hammonds, Carol
Hammonds, Daniel
Hardin, Latonya
Hawkins, Emile
Heim, Sheenah
Hennessy, Ken
Heuke, Brian
Holley, Nathaniel

Hornsby, Sandra
Hundley, Sharon
Huntley,

Julie

James, Jeune

Jenkins, Sharon
Jeong, 1m Suk
Johnson, D.
Johnson, Ralph
Jones, Vivian

Karhu, Taina

King, Joy

Laughrey, Gary
Lee, Jin Hee
Lewis, Lawanda
Liu, Jen-Yen
London, Ginger
Mancini, Donna
Mansheim, Lora
Martin, Cathy
Martineou, John
Massey, Don de Juan
McCool, Jim
McDowell, Deborah

Meyer, Donna
Meyers, Garry
Michie, Laurie
Michie, Michael
Miller, Francis
Moye, Sarah
Musonda, Charles

Nash, Rochelle
N estorick, Bryan
Nnaji, Henry
Nugroho, Hary

Nylander, James
Oh, Boksu
Owens, Tanya
Parker, Eric
Patrick, Krystal
Paul, Samuel
Paul, Timothy
Peters, Robin
Pile, Darlene
Pile, James

Porter, Shirley
Ramsey, Kimberlee

Raymer,

Kevin

Rempe, Toni
Rines, Steven
Roberts, Allen
Roberts, Eunice
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Roden, Danita
Samuel, Litty John
Sawyer, Sharilyn
Schramm, Christy
Self, Michael

Serwanga,

Naomi

M. Adam

Sewards,
Shelton, Andrea

Shepherd, Desmond
Simms, Raymond

wh(()) mc&1ke§
Slade, Susan
Sokolosky, Patricia
Stanislawski, Gary
Street, Gwendolyn
Sterner, Christy

men

h(())Ry

c&nJ. th(())§e
Sulianti, Ayda
Theman, Eric
Thompson, Audrey
Tjong, Hin
Tollett, Melanie

Townsend, Cynthia
Vaughn, Rosalind
Vesey, Adrienne
Voigtlander, Jim
Ware, Donna

when
mc&J.e
a.re

same

c&Ire

h(())Ry

(())f the

fc&miRyo

§(()) J esu.s
Waters, Melvin
Walvjo, Clement

Weatherspoon,
Vanessa

Wester, Robert
White, Debra

Wismer, Timothy
Writ, Melinda
Writ, Jonathan
Yeakey, Bill
Yoo, Chun Hyung

Yungclas,

Rolf

Zimmer, Monte

© Oral Roberts University
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ccc&RR them

EXTRA!

Adams, Jeff
Adjisalim, Budi
Aguilar, Abel
Ahn, Young-Sook
Aiken, Carmen

LADY GOLDEN

EAGLE SCORES 17
POINTS WITH
BROKEN WING!

Alvarez, Diego

Ang, James
Aragona, Katherine
Aragona, Kristina
Armour, Letica

Homecoming, the final
game for the ORU Lady Golden
Eagles. The crowd was hyped.
Adrenalin was flowing. There was
It

was

energy in the air. The intensity
could be cut with a knife.

meet the

Lady Golden Eagles
challenge? Could they

deliver

victory for the

Could the
a

Homecoming festivities? You bet
they could! Thanks to the help of
Senior Hardisha Burgess, they
had the victory over Oklahoma
Baptist University with a score of
77-69.

Miraculously, Burgess, who had

Arseneau, Kelly
Augenstein, Brian
Bass, Kelli
Bassett, Mia
Beadle, Andrea

Beal, Rachel
Beard, Christopher
Bebb, Kendra
Beeson, Scott
Bella, Barbara

Beltran, Renee
Bernth, Jodi
Biller, Mark
Bingham, Stephanie
Bjortomt, Beate

Block, Richard
Boer, Lauren
Boler, Sonya
Boone, Mark
Bornert, Robin

ligaments in her right
during the first half of the
game, ended as the leading scorer
with a whopping 17 points! ''1 felt
as if God had anointed my body to
perform at its peak," said Burgess,
a 5'6" point guard. "Therefore, no

torn the

thumb

matter what obstacle
way, God's will

came

Brockway, Jennette
Brookins, Helen

in my

still

being
done." Although the pain was
unbearable, the victory was sweet!
was

Bomholt, Joan
Branscombe, Donald
Brecheisen, Lisa

%.mj'dM�

0

Brooks, Faithe
Bronstein, Melvin
Brown, Kristi
Bullock, Linaya
Burgess, Charlene

Burgess, Hardisha
Burns, Lashonda
Burson, Katrina
Bush, Terry
Butler, DeeAnn

/44Seniors
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Byrd, Lois
Caley, Brenda
Cameron, Richard

Campbell, Judy
Carter, Robert
Cartos, Valerie
Caryl,

Juniece

Cash, Angela
Chaboya, Daniel
Chaturvedi, Perry

Chesbrough,

Jamie

Chidebelueze, C.
Chi Kade, Steve
Childress, Vivian

Childs, Sarah
Chao, Yoon Kyung
Ciganek, Traci
Clements, Vicki
Coleman, Erika
Collie, Leanna
Collins, Samuel

Connelly, Chris
Cooper, April
Cooper, Christopher
Cornwell, Shane
Cox, Philip
Cranfield, David
Crawford, Tonya
Crews, Antoinette
Crews, Erica
Daher, Christine
Damark, Michael
D'Amico Mark

Darrish, Todd
Davis, Pam

DeCastro, Rudel
DeJongh, Elaine
Delascurain, John
DeSousa, Deborah
Deus, Kimberly
DeWeese, Kathy
Dickerson, Michelle

Dilworth, Sharri
Dison, Audie
D'Kudrick, J'ohn
Donley, Bethany
Dow,O'Tasha
Downs, Jill
Downs, Stefanie

Driller, Shanda
Duff,AmyS.
Duffield, Tammy
Dunkin, Suzanne
Durst, Debbie
Dusoe, Christine
Dzurik, David

Eichholtz, Sarah
Eim, SungJa
Elie, Erica
Elkjer, Margaret
Elwell, Barbara
Elwell, Susan
Entralgo, Rolando

/4S
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Eriksen, Stian
Etame, Martial
Evans, Shari
Evans, Sharla
Fairley, Vernita
Fallot, Allyson
Farmer, Roderick

Ferguson,
Ferguson,

Laverne
Marc

Ferreli, Teresa
Fischer, Christine
Fischer, Joshua
Fields, Serina
Forrest, Kevon

Fourte', Chauncey
Fraley, Laura
Franklin, Lori
Friday, Michael
French, Larry
Fulathum, Mercy
Fullerton, Sean

Galeno, Alfonso
Galeno, Priscila
Garnbol, Renee
Garza, Adrienna
Gay, James
Gibbs, Noel
Giunta, Kathy

Glassner, Jill
Glover, David
Gonzalez, Alexandra
Codon, Leslee
Gosser, Jason
Gotcher, Kenny
Galen, Gordon

Granger,

Mildred

Graves, Adrienne Biebel
Green, Louretta
Green, Nora
Green, Pamela
Green, Ronzelle
Griff, Darren

Griffiths, Molly
Gross, Noel
Hammond, Janine
Hannan, Stacy
Harper, Amy
Harper, Mark
Hatcher, Carrie

Hatten, Brad
Hellard, Aaron
Henao, Jorge
Hendrick, Laurie
Hendryx, Jean
Herrera, Ramon
Herron, Nunya

Hester, Jason

Hicks, Mike
Hilbert, Larissa
Hofmann, Claus
Hollenback, Melanie
Honnald, Elisabeth
Honwari, Melinda

./�OSeniors
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Horn, Shawna
Hubert, Carey
Huff, Rachel
Huffines, Jeffrey
Hulbert, Julian

EXTRA!
GLIMPSE OF
HEAVEN FROM

Hundley, Kia
Hunt, Edward
Huston, Jeff
Laus, Dana
Idahosa, Feb

EQUADOR
"I think it gave me a little idea of
what to expect when I get to
heaven," said Cristy Jones about

mountaintop experience in
Quito, Ecuador. Cristy, a senior
nursing student, spent her
her

summer as a

Igel, Gina
Imanto, Yola
Ireland, Kate
Cassandra, Isabell
Isner, Cheryl

missionary

student

at

a

nurse

hospital in Quito.

According to Cristy the most
meaningful part about her trip
was the opportunity she had to get
to know other missionaries
as

as

well

Ecuadorians her age. "When

we

Jackson, Pamela
Jackson, Stephanie
Jacobs, Carrie
Jacobs, Tracey
Jett, Cherinda

Johnson, Christine
Johnson, Juli
Johnson, Rebecca
Johnson, Stan
Johnson, Teresa

Johnson, Wanda
Jones, Alicia
Jones, Candice
Jones, Jennifer
Jones, Tashauna

all together it seemed like
nothing mattered except
friendship and love," said Cristy.
were

This

was

best expressed when

a

group ofthem took a weekend trip
to a mountain nearby. "We went

outside in the black of the

night to
glimpse of the stars,"
explained Cristy. ''They were so
bright I felt like if I just reached
high enough, I could capture one
in my hand. We all stood together
catch

Joseph, Lesha
Juveland, Michelle
Keas, Kristen
Keele, Hye-suk
Keller, Erin

in

a

a

field

on

this mountain top and

and sang 'How Great Thou Art.'"
The unique thing, however, is that
each person sang in his

Killman, Marty
Kim, Mijung
Kim, Misung
Kinsler, David
Koons, Carl

Korfanty,

Felicia

Kraiss, Heather
Krapohl, William
Kuchinka, Joseph
Fulathum, Mercy
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own

language- Spanish, English,
Japanese and German. "That was
probably the most beautiful sound
I've ever heard," said Cristy in
awe.

And this was Cristy Jones'
glimpse of heaven.

Kulish, Michael
Landanyi, Gloria
Lechner, Jacki
Ledger, Nicole
Lee, Shayne

The fear
of the
LORD is
the be•

•

ginning

of
wisdom.

Leech, Dennis
Leffingwell, Chris
Leffingwell, Clint
Lim, Gideon
Livingood, Wendy

Lobser, Heather
Loehmann, Brett
Loescher, Sharon
Long, Gary
Loucks, Kristi

Louis, Lisa
Lowery, Kevin
Lueders, Cindy
Mallett, Chris
Malone, Haley

Mangum, Margot
Marcigliano, Patrick
Martin, Mark
McArthur, Jennifer
McCarley, Amy

McCurry, Dana
McElroy, Clelia
McGrew, Chuck
McHayle, Beverley
McKinnis, Darren

McLemore, Nicoya
McPhee, Anthony
Mease, Milissa
Medenbuk, Jacque
Merolle, Joseph

Proverbs

Miller, Crystal
Miller, Judith A.
Miller, Kristin
Miller, Marilyn
Miltenberger, Brian

1:7
Minacapilli, Grace
Miton, Simona
Moore, Indola
Morales-Lopez, Lemna
Morales Lopez, Amna

People
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Mullenix, Doug
Murdock, Helen

Murphy, Jennifer
Murtaugh, Lisa
Mussholder, David
Mutebi, Peter
Myer, Brian
Myer, Sarah
Myers, Carol
Neal, Cassandra
Nhira, Edwell
Niquette, KayTee
Noe, Elise
Noll, Nicholas

Nordberg, Kyle
Nordstrom, Lin
Norred, Paula
Nuetzmann, Aaron
Nugroho, Hary

Nugroho,

Ida

Novak, Dale

Nyong, Lawrence
Odegaard, Karena
Oh, Boksu
Oh, Soonseok
Olcott, Sandra
Olinski, Beth
Oliver, Marcus

Olson, Barbara
Orth, Kris
Parker, Heather
Patterson, Shan a
Pearson, Anthony
Pearson, Sheila
Pepek, Fred

Peplin,

Jana

Peterson, Luey
Pickett, Valerie
Plenert, Devin

Postlewait,

Jennifer

Powers, Chris

Pugh, Eugenia

Raines, Sharon
Raj, Sabrina
Ramos, Cuniver
Rayon, Stacey
Reatz, Fred
Reed, Darryl
Reels, Jennifer

Reksten, Bryan
Ridgeway, Russell
Rigler, Jeffrey
Riportella, Bonnie
Roberts, Roderick
Roberts, Shirley A.
Romero, Christopher

Ross, Gregory
Rubottom, Deborah
Rundall, Elizabeth
Ruth, John
Sawyer, Christy
Schalla, Lisa
Schiavi, Nicole
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Schindler, Paul
Schnacker, Darby
Scimeca, Lisa
Shaeffer, Saundra
Shakespeare, Hileigh
Shaw, Julie
Shell, Jennifer
Sheth, David
Shropshire, Doug
Smalls, Tamara
Smith, Vetrel
Smith, Virginia
Smithwick, John
Snider, David
Snowdon, Edward
Soegeng, Isaac
Soriano, MaryAnn
Spanich, Jason
Spradling, Kimberly
Squire, Dianne
Stephens, Mary
Stevenson, Lakesa
Stoutt, Carolyn
Stranchan, Carla
Street, Richard
Street, Stacey
Summer, Michelle
Sumner, Katrina

Surface, Dean
Susanto, Rebecca
Swartz, Rhonda
Sweitzer, Robert
Tankard, Tara

Tarpley, Gwen
Temple, Jennifer
Tennison, Ken
Theiring, Alexander
Theman, Eric
Thomas, Jeff
Thomas, Jessica
Thompson, Joni
Tittle, John

Torregrossa,

June

Trevisan, Lonnie

Troy, Tasha M.
Tumulty, Jason
Turner, Beverly
Vanegas, Yong
Vanosdol, Kevin

Vickery, Arron
Vinatieri, Lisa
Walenciak, Michael
Walker, Andrea
Walker, Roland
Wall, Stephanie
Walvjo, Clement
Washington, Natasha
Watson, Amy
Whitfield, Carlos
Whorton, Lance
Wilburn, Dawndra
Williams, Karan
Williams, Margrethe
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Wilson, Shana
Winrich, Sharla
Winters, Anthony
Witcosty-Hicks, Janel
Woodard, Jill
Zayas, Jose
Zhang, Qian
Zimmer, Holly

EXTRA!
STEVE BORMAN:
A SUCCESS STORY
People

like Steve Borman

and far between.

His

are

few

outstanding

in school and his per
sonal life has affected many indi
viduals throughout his four years

performance

here at ORU. His
and

Other seniors:

goals

accomplishments
quite impressive and
model to those seeking

are

serve as a

Cox, Bremda
Eames, Heather

in life.

success

Accounting major, Steve will
graduate Summa Cum Laude. Along
with keeping up on his studies, he
As

Patterson Christie

an

has served in The Student Associa
Passion for

pantyhose: (left

to

right) Barry

Knudson and John Tittle (Seniors).

tion all four years at ORU. He was
summer storage director his fresh
man

year, treasurer for his second

and third years, and Vice President
of Finance this year. President of

Accounting

Honors

Society and

in-

tram ural staff member

are also ad
ditions to his list of activities and

accomplishments. As if he had not
already accomplished enough, Steve
would still like to attend law school
and one day make it to the NBA. He
is

currently employed by Ernst &
Young Accounting.
''Whatever I do, I try to do my best
to be a steward notfor myself, butfor
God," Steve said about his motiva
tion. ''Whenever things got chal
lenging, the thing that kept me go
ing

was

God and what He wanted

to do because in

time, all other
motivationswill eventually pass."
Growing up, Steve had a verse that
became his standard. Proverbs 10:1
says, "A wise son brings joy to his
me

father,

but

mother."

,
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Steve has

a

foolish

There is

son

grief to his

no

doubt that

brought his parents hap
piness and the future looks extremely
bright for him.

EXTRA!
THE

BOLD,

FEW, THE
THE RUSSIA

MISSIONS TEAM!
Talk about boldness! ORUs very
Arlene Stepna used Holy
Ghost boldness in Russia this past
summer when she fearlessly
shared the gospel with members of
the Russian mafia during a
own

missions trip. The missions team
was

at

a

Adderley, Maria'
Akins, Andrea
Alvarado R., Omayra
Alvarez, Jennapher
Alaniz, Rosie

Russian resort where the

members of the mafia

were

Alexander, Brad
Anasco, Eric
Anderson, Jennifer
Antoine, Jacqueline
Arnold, Angela

Arnold, Jennifer
Arnold, Sherinda
Aslin, Megan
Baez, Yesselina
Baker, Jonathan

Barbeau, Jeffrey
Bass, Renee'
Bates, Jolana
Becker, Jennifer
Bedward, Tracua

Begin, Scott-Henry
Bell, Tracy D.
Berger, Robert
Bishop, Babs
Bisnauth, Christine

vacationing.

Arlene

boldly walked

into their camp with two other
female members of the missions

team, passed out tracts and
communicated the Gospel with
as best they could.

Blanchett, Michael
Boler, Carolyn
Bonitz, Mindy
Bowen, Kevin
Bradshaw, Lisa

them

"God is

good and I've seen Him do
things in Russia,"

miraculous

exclaimed Arlene The

Brave,

a

graduating marketing student.
Her forwardness and obedience to
the Holy Spirit gave opportunity
for the Russian mafia to hear the
gospel of Jesus Christ. It then

opened

a

Brandt, David
Brennan, Jeremy
Brinkley, Orinda
Broadney, Michlene
Brogna, Dino

door for her team to

minister to other members of the

Russian mafia. Due to

an

unfortunate occurrence of a car
accident the other mafia members
had been in, Arlene and her team
were unable to minister to them.
Arlene's fearless actions inspired
others on her team to come
forward and witness to the
Russians as well. "I am not

ashamed of the gospel of Jesus
Christ," said Arlene. "It is the
power of God unto salvation to
everyone that believes it, the Jew
and the Russian man."

Bronowicz, Jennifer
Brown, Nich
Buck, Heather
Butler, Calvin
Byrd, David

Cable, Christian
Cannon, Monica
Carter, Patricia
Carver, Joel
Caryl, Michael
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Causer, Jennyfer
Cavanagh, Jeanne
Cawston, Heather
Cazares, Adriana

Chaboya, Hannah
Chaloupek, Darlee
Chambless, Carmen

Chavis, Lorraine
Chermack, Misty
Cho, Mike
Christy, Agatha
Coffman, Laura
Conaghan, MaryAnn
Cook, Jodi

Coors, Lisette
Cornwell, Jonathan
Cox, Kevin
Crichlow, Martina
Curry, Kenneth
Davis, Maxine
Davis, Terry Ann

Dekoster, Misty
Dennis, Jocelynne
Deus, Rick
Disbrow, Diana

Dodge, Laura
Dorrance, Janet
Downs, Jill

Dzi urda,

Angie
Eagle, Golden
Elie, Erica
Eritano, Antoinette
Evans, Heather S.
Evarts, Tina
Faber, Kenneth

Fidellow, Yolande
Fisher, Kerry
Fite, Blake
Flatt, Mike
Flow, Sherry
Fong, Chean Foong
Fonseka, Kumari

Fowler, Scott
Fox, Audra
Fraken, Robann
French, Tim
Friesen, Tanya
Frith, Elizabeth
Fruth, Toby

Fulbright,

Dan

Garza, Laura

George, Samuel
Gibson, Sonya
Gillen, Becky
Gilman, Rebecca
Gilmore, Kari

Glover, David
Gomez, Maritza
Gooden, Nathan
Gordon, Karen
Gorcia, Hilda
Gotchers, Kenny
Gould, Cristina
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Grady, Heather
Grady,Sean
Green, Kelly
Greenlee, Kevin
Greiner, Gath
Griffith, Scott
Grigsby, Elizabeth

Grigsby,

Lisa

Gutierrez, Noemi
Haapanen, Brian
Hallimore, Dixie
Hallman, Mauri
Hampton, Madesha
Hankins, James

Hannah, Alan
Harmon, Darci
Harris, Bernica
Harris, Gwendolyn
Harris, Nykowanna
Hester, Candace
Hill, Casey

Hoagland, Roger
Hobbs, Kristen
Hockey, Clover
Hofmann, Katin

Hogue, Carrie
Holladay, Cheryl
Holladay, David

Holt, Nicole
Houston, Sergi]
Hubert, Carey
Hughes, Heather
Hughes, Kimberlie
Inzer, Shelly
Ireland, Kate

Isaacs, Lisa
Isom, Jeremy
Itin, Ann Marie
Jackson, Akikwe
Jackson, Tara
Jacobson, Julie
Jamerson, Nedra

James, Sherri
Jamison, Dianemarie
Jia, Stella
Johnson, Nishanta
Johnson, Shawna
Jones, Demetra
Jones, Glorestine

Jones, Willye L.
Kanafani, David
Kee, Grace
Keeton, Heather
Keller, Robert
Kibbe, Doug
Kieya, Anthony

Kincaid, Corey
King,Jean
Klaassen, Mark
Knaap, Michele
Koons, Carl
Korten, Chris
Kramer, Jill

© Oral Roberts University

Kruse, Matthew
Kwon, Yong Sun
Laird, Sam
Larkey, Icata
Laughlin, Tiffany

Law, Jeffrey
Lee, Chong
Lee, K-Sun
Libertus, Ruby
Lundeen, Mary

Lyke, Toby
Majkut, Candice
Mansfield, David
Masden, Michael
Marshal, Brian

Mason, Estelita
Mathieu, Tammy
Matula, Stacey
McCauley, Hope
McDaniel, Rachel

McDonald, VaSonne
McFarlin, Shanida
McGarity, Amanda
McGlone, Rachel
McGuire, Cynthia

McIntyre, Christy
Metzler, Elizabeth
Meyers, Daniel
Miguel, Adelaida
Millerd, Norma

Minuto, Mark
Miranda, Edwin
Mithcell, Joy
Moir, James Jr.
Monosmith, Kelli

Moran, Heather
Moran, Jason
Moreno, MeJisa
Morgan, Brett
Masley, Laura

Nehcratal, Chad
Negron, Carmen
Nester, Aaron
Newton, Rebecca
Nolan, Mike B.

10:20
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Nordstrom, Tor
Norton, Scott
Nurtjahja, Surja
Nymeyer, Angela
O'Driscoll, Joanna

AMERICAN
STUDENT OFFERED
300 CAMELS

IN EXCHANGE

FOR MARRIAGE!

Okley,

Ron

Oliver, Kimberly

Olkjer,

Vonda

Ontka, Joshua
Osborne, Jerad

For you lovely ladies still trying
to find your mate at ORU, search
no more! Egypt is filled with many

"marriage-seeking" men! Just ask
junior psychology student Anita
Brantley of Monroeville, Alabama.
She was proposed to three times in
one month during her Teen Mania
missions to Egypt last summer!
Amidst a busy marketplace in

Ossa, Luisa
Owen, David
Palos, Norma
Paredes, David
Patterson, Christopher

Patterson, Stacy
Pease, Timothy
Peck, Andy
Peeples, Michelle
PelTY, Jacquelina

Peterson, Sheryl
Peterson, Todd

Petty, Madonna
Pfanstiel, Faith
Philip, Tonya

Cairo, Anita was confronted by a
tall, dark and handsome Egyptian
man. This mid-twentyish
storeowner bluntly proposed, "I
give you 300 camels to be my
wife!" Taken aback and slightly
amused, Anita merely replied, "I
don't like camels." Persistently,
the man offered her donkeys,
horses, anything in his store-even

gold!
It is the traditional Egyptian
men to offer dowries of

custom for

animals

or

merchandise to their

Pletka, John
Plumley, Bernadette
Politowicz, Leonard
Popken, Kristeen

Porter, Tammy

Prawira, Fonny
Price, Kevin
Raney, Lee
Reese, Michelle
Reid, Duane

prospective wives. Apparently,
many Egyptian men like American
women, and

attempt

to lure many

American tourists into

marriage.

So, ladies, whether it's camels or a
man you're seeking, there is an
abundant supply of both in Egypt!

Reynolds, Elora
Riedel, Rosemary
Roberts, Amy
Rodrigues, Luis
Rogers, Hillary

Rogers, Pamela
Ross, Demethria
Ross, Jason
Rosse, Rita
Rupp, Matt
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Sawyer, Candi
Sawyer, Cassy
Schalla, Katy
Schoel, Sarah
Schofield, Barbara
Seymour, Juliette
Shantiloo, Ophelia

Shepherd,

Desiree

Simmons, Judy
Simpson, Brian
Smith, Cynthia
Smith, Jonathan
Snowdon, Edward
Somander, Christine

Sorensen, Kristine
Sorett, Josef

Stephenson, Deborah
Stern, Aaron
Stewart, Shawn a
Stiles, Renee
Stone, Tamela

Studer, Deborah
Sulander, Shannon
Sutton, Theo
Szewczul, Mark
Taplin, Ann
Taylor, Portia
Theil, Kirsten

Theman, Eric
Thomas, Mark
Thomas, Nancy
Titus, Sarah
'Ijong, Min
Torres, Jerusha
Torres, Linda

Trotter, Teresa

Tuggy, Catherine
Tuley, Michael
Ura, Paul
D�r Kuyp, Sharda
Van Duyne, Karen
Vela, Carlos

Van

Velasquez, Ana
Walker, Tessa
Wallace, Sarah
Walston, Mary
Walters, Naomi
Waters, Michael
Watson, Paul

Wendt, Channing
Whitcomb, Kirsten

Willford, William
Williams, Alevia
Williams, Cheryl
Williams, Dawn
Williams, Holly

Williams, Shelly
Wilson, Marcy
Wimmer, Stephanie
Wiseman, Virginia
Woodson, Lisa
Work, Jason
Workman, Ashley
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Xu, Xiao
Yockey, Laura
Young, Tara
Youngquist, Trista Sue
Yorke, Sarah

Young, Ernest
Zapata, Jeremy
Zenon, Brenda

Zimny, Stephen

Other juniors

Brown, Josselyn
Davis, Beverly
Fowler, Angela
Harman, Christina

McLaughlin, Rhonda
McKinnies, Dan
McPhee, Quetell
Medeiros, Christy

"I

gotta keep the sun off my face
somehow!" Junior Mauri Hallman

enjoys

the great outdoors and let the whole
world know it during her travels for fall
break.
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Aasness, Heather
Abraham, Betty

Ahring, Kristin
Aldrich, Lisa
Alexander, Daniel

GOD HAS

Alexander, Joel
Amerine, Daniel Kei
Anderson, Jonathan

PLANNED

Argabright, Chris
Ashcraft, Ross

Ashley, Tim
Ashlock, Bernard
Bascchus, Jamal
Bachtra, Riklin
Bainter, Kerri

SOME�
THING
BETTER

Baker, Amy
Baker, Danita
Baldwin, Brenda
Balgaard, Brian
Bambino, Jacqueline

FOR US
SO THAT

Barber, Rebekah
Barthelus, Natasha
Bell, Merredith
Bellot, Todd
Bernardo, Leilani

ONLY TO�
GETHER

Bisasor, Andre
Blackburn, VVarren
Bonitto, Todd
Booth, John
Borman, Jennifer

WITH US

WOULD
Boyd, Corrinne
Britton, Josh
Bronowicz, Jennifer
Brown, Jill
Brown, Randall

THEY BE

MADE
Bryson, Mark
Burgess, Rhonda
Burritt, Jeff
Bustamante, Shirley
Cain, John

PERFECT.

Callender, Jason

Campbell, Jennifer
Campbell, Keith
Canfield, Jim
Carbajal, Claudia

HEBREWS
11 :40
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making

man� hooks
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is

no

£nn, ann

much stun�
fn£ari£s tq£
hon�. �ofn
all qas hecn
q£arn; here is
the cnncluainn of tq£
matter. Jtrcar
�on ann hcep
qis tOmmaninnents.
for

is

tqis the
fnhnle nut� of
man.

t:lttl£siast£s

Chaleka, Scolastica
Chambers, Shannon
Chan, Eurell
Chandler, Amber
Chandy, Stephan

Chase, Timothy
Christine, Carrie
Clark, David
Clarke, Idris
Clegg, Arnetta

Clifford, Jessica
Colbert, Navonne
Combs, Colleen
Cooper, Ruth
Cooperrider, Thomas

Cox,

Tim

Crouse, Anna
Cuascuta-Cintron, Mario

Cunningham, Keri
Curtis, Paula

Darnell, Terri
Daugherty, Mark
Davis, Carolyn
Davis, Jacque
Davis, Jerry

Davis, Sean
Dawson, eric
Dennis, Deana
Dickerson, Levi
Dicochea, Raquel

Disbrow, Diana
Diserio, Jami
Dixon, A'isha
Dorrance, Janet

Dougherty, Joel

Dowdy, Shannon
Dudley, Nicole
Duininck, Jocelyn
Eland, Janet
Elkington, Justin

Emmons, Erin
Endicott, Luke
Enns, Jeni
Eritano, Antoinette

Eshagpoor, Brigitt

12:12-13
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Evans, Adriane
Fell, Robert
Fiksen, Stephanie
Fillmore, Jessica
Fisher, Anita
Fischer, Kahlib
Fite, Amber

Fite, Shea
Folkins, Ariane
Forster, Daniel
Fowler, Donna
Franken, Joy
Fuller, Adrienne
Gaitor, Vanessa

Galbreath, Natalie
Gangelhaff, Karry
Garcia, Carlos
Garner, Christina
G'bar, Samuel
Glenn, Carrie
Goddard, David

Goggans, Barry
Gomez, Michael
Gonzales, Fidelian
Goodman, Rebecca

Goodpaster,

Amber

Gould, David
Graham, Kevin

Granger, Unica
Green, Melissa
Griggs, Jennifer
Gross, Rhonda
Groves, Marlene
Gruce, Elizabeth
Gutmann, Audra

Hagger, Latrice
Haley, Cheryl
Hall, Diana
Hall, Sarah
Hall, Tiffany
Hamer, Joy
Hardge, A. Terrence

Harper, Angel
Harris, N ailah
Hart, Grace
Harvey, Balencia
Hatfield, Robin
Hausman, Julynn
Hayes, Kaija

Henderson-Ward, Eva
Henry, Brook
Henry, Mary-Lark
Hewitt, Stephen
Hill,Oneka
Hinckley, Tina
Hinojosa, Irasema

Hinton, Dana
Hoagland, Roger
Holmes, James
Honnald, Samuel
Hough, Lesley
Huff, Holly
Hughes, Heather
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Isabell, David
Jackson, Curtis
Jacobsen, Frank
Jestus, Thomas
Jobe,Sean
Jocktane, Mike
Johnson, Amy

Johnston, Jennifer
Johnson, Karen
Jones, Gail
Jones, Matthew
Jones, Rahzheena
Juarez, Sandra
Kee, Michael

Keith

Jamey
Kemp, So Big
Kester, Chris
Kester, Sharon
Keys, Amy
Kho, Kevin
Kirkpatrick, Matt
Klein, Lee
Koberle, Laura
Kok, Nancy
Korstad, Shauna
Krapohl, Ann
Kruse, Sunshine
Kuntjaro, Agus

Laughlin, Kathryn
Law, Scot
Lee, Sang Won
Lee, Tonya
Lewis, Steve
Lewis, Trenalisa
Libertus, Ruth

Lichlyter, Troy
Lim, Damien
Livas, Norma
Lollar, Jason
Long, Holly
Loredo, Maria
Lucas, Stephen

Lundeen, Kelly
Malcolm, Anicka

Mangum, Lexus
Markel, Kyle
Martin, Jonathan
Maschino, Austin
Massey, Amy

Matlach, Curt
Matte, Rachel

Mayes,Aisha
McDowell, Elaine
McGill, Adjua
Mcllvaine, Ian
McJunkin, Monika

McLaurin, Erika
Medenblik, Keith
Melinder, Stephen
Merwick, Peter
Merle, Jonathan
Mershon, Joe
Messina, Ann

People
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Meyer, Donna
Meyer, Jeremy
Miguel, Adelaida
Miller, Garry
Miller, Ky

Wisdom
•

Minnis, Keila
Moore, Jenny
Moore, Mark
Moore, Nicole
Morris, Karen

Morris, Steve
Mottinger, Holly
Moy, Terry Ann
Murphy, Crystal
Nelson, Michael

Newman, Gayle
Newton, John
Nhira, Tafadzwa
Nuetzmann, Chad

Odegaard,

Sean

Oglesby, Zcolah
Oh, Byung
Page, Jenifer
Paolercio, Jonathan
Parker,

Heather

Parker, Jean
Parker, Marion
Patel, Adam
Patrick, Shea
Patterson, Sandra

Paulus, Jason
Pena, Cesar

Phillips,

Vanessa

IS

supreme;

therefore

get
wisdom.

Though
it cost all
you

have, get
under-

standing.

J ustan

Picard,
Pierce, Nicky

Pilkington, William
Pipkins, Tim
Pisors, Jesse
Plescia, Adam
Pound, Ester

Pourabdi, Narges
Powell,Benny
Price, LaNetta
Profit, Bonnie
Pruitt, Kevin
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Raharoja, David
Raney, Deana
Rau, Stefanie
Reeder, Kristin
Redd, Inga

Richards, Thema
Riney, Valeri
Roberts, Jaime
Roberts,

Rogers,

Juli

Jennifer

For

sj_I1ee -the
ereft;-tj_oI1
0:"( -the

Rollins, Mandy
Roman, Angela
Rosario, Joann
Rose, Noel
Rountree, Brandi

�orId
God�s

j_I1yj_sj_ bIe
..-..ft;Ij_-tj_es
hj_s e-terI1ft;I

Royal, Justin
Nishide, Mariko
Russe, Rita
Sajora, Shawn
Salvatori, Sandra

po�er ft;I1d
dj_yj_I1e
I1ft;-t-..re

hft;ye beeI1

eIeft;rIy

Samul, Stanley
Sanders, Nicole
Santos, Javier
Schaffer, Amy
Scheusner, John

seeI1�

bej_I1�
-"I1ders-tood
:I:rom �hft;-t
hft;s beeI1

Schmidt, Rebecca
Schneider, Rebecca
Schranz, Lisa

Selvig,

Erik

Seo, Chul

mft;de�
so

-thft;-t

meI1 ft;re

�j_-tho-..-t
ex:e-..se_

Sers, Amanda
Shin, Kyo-Chul
Simon, Kim
Simon, Danny
Slaughter, Dytanna

Sloan, Joycelyn
Spear, Anjanette
St.

Prix, Tara
Stafford, Troy
Stephens, Pena

Stephens, Sonya
Stolz, Tracy
Stoub, Amanda
Stuart, Sarah
Sutton, Lanelle
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Swails, John
Sylvester, Lori
Tanner, Clarence
Tassone, Frank

Taylor,
Taylor,
Taylor,

Anamarie
Bennie
Lotina

Tidwell, Gina
Tindall, Tailynn
Toback, Shannon
Toby, Rebecca
Toledo, Lisette
Tomlinson, Brandon
Tooley, Scott

Townsend, Tamika
Tucker, Dalitia
Turner, Brad
Turner, Carrie
Varghese, Ruby
Veer, Melanie
Veldstra, Scott

Verstraete, Christiaan
Wade, Darlene
Wade, Kathleen
Wagner, Amy
Walker, Bryan
Walters, Joy
Waters, Kevin

Wathen, Daniel
Watkins, Jamillah
Watson, Rhea
Webb, Steven
Weems, Greg
Wells, Davina
West, Meredith

White, Evelyn
White, Jackie
White, Justin
White, Matt
White, Snow
White, Tawna
Wilson, Tamela

Wilson, Tresjee
Wright, Bo
Yew, Edward
Young, Brian
Zwerling, Bliss

Other

sophomores:

Chapman, Donna
Flowers, Jeffery
Hesser, Hillary
Tarman, Loretta
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Adams, Robert
Alexander, Charity
Ali, June
Anasco, Rey
Anderson, Janel
Arneson, Nikki
Arnold, Audra

Arnold, Camille
Aron, Fred
Ariaga, Rita
Aviles, Moses
Baird, Yvonne
Baker, Cedric
Baker, Justin

Bangle, Tami
Barber, Felicia
Bargmann, Clint
Barra, Ivan
Barron, Tony
Barry, Shelly
Barthelus, Bloodine
Bauer, Tammy
Beckford, Patrenda
Bell, Floyd
Bell, Priscilla S.
Bell, Robin

Benaglia, Dario
Berger, Christopher
Blackstad, Dawn
Blackwell, Azizi
Bonet, Brian
Bonnell, Jeremy
Boudreau, Angie
Bradley, Leketha
Branch, Richard

Brasher, Benjamin
Brakel, Liz
Bratton, Michael
Brennan, Andrew
Bresnahan, Nicole
Broadous, Timothy
Bronowicz, Laura

Bronson, Melanie

Broussard, Geneia
Brown, Alana
Brown, David
Brown, Kristy
Burnette, Roy
Butler, David

Calatayud,

Ariadne

Calmer, Charlotte
Campbell, Angela

Capogreco, Shannon
Carlson, Benjamin
Carranza, Humberto
Carroll, Michele

Carter, Stephanie
Cesa, Todd
Chaboya, Sarah
Chadwick, Joanna
Chiodo, Jason
Choi, Yoon-Hwa
Christmas, Lesley
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Cipolla, Jennifer
Cloud, Michael
Coleman, Chris
Coleman, Omer
Conant, Shersti

Conley, Jill
Constante, Rosemary
Cooper, Kevin
Corgliano, Tanya
Cork, Kimberly

Corwin, Tracy
Crose, Nicole
Coussens, Leanne
Coventry, Walter
Cowger, Courtney

Crenshaw, Christy
Cross, Andy

Cully, Miriam
Cuthbertson, Sheba
Daniel, Chad

Darnell, John
Davidson, Todd
Davis, Banina
Davis, Kim
Davis, Lyle

Davis, Michael
DeMoss, Patrick
Dominy, Jason
Drake, Christina
Duffield, Bonny

Durkin, Joshua
Edlow, Leticia S.
Edwards, Ryan
Egge, Jenny

Espeseth, Amy Ann

Espinoza, Gabriella
Fallot, Shane
Fetters, Jody
Forrer, Dena
Foster, Christy

Fotou, Daniel
Frame, Justin

Freiburger, Kristine
Frenah, Daniel
French, Tyrone

Freshmen
People© Oral Roberts University
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Forye
are

all

the
children
of God

by

faith
•

In

Christ
Jesus.

Galatians
3:26

Then the channels
of the waters were
seen, and the foun
dations of the
world were discov
ered at thy rebuke,
o LORD, at the
blast of the breath
of thy nostrils.
He sent from
above, he took me,
he drew me out of
many waters.
He delivered

me

from my strong
enemy, and from
them which hated
me: for they were
too strong for me.

They prevented
me in the day of
my calamity: but
the LORD

was

my

stay.
Psalms 18: 1 S-18

Freytes, Jennese
Frogge, Theresa
Fuentes, Janishka
Gander, Anna
Garcia, Adriana

de Alba,
Margarita
George, Jodie
Gibson, Anna
Gillen, Mark
Gilmore, Stephanie

Garcia,

Giunta,

Jennifer

Given, Deborah
Goddard, Damon
Gooden, Nathan
Goodman, Angela

Gordon, Dahime
Grady, Teni Sue

Granger,

Unica

Gray, Laurie
Green, Jennifer

Greenlee, Kim
Griffith, Sara
Groce, Nigel
Gross, Sophie Jo
Hailey, Kenneth

Ham, Kimberly
Hamp, Eric
Haney, Christina
Hardy, Aaron
Hart, Timothy A.

Hasemeyer,

Emilie

Haz, Samuel
Haward, Jonathan
Henderson, Tanya

Hendrix,

Shantel

Henry, Linda
Henry, Richard
Hill, Andrea
Hodge, Blake
Hogue, Sarah

Holmes, Rebecca
Hopkins, Nakia
Hornbuckle, Pamela
Houston, Kirstie
Howard, Jennifer

/0J"

Freshmen
People
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Huene, Joshua

Hughes, Elizabeth
Hundley, Tara
Hunt, Natasha
Hunter, Eric
Hupp, Tara
Hutchurson, Heather

Inzer, Carrie
Iser, Gregg
Isom, Joy
Jalowiec, Joshua
James, Amy
James, Felicia
Jenkins, Miles

Jeong, Younghwa
Johnson, Amy
Johnson, Lana
Johnson, Lara
Jolly, Danielle
Jones, Dale
Jones, Yuri

Jorge, Rebecca
Joseph, Brandi
Juster, Benjamin
Kamibayashi, Makana
Kanzler, Terra
Keller, Moe
Keller, Victoria

Kennet, Clinton
Kiel, Cheryl
Kim, Soan
Kirchner, Teresa

Knight, Kristin
Knudsen, Boyd
Kreutzer, Chad

Kusnadi, Robert
Lanza, Kenneth
Leavitt, Amber
Lee, Stefan
Lee,Soung
Lewis, Trenalisa
Lim, Daniel Khoonreat

Lindberg, Larissa
Logan, Tyran
Lord, Jennifer
Lott, David
Luciuk, Jessica
Ma, Samchhay
Major, Christi

Main, David
Mais,Ami
Malone, Rachel

Manning, Lafugha
Manuel, Angela
Manwarren, Allyson
Marcks, Rhonda

Martin, Kerry R.
Martin, Megan
Mast, Lisa
Mathis, John
Matte, Rachel
Matula, Nicole
Maxson, Tim

Freshmen
People© Oral Roberts University
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Maxwell, Robert
McClellan, Earl
McDaniel, Ruth
McDermitt, Ellen
McDowell, Nora
McDowell, Sukari
McGuire, Priscilla

Medieros, Danielle
Merced, Karen
Mercer, Kathy
Men-itt, Melissa
Miguel, Araceli
Miller, Jason
Miller, Wanda

Mills, B.J.
Mims, Eileen
Min, Kim Sa
Mitchell, Melanie
Mitchell, Paul Michael
Moon, Eric
Moore, Miosheque

Morgan, Brent
Morocco, Jamie
Morrill, Joshua
Morrison, Montiqua
Morrow, Lori
Mullet, Amy
Mumpower, Julie

Nance, Linda
Naranjo, Gerardo
Nardozzi, Tina
Nargiz, Garo
Natale, John
Naylor, Jennifer
Necaise, Bridget

Noble, Kim
Obal, Chris
Obenauf, Jessica
Olinske, Jaime
Oniwa, Darold
Ortega, Claudia
Oriewo, Edwin

Ortiz, Alexis
Osorio, Eduardo
Pace, Dena
Paglia, Mitra
Palatka, Richard Jr.
Palos, Stella
Patteson, Christie

Patterson, Heather
Patton, Karrissa
Perchert, Jerry
Person, Na-Tonia
Pichotta, David
Pietrzak, Anthony
Porter, Shirley

Portman, Rebekah
Pullman, Ron
Raczenski, Cory

Rahardja, Robert
Ramsey, Ryan
Reardon, Matt
Reason, Chris

;/ 7tl

Freshmen
People
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Reyes, Teresa
Richardson, Jason
Rittenhouse, Paul
Rivera-Ortiz, Brenda
Rivera-Ortiz, Jania M

Robertson, Jayne
Robles, Incainti

Rogers, Jeffrey
Rodriguez, Elaine
Rockerfeller, Deanna

Rose, Chris
Ross, Katrina
Saint, Katrina
Salars, Rachael
Salinas, Jessica

Saner, Amanda
Santiago, Elizabeth
Santos, Javier

Sappington, Lacey
Satterfield, Alison

Saul, Jennifer
Seaman, Nathan
Searles, Ryan
Shipp, Gwangi
Shober, Brandee

Simoa, Anna
Simmons, Jeanne
Simmons, Shellie
Sioveiros, Ezy
Sceete, Marcelle

Smith, Aaron
Sosa, Quentin
South, Jennifer
Stagner, Jana
Stahn, Alexandra

My son,
keep my
words, and

layup my
command
ments with

thee.

Keep

my com
mand-

ments, and
live; and
my law as
the apple
of thine

eye.'i
Matt

Steele,
Steitzman, Rene
Stewart, Holly
Strickland, Sheila
Strunk, Benjamin

St. ViI, Jeremie
Sutton, Greta

Taulbert, Cheryl
Teixidor, Diego
Thayer, Desiree

Freshmen
People© Oral Roberts University
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Proverbs
7:1-2

EXTRA!

Thomas, Jason L.
Thompson, Mattie
Thornton, Corey
Tichota, Daniel
Toledo, Carlos

STUDENT BUILDS
12-FOOT CYPRESS
Torres, Marcus
Travis, Kira
Tucker, Dara
Turner, Shannon
Uhl.Adam

TREE IN TWO

DAYS!
According to first-semester
freshman Adam Scutti from

Chatsworth, California, trees are
not just planted, but also
plastered. For the past few years
Adam has used his skills to do

plastering and shop work for the
movie industry. Plastering is an
occupation that involves applying
different types of plaster to create
a duplication of something. "When
you say plaster around most
people, they think of stucco or
brick

work," Adam said.

"But you

make

anything out of plaster!"
Well, evidently During the
summer of 1993 Adam plastered a
12-foot cypress tree in two days for

can

Uhora, Monika
Upton, Leah
Valverde, Edward
Van Antwerp, Michael
Van der Kupp, Daniel

....

the movie "Interview with the

Van

Norden, Mark
Vickery, Anne Marie
Wadlington, Tara
Wagner, Kari
Wales, Don

Vampire," starring Tom Cruise
and Brad Pitt. He also plastered
many coffins and oak trees for this

film.

Plastering gives Adam a
of accomplishment. "You
at the work of art you just

sense

look

Walker, Kendal
Walker, Rebecca
Warren, Stacey
Weaver, Laura
Wedle, Sheila

Weis, Anna
Wester, Kirk
Wheeler, Nichole
Whetsone, Laurie
White, Rachel

White, Wilford
Wickham, Annette
Williams, Demetrius
Williams, Radia
Williams, Stephen
created and you know it's gonna be
a major motion picture!" he

in

exclaimed.
Adam has also helped build a
submarine and a helicopter for the
film "Under Seige," and helped
plaster the town of Bedrock for
"The Flintstones" as well as huts,
igloos and whalebones in "On
Deadly Grounds." Plastering is no
easy task. In fact, Adam said, "It
has taught me a sense of

responsibility and has

shown

me

what the real world is like."

Although Adam plans

to be

an

elementary school teacher, he
would still like to continue
plastering during the summers. As
a son, grandson, and brother of
skilled

plasterers

how could

Wilson, Brent
Wilson, Erica
Winowiecki, Carl II
Winsjansen, Anne
Whitmier, Jessica

Wooster, Brad
Word, Gordon

Wright, Brenda
Yeaple, Robyn
Yenca,

Darren

one

expect anything different?

/7..2

People
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Yen, Edward
York, David
Zayas, Rafael

Other freshmen:

Edwards, Dane
Leavitt, Amber
Lewis, Lynley

Matthew, John
Shavely, Aaron
Smith, Janice

Smith, Pennie
Smith, Peter
Smith, Vanessa

© Oral Roberts University

"HELP! We've fallen and we can't get up!"
Though university life may often seem
like the bottom of a deep pit, students
find help in each other and spend most of
the time optimistically looking up.

© Oral Roberts University
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in the

Making

President & Chief Executive Officer
Founder & Chancellor

Richard Roberts

Chairperson

Dr. Oral Roberts

Re\:,. Marilyn Hickey

Provost, Chief Academic Officer

Vice President for Administrative

Dr. Carl Hamilton

Services, Jeff Geuder

Director of TV Production
Harry Salem

of the Board of Regents

Director of Buildings and Grounds
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University Director
Mabee
Center
Executive

David Ellsworth

Vice President for

University Relations
George Fisher

Dean of Student Affairs
Clarence

Boyd

Dean of Learning Resources
Dr. William

Dean of Enrollment

Jernigan

Dean of Arts & Sciences

Dean of School of Business
Dr.

Dr.

Eugene Swearingen

�
..A
Dean of School of Education
Dr. Earl Van Eaton

Management

Dr. Mike Mitchell

Ralph Fagin

Dean of Instruction
Dr. Robert

Voight

Dean of School of Theology & Missions

Dr. Paul

Chappell

:

Dean of Anna

Vaughn

School of Nursing

Dr Joann Wessman
© Oral Roberts University
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Acting Dean
School of LifeLong Education
Jeff Ogle

Gone

are

the days of Mr. Sandman and Teddy

Roosevelt. Today's headlines are dominated
names

like Bill Clinton, Jack Kevorkian, and

by
a

fat purple guy named Barney. Let's face it: the
times have

changed and life isn't so simple

anymore. What used to be

important is fading

in the eyes of this world. But fortunately,

have been raised up

at a

we

university where

prayer is at the center of our lives. Out of all

the chaos in

our

world, our mission is simply

defined: pray. What we've seen this year

weighs little on the grand scale of what is yet
to come.

© Oral Roberts University
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Seinfeld
The show started off

as an

upstart, but by the time they
finished handing out the

prime time Emmy awards on
Sept. 29,1993, "Seinfeld" was
member of the sitcom Old

a

Boys Club. The NBC program
took home three trophies,
making it one of the night's
two biggest winners, along
with "Picket Fences."

"Seinfeld," which features
the comic misadventures of

The victorious Dallas Cow

the New York comedian and
his friends, was named best

boys won their second
straight National Football
League championship and

comedy series. Michael
Richards, who plays the
show's self-obsessed Kramer,
in

a

best

supporting actor
comedy. Writer Larry

won as

David

was

episode

honored for

an

titled "The Contest."

''We started off so small it's

going to be easy to thank
people because there's like
two people to thank here that
even knew we were on,"
Seinfeld said as he accepted

the Buffalo Bills earned

Super

Bowl.

13

was one

history

of the most dra
runs

score

Dallas, rushing for
yards and scoring two

touchdowns.

"It's a show about everything.

Super

Smith, the league's MVP in
the regular season, added the

Bowl MVP award to

his collection.

long

Joe Carter of the Toronto

Most Valuable Player, led the
way for

in the

of the World Series.

in the ninth

Asked about critics' com
plaints that "Seinfeld" is a
show about nothing, he said:

nothing."

It

on Sunday, January 30,
1994, scoring 24 unanswered
points in the second half af
ter trailing 13-6 at halftime.
Emmitt Smith, the game's

the award.

same as

World Series
matic home

Dallas defeated the Bills 30-

132

That's the

a

sadder spot in sports history
by losing their fourth straight

Blue Jays stepped to the plate

inning of the
sixth game ofthe series, with

two

runners on

base' and the

6-5 in favor of the Phil a

-

delphia Phillies.
Carter's Blue Jays led the
series, three games to two.
And after one swing of his
bat, the game was over and
the Jays had won their sec
ond straight series.

© Oral Roberts University
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Hands of Peace
On Monday,

1993, the
awe

September 13,
world gawked in

at a sudden turn toward

peace.

All eyes were on two former
enemies in their

peacemakers,

as

There's just one problem. After
twelve years and seven releases,
very few

people

have

ever

reason

is

heard

new
men

say "salaam" in Arabic or "Shalom"

in Hebrew. Their handshake-the
grasp

by Arab Yasser Arafat of the

hand of Jew Yitzhak Rabin

brought a gasp, a shout, and ap
plause from thousands of people on
the White House lawn.

roles

Minutes earlier, Rabin's Israel and

who

Arafat's Palestine Liberation Or-

have been unable to find a place for
the band's thoughtful and dark lyr
ics in the context of positive Chris

"The record is about

being taken

to the

deepest and darkest parts of
ourselves and our lives," says lead

had

signed a peace
treaty that once seemed unimagin
able. The PLO recognized the right
of Israel to live in peace; Israel, in
turn, recognized the PLO as the
representative of Palestinians.
ganization

President Clinton called the event

"great
hope."
a

occasion of

history and

Saviour at last. This is after
knowing God in their youth, in
a

But with their newest release from

singer Mike Roe. "It's deep into the
theme of abandonment-complete

ternative" rock & roll

Myrrh Records, Drowning with

loss of moral foundations and moor

are

Land in Sight, the 77's seem poised
to reverse that pattern. A perfect

ings, both emotionally and spiritu
ally. In other words, it's a state that

having a Saviour all along, but
finally coming to the realiza tion
that you actually need one."
While seemingly an excursion
into despair, Drowning with
Land in Sight is in reality an

follow-up to their 1992 self-titled
release, Drowning is as an intense
and provocative record as any that

many Christians find themselves
in today, but are either unwilling

ward

to admit

its

will be released for any market this

"The theme of the album," says
Roe, revolves around "someone so

the truth about ourselves. That's

far gone that they finally get to the

where grace will meet

them,
they're

and the
a

relentlessly

simple:

intense "al

band, who
also explicitly, although far from
typically, a "Christian" rock & roll
band. The 77's are also a perfect
example of what Larry Norman
meant when he talked about being
"too Christian for the radio, and too
radio for the Church." Indeed, the
enigmatic 77's have been a puzzle
to the CCM establishment, who

tian radio.

year, and

nored

by

one

that cannot be

either Christian

stream radio.

or

ig

main

or

simply

cannot face."

point where they realize they need

© Oral Roberts University

examination of our first step to

redemption: recognizing
need, and telling ourselves

where Drowning begins, and it's
us.

Justice Ruth

Bader

Ginsburg

Declaring that "the times are
changing," Ruth Bader Ginsburg
in 1993 became the second
woman

States

to sit

on

Supreme

the United

Court.

At her swearing in ceremony
at the White House on August

10, the 60-year-old women's
rights pioneer said that "in my
lifetime, I expect there will be
federal
judicial
among
nominees

...

as

many sisters

as

Ginsburg, who became the
107th Supreme Court justice,
joined Sandra Day O'Connor, a
justice since 1981.

'Ginsburg

won

mark

Supreme
lawyer for the

several land

Court cases

Liberties Union Women's Rights
Project in the 1970s. She was
the prime architect of the legal
argument, radical at the time,
that the Constitution usually
requires equal treatment of men

and

She

was

President Clinton's

first nominee to the

"That prospect is indeed cause
for hope, and its realization will

and she

cause

added.

for

celebration," she

Nancy Kerrigan
Attack

women.

brothers in law."

be

as a

American Civil

was

confirmed

high court,
overwhelmingly

by the

Senate.

the

Nancy Kerrigan,
22-year
figure skater who was
omongthe gold medal favorites
at the 1994 Olympics, was at
tacked after practice on Janu
ary 6, 1994, by a man who hit
her on the right leg with a club
old U.S.

or

metal bar.

The blow

severely bruised her
quadri
ceps tendon, an injury that
could impede her jumping and
landing ability.
knee and bruised her

© Oral Roberts University

Within

days,

an

anonymous

phone call to authorities pointed

Kerrigan's rival, Tonya
Harding, and a few ofher entou
to

rage.

Harding's ex-husband, Jeff
Gillooly, her bodyguard, Shawn
Eckhardt, and two hired men
were

arrested.

The U.S. Figure Skating Asso
ciation formed a panel to inves

tigate the case, the first step in
a lengthy process that co-u�d lead
to Harding's permanent removal
from the team.

_,

Northeastern

Cold Wave
Across the Northeast, the Mid
west and

large parts of

the

South, the extreme coldof.Ianu
ary 1994

daily

brought

an

end to the

routine.

Arctic air with wind chins up
to 74 below zero swept accross
the eastern United States in the
wake of a blizzard that dumped

enough

snow

to

paralyze

sev

eral states.
At least 92 deaths were blamed
on

the barrage of cold and snow.

Many
killed

of these victims

attacks

roads

icy
shoveling

on

or

were

had heart

snow, while

others froze to death.
Tens of thousands of homeless

people sought protection at shel
ters, which were filled to capac

ity

California Democrat, said he
expanding Medicare to

Health Care

favored

cover allAmericans.

Reform
President Clinton's
on

health

was

his

care

He told Mrs.

Clinton that his mother fears

point man

reform in 1993

wife, First Lady Hillary

Rodham Clinton.

that she would be

worse

der Clinton's reform

plan,

even

though it calls for new Medicare
coverage for prescription

When Mrs. Clinton

off un

drugs.

appeared
implore its

Mrs. Clinton, who chaired the
White House task force onhealth

members to work with the ad

reform, conceded that Stark
had a point.
"I have a mother too," she said,

before

Congress

to

ministration to overhaul the
health care system, she got a
movie star's

But the

reception.

talk turned to business.

Representative

Pete

Stark,

care

"so if we can't pass the mother
test, we're in trouble."

a

© Oral Roberts University

an

many

areas.

Amtrak Crash
An Amtrak train hurtled off a
bridge into an inky bayou in

Saraland, Alabaina, early on the
morning of September 22, 1993,
plunging its sleeping passengers
into a nightmare of fire, water
and death.
A

barge had struck and weak

ened the bridge shortly before
the wreck, which killed 47 people
aboard the cross-country Sun
set Limited. Some of the victims
were

trapped

in

a

submerged,

silver passenger car, others in

a

burned engine.
It was the deadliest wreck in
Amtrak's 23-year history. But

people survived, and some
helped other passengers who
159

clung to wreckage from a col
lapsed section ofthe bridge in a
swamp crawling with alligators
and snakes.
The Los

Angeles-to-Miami
10 miles north of

downtown Mobile. All three

en

gines and four of the eight cars
went off the bridge. Two of the
cars were

usually heavy
were no

Amtrak train crashed at about 3

AM, about

Midwest Floods

passenger cars;

one

completely submerged in
deep.
Another passenger car dangled
perilously from what was left of
the bridge. "We were asleep and
the next thing you know, we
were in the water," said passen
ger Bob Watts, a retired
firefighter from California. "I
thought it was a dream."
was

water about 16 feet

It

was

the

story of the

biggest,

wettest

summer.

The floods that washed

across

melted

the rains. Des Moines, fer
example, logged more than 32
came

and

inches

they captured the
across

concern

the nation.

The great flood

was

in the

the story

of 1993, with
nearly two ofthree telling poll
summer

sters that

followed the

they
story "very closely"-on
with attention paid in

a

par

years

past to the Persian Gulf War.
The stage for disaster was set
during the winter, when un-

© Oral Roberts University

by

the end of July,

eoli1'l

;[il(;mmai year.
pared
The casuaLties fMl.;ged WQrrl the
to 18.7 in

that most interested Americans

ifel1. "here

rapid[y as spring
arrived, enough te eause scat
tered record flooding. And then.
snow

the Midwest may have been
the worst in American history,
of people

S1il6W

midwinter thaws, S6 the

a

thousands left homeless lio in
vestors and consumers in every
cornerofthe United States. Some

farm produce prices rose and
insurers had to payout millions
in compensation. And Archer
Daniels Midland Co., a big, pub
licly traded grain processor, re

ported

a

drop in [pr<!lfits.

California

Earthquake
At 4:31 AM
ary

on

17, 1994,

Monday, Janu
earthquake of

an

magnitude (Richter scale
reading) struck Southern Cali
fornia, claiming 61 lives and
leaving damage that totaled $30
6.6

billion.

highways, in
cluding the state's major north
Five interstate

south route, and three state
highways were closed at several

points, crippling transportation.
Broken aqueducts cut off much
of the water supply to the San
Fernando Valley, the 260square-mile suburban expanse
hit hardest by the quake. Over
500,000 customers

were

without power in Los

left

Angeles

County.
Streets

nights

were

empty during the

of the llPM-7AM

cur

few. National Guard troops pa
trolled against looting.

days ahead will also be
rough for us," Mayor Richard
Riordan warned Angelenos,
even as he praised them for a
"The

cool-headed response to the cri
sis. "Let's all stick together."

California

Wildfires
Twenty six fires that swept
Southern California in the Fall
of 1993 left four people dead and
caused

$1

billion in

damage.
destroyed 1,150
homes, burned across 200,000
acres and injured nearly 200
people in a matter of weeks.
Adding to the horror, authori
Wildfires

ties said that 19 ofthe fires were

by arsonists.
After the discovery of two of
the dead, Sgt. Ron Spear said,
set

"If it's

fire, then that
makes it murder. They were
burned by the fire and as far as
we

an arson

know,

it

was an arson

fire."

$250,000 reward was posted
for information leading to the
A

arrest and conviction of the

sonist.
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Remember the good old

days when a fun

evening included a bag of popcorn and a good
ball game? At ORU we haven't forgotten those

days. In fact, we celebrate them with each
passing season. Basketball, baseball, volleyball,
whatever the sport, you
fans cheering

on

are sure

the Golden

to see ORU

Eagles to victory.

When athletic events were held in the Health

(today the classroom center)
like the basketball game you see here, ORU
Resource Center

fans were there to see their team in action. A
lot has

changed since then, including our name
and where we play. But the spirit of competition
is still there and it separates

us

in that our

players put into our lives more than just a good
game.
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G
HATCHING OF A

s

year

was a new

for ORU in many
ays. It was the start of

ear

a new

year with

president,

Roberts;

it

the first year of our athletic
program's renewed NCAA
was

standing; and

it

was

year for the Golden

what his favorite part of being
the mascot is, he replied, "When

game this season. He didn't just
run out onto the floor, as most

I

would have

can

get the crowd

to

to what the team is

our new

Richard

the first

Eagle.

During a chapel service in the
spring semester, President

W IDENTITY

respond
doing, then

out of an egg

I know I have succeeded."

Dino first

expected, but hatched

thought of trying out

for ORU's mascot last spring
when President Roberts made

on

the first

eagle I thought it would

the announcement. "President

be

Roberts said that he wanted

instead of just

could have

a

the gym floor

that night.
"The breaking of the egg was my
idea," said Brogna. "Since I was
a

great idea if I could hatch

showing up."
hatching, Brogna received
all-important support from

After

1993

new name so we

Roberts announced that ORU

mascot," explained Brogna. "At

some

turning over a new leaf
and along with that would come a
new mascot. Administrators,
faculty, and coaches as well as
leaders in the student body were

that point Matthew Kruse, my
best friend since I was 12,

his nest of buddies

asked to vote

Kruse's younger brother, James,
decided to transfer to ORU and

would be

on a new

mascot.

meetings and much
deliberation, a decision was
made. See ya, Titans. Hello-o-o,
Golden Eagles!
The next step was to decide who

After many

would be the mascot with
candidates
an

performing in

ORU student crowd. A
chose the

front of

panel

Golden

of judges
Eagle based on the candidate's
ability to fire up the crowd and
originality. The winner- Dino
Brogna, claws down.
Dino is a junior at ORU and
feels that the changing of the
mascot is

that's

a

long

new

"breath of fresh air
overdue." When asked

nudged me

and told

would be the

Then, this

me

a

"I

that I

perfect mascot."

summer

Matthew

"WHEN I GET THE
CROWD TO RESPOND
TO WHAT THE TEAM IS

DOING, THEN I KNOW
I HAVE SUCCEEDED."
a

with my
to cheer

one

to

it would be

on

out

on

into the game, remember this one
thing. Our mascot is out there for
us, not himself. So

of them on."

fowl

The mascot made his first
appearance

the court jumping up
and down trying to get the crowd

eagle

Brogna, "I thought
great to be there
best friends, being able

According

Dunamis.

When you go to the basketball
games and see a giant golden

part of the ORU
basketball team as a walk-on.
become

on

honestly say that I will
never forget my wing this year,
Dunamis, for the rest of my life,"
said Brogna. "I could never
imagine a group of people being
that supportive of something I
wanted to do. From the night I
tried out through every game,
they have been great. They're
always letting me know how
proud they are of me and what a
great job I do."
can

a

give the

new

howl.

the Mabee

Center gym floor the first home

His

biggest fans! Dino's friends

Matthew and James Kruse join him
before a game, showing their support.

/SS
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ONE! The first step in Dino's transforma
tion from man to Eagle.

Shhh The mascot hushes the crowd
our player can shoot a free throw.
...

so

Whoopin'

it

support the

team while

up! Dino helps the crowd
swinging a towel

above his head.

Left: He
mascot

really can fly! Watch as our
through the air in a single

soars

bound!

What is it? Cheerleaders Michael
Cardone and

mysterious

Jay Jones

egg

on

have found

a

the basketball court.

Above: It's
friend is

hatching! Our feathered
emerging from his warm shell.

Left: Tah-Dah! The ORU Golden

Eagle
finally ready to successfully lead the
fans in cheering our team to victory.
is

TWO! Dino prepares himself for the
finishing touches to his outfit.

THREE! At last, Dino completes the
process and begins his role as the Golden

Eagle for

the

night.

© Oral Roberts University
Sports'/
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MEN AND WOMEN P

special
reed because they work
eally hard and are still
content with the little recognition
they receive," said cross-country
athlete, Christopher Beard.
"Being a runner, I found out that
most people don't realize that our
normal day begins at 6:00am

well for

with

that ORU had been given the

nners are a

run

mile

a seven

run.

Then

we

another five miles at 3:30 in

the afternoon and all of this is to
be the best in what's
than just
It's

sport

really

to its athletes.

lifestyle that sort of
shape a competitive

an

takes

a

more

active

in

form."

Christopher Beard loves to run.
regarded as one of ORU's
top cross-country runners. He
knows his heart and lungs, and
they obviously know him too.
He is

first year back in the
NCAA. Those two years of

SORT OF TAKES SHAPE
IN A COMPETITIVE

FORM./I
Taking home top

runner

honors

from the team's first two meets,
Christopher knows the road and
he respects the team.
"We focus on tradition and we
are strong in team spirit," Beard

our

probation were a real
disappointment."
Oral Roberts University
suffered a two-year probational
period against whom other
schools

were

reluctant to

compete. This
to

opportunity

year

the first

was

fully compete

on

the NCAA level.

totally different
year," said ORU's top

"This year is
from last

women's runner, Suzie Bent.
"Last year, we were not united. I

couldn't get along with the coach
and the team members just
couldn't communicate with each
much

other. This year, we had
better team, we could

a

communicate. The team

spirit

there this

was

""ALL OF THIS IS TO BE
THE BEST IN WHAT'S
REALLY MORE THAN
JUST A SPORT TO ITS
ATHLETES. IT'S AN
ACTIVE LIFESTYLE THAT

ING THE FLIGHT

Suzie Bent
female

the

year."

was

runner

ORU's top

at every meet of

She

someday
representing her home country,
Jamaica, at the Olympic games.
Much talent has been acquired
season.

plans

on

at ORU this year and the future

bright. Now that we are
competing full force on the NCAA

looks

Above: Determination! The men's

leading runner, Christopher Beard,
fixed on his goal to finish first.

level, the ORU cross-country
team can begin to refine their
strengths and use them for our
advantage in becoming the very
best.

It looks like the ORU

country

team is off to

a

cross

good

start.

said. "Our team did relatively

/:�{l
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Cross-Country

is

Back Row: Mark Prestwidge, Carrington Morgan, Steve Julal, Andrew Kenton,
Charlton Parris, Kirt Richards, Mike Cloud, Burt McChalclen, Boe Johnson, Noel Rose,
John White, Emeka Chidebelueze, Brian Simpson, Roderick Farmer, Martin Chrichlow,

Bradley Forbes, Mertial Etame, Bruce Dial. Front Row: James Richardson, Edward
Hunt, Garth Robinson, Andrew James, Aston Morgan. Not Pictured: Christopher Beard.

Right: Sophia Knight, Audra Fox, Christine Bisnaugh, Misty Dekoster, Sonia
White, Angela Manwell, Kim Mutley, Natalie Galbreath, Zoe Hunt, Nichole Smith,
Amanda Sainer, Angela Lindsey, Amy Rodehaver, Anne Marie Powell, Timeria Brown,
Natalie Nantkes, Sarah Wells, Celine Leach, Nonie Harville, Rachel Thomson, Suzie
Left To

Bent.

Above: No Contest! The

leading runner

for the women, Suzie Bent, is far ahead
with no competition in sight.

SCOREBOARD
Men
Tulsa CC Classic

3rd of 3

MSSC

4th of4

Stampede

Home Dual wlTulsa

Cowboy Jamboree
Chili Pepper Fest.
Cherry St. Mile

Top:

ORU21 TU35
14th of 15
No

Placing

3rd of 4

Women

We're almost there! Burt

McChlaclen and Andrew Kenton strive to
finish the
And
an

race on

they're

intense

top.

off! The

race

women

take off for

in which the ORU

women

show their true colors.
Left: Hold

strides

on

to that lead! Mike Cloud

patiently

and

keeps

opponent.

Setting the

pace

the opponents

...

ORU's

women

something to

give

live up to.

./�./
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ahead of his

Tulsa CC Classic
MSSC Stampede

3rd of3

Home Dual w/Tulsa

ORU 17, TU 38
8th of 13

Cowbowy Jamboree
Chili Pepper Fest.
Cherry St. Mile

2nd of2

6th of6
2nd of 4

SCORIN

o

you think of

the word "golf'
id? Most people

n

think of trees, green grass, and a
leisurly day at the sunny course.
For some, this is what golf is, for
others it is a competition

between themselves and other

great athletes from all

over

the

U.S.

Friedlander, Darren Griff, and
best averages in the Spring. To
name a few tournaments that the

'rr WAS HARD TO
FOLLOW IN THE
FOOTSTEPS OF LAST

YEAR'S SUCCESSES."
played in: New Orleans
Intercollegiate, University of
team

out of 18 at

ArkansaslLittle Rock

UALR

Intercollegiate tournament in
April and first out of 14 in the
Hal Sutton Intercollegiate in
November. Players such as Paul

"We

Justin Jacobsen finished with the

This year's golf team competed
very well and in fact placed first
a

THE SEASON

EAGLES

as

well

hopes

some

as

are

Coach Bob Canada's
to do well in the NCAA

with lots to look forward to in
next

year's and other

come.

the

Intercollegiate, Grand Canyon!
Oak Craft Fall Classic, and
Kansas Invitational. Leading
player Paul Friedlander stated,

in

good
year."
Friedlander also added,"It was
hard to follow in the footsteps of
last year's successes." Well, the
team did very well in trying to
accomplish this goal. Their hopes

played

tournaments this

seasons

to

The coach is excited about

new

players comming

onto

the team next year and is looking
forward to a great season.

$j'

A� '/i;'M'

rQ

(Above) Outta the sand! This shot looks
like

no

problem for Justin Jacobsen

gets his ball up
(Left) How do you hold the club? Zack
Christianson becomes Coach Canada's
demonstration device.

© Oral Roberts University
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Men's Golf

on

the green.

as

he

Left to

Right:

Jacobsen, Paul

Coach

Canada, Zachary Dobelbower, Darren Wittenburg" Justin
Friedlander, Eric Christensen, Darren Griff, Scott Robinson.

Beautiful Shot! Darren Griff looks

mighty proud of that
fly through the air.

one as

he watches it

SCOREBOARD
Grand

Canyon

Kansas Invit.

5th of18

3rd of14

10th of 12
1st of 14
Hal Sutton Intercoll.
2nd of 18
Rice/Columbia Lakes
New Orleans Intercoll. T9th of17

Ping

Tulsa Invit.

Waterwood Invit.

Straight

down the middle! Eric

Christensen tees off to
hole with

a

nice drive.

© Oral Roberts University
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a

good

start

on

this

T3rd of 13

Southwest Missouri

Sth of18

Shocker Golf Classic

TIS of 16

UALR

1st of 18

Intercollegiate

In the
on

rough? Hopefully

the green in

no

she will be up

time.

./9�Women's Golf

Sports
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Roberts University

Nice Put!
it

Hopefully

this

golfer

will make

one.

right: Assistant Coach Tracy
Gienapp, Leigh-Ann Ellis, Ann Messina,
Shannon Dowdy, Jessica Luciuk,
Heather Hoover, Head Coach Bob
Left to

Canada.

SCOREBOARD
Husker Golf Classic
Shocker Classic

7th of7
12th of 12

ORU Invitational

4th of 4

Boley Crawford

2nd of3

So. Miss. Classic

9th of 13

Southwest Missouri
9th of 11
Northeast Missouri
6th of 10
Susie Maxwell Berning 12th of12

What

a

drive! She puts it in the

right

direction.

/9SWomen's Golf

© Oral Roberts University
Sports
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MEMORABLE EXPERIENCES

Anew

addition to ORU's

sports

was

this year

arena

women's

soccer.

For many ladies, this meant a
chance to playa sport that they
love. The team

was an

array of

with years of experience
well as players of less

players
as

experience. "It was tough to pull
a team together with all the
different people involved, but this
was only our first year and next
year can only get better," was
captain Jackie Bambino's
outlook. Jackie, who played mid
field helped pull the team
together along with others like
Darlee Chaloupek, Kynada

Aldrich,

and

who had 257

goalie

J ana

Stagner

Darlee, who
played striker/forward, said, "It
was a rough first year, but we
saves.

Golden

Eagles

soccer

with," said defensive
fullback Grace Minnacepelli. "I
had to work
learned

lot this year, had some
great experiences and made a lot
of good friends."

tilT WAS A ROUGH
FIRST YEAR, BUT WE
HAD FUN AND MADE
THE MOST OF IT."

a

the

had fun and made the most of it."

lady kickers
significant way to
in
order
to
play well on the
go
NCAA level, they have the

She also

attitude and drive it will take to

next

get closer and closer

emphasized the fact that
year's team should be much

better.
The

Even

seem

girls

season
were

coached

though

to have

a

as

passes.

by

Randall Robinson, Doug
Tehanchuck, and Steve Hayes
who also coached the men's

Cheese! Sharon Kester, Darlee
Chaloupek, and captain Jackie Bambino

enjoying themselves after

a

game.

Right: Heads up! Darlee
Chaloupek and Desiree Shepherd take

Above

hard hit. Bruises

are

team.

"Randall did well with what he

a

all part of the game.

going? Goalie Jana Stagner
"waves" to Christy Medeiros while going
after the ball.
How's it

/�0

©Sports
Oral Roberts University Womens Soccer

each

Women's Soccer Team, Back Row: Kynada Aldrich, Sharon Kester, Kim Oliver, Desiree
Shepherd, Jana Stagner. Front Row:
Melissa Tondi, Darlee Chaloupek, Sonia White, Grace Minnacapelli, Jackie Bambino, Shauna
Korstad, Melodee Munger. Coaches:
Randall Robinson, Doug Tehanchuck, Tony Winters.

SCOREBOARD

'9f�'T'

ORB
WISC.-GREEN BAY

8

At u. of Denver

0

5

At New Mexico

0

9

At So. Methodist

0

10

At

0

6

Centenary
Marquette

0

5

At No. illinois

0

5

AtTexasA&M

0

11

At

0

10

At

In control!

plays

Sweeper Kynada Aldrich

OPP.

0

Kentucky

OREGON STATE
At Arkansas

1

4

0

9

At Ark-Little Rock

0

7

At Texas Christian

1

11

out

her opponent.

Move over! As the opponent attempts to
score, Melissa Tondi and Susanne Brown

plan

to

stop her.

On the road again Players Shauna
Korstad, Jackie Bambino, Sharon Kester,
Darlee Chaloupek, Kynada Aldrich, and
MaryAnn Soriano "kick back" at the hotel.
...

Excuse me? Jackie

Bisnauth,

Bambino,Christine

and Darlee

Chaloupek won't let
long.

the opponent have that ball for

/�7

Womens Soccer
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TRADITION
great ?unch
av: was
semor
a

of

ys,

Spanich's
expressing how
much he enjoyed playing his last
son

comment while

season

for the ORU men's

team. Jason is

graduating

one

soccer

on

the team

one

difficult,"
Goodman, who

team

commented Tate

starting defender.
players included:

this year. The other two are
Innocent Ogbe, the leading scorer

was a

for the team, and Captain Shawn
Fisher. The seniors will certainly

Emmanuel Aondofar and

be missed, but hopefully next
year's team will be able to replace

Justin

the talent lost
This

year's

by their absence.

season

considered the best

could not be

compared

those of past teams. One
difficulty hindering the team's
success was a

to

a

different countries which made

playing as

of three

seniors

playing styles. Players
represented five seperate
countries, not including the
United States. "Everyone had
different style of play from

International
Innocent

Ogbe from Nigeria,
Elkington from England,
Patrick O'Boyle from Ireland,
Rodrigo Aguilera and Didier
Flores from Bolivia, Chris Reid,
Dario Benaglia, and Kirk Wehby
from Canada.

difference in

see

I'll

"Goals," page

200

get it! Kevin Gilman tries his best
the ball away from his opponent.

to

keep

How'd he get up there? Goalie Randy
Clingerman soars to save the ball.

/'9c:f'Men's Soccer

© OralSports
Roberts University

The 1993·'94 Men's Golden

Eagle Soccer team: Top from left to right: Emmanuel Aondofar, Patrick O'Boyle, Tate Goodman, Chris
Reid, Shane Cornwell, Jason Spanich, Dario Benaglia, Kirk Wehby, Matt Howe, Shawn Fisher, Aaron Rogers. Bottom Row: Kevin
Gilman, Innocent Ogby, Didier Flores, Marcus Torres, Justin Elkington, Randy Clingerman, Rodrigo Aguilera, Damon Goddard, Dion
Fleming. Coaches and assistants: Steve Hayes, Matt Brown, Doug Tehanchuck, and Randall Robinson.

Outta my way! Center Innocent Ogby
seems to be on top of things. Those high
launchin'

legs

of his

really

come

through

for him.

Hey

man, watch this!

Rodrigo Aguilera
an unsuspecting

goes in for the steal from

opponent. Looks like the
fell

a

guys behind him

little bit short.

Oh

Boy O'Boyle! Forward Patrick
O'Boyle successfully "head butts" the ball,
and the rest of the team is amazed.

© Oral Roberts University
Sports

./99Men's Soccer

GOALS
continued

198

from page

Needless to say, they had some
international boundaries to cross.
Another

challenge

adding
year's
team. Freshmen players
included: Rodrigo Aguilera, Chris
Reid, Didier Flores, Kirk Wehby,
Kevin Gilman, Dario Benaglia,
Dion Fleming, Damon Goddard,
was

nine freshmen to this

and Marcus Torres.
A few

players

name a

exceptional job
many

were

asked to

teammate who did

an

this year and
mentioned.

names were

Even so,

special recognition
given to the team's goalie, Randy
Clingerman who had 131 saves
this season. Randy commented
that because of his playing this

All clear for

was

landing!

Innocent

waits for the ball and his
come

season, he received

offers to

a

lot of good

play professionally.

When asked to evaluate his

outstanding performance, he
expressed, "I had a lot of work to
do on the team and I just did it."
Randy also expressed his
appreciation for Senior captain
Shawn Fisher who "Improved a
lot, worked hard, and played
well."
Kirk

Wehby, a freshman who
played sweeper, expressed his
confidence in next year's team
and stated, "oo. we need to come
together as a team and playas a
team." The players went into the
season realizing obstacles that
had to be
season

overcome

and left the

with valuable lessons

learned.

Ogbe

opponent

to

down.

Group tackle! Emmanuel Aondofar and
players close in on the opponent.

the other

�CC

© Sports
Oral Roberts University

Men's Soccer

Here it comes! Freshman Kirk

Wehby

looks determined to get that ball.

SCOREBOAFill
oau

At Eastern illinois

(\)

3

0

4

5

4

1

1

George Mason

American U.
SO. INDIANA
MO.-KANSAS CITY
At North '.1'exas
GONZAGA
TX. PAN :AMERICAN

Benaglia

an

attempt

and
at the

goal.
Hey, back offl

Tate Goodman

chance at the ball.

Men's Soccer
© Oral Roberts
University
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guards

his

2

:1

1

2

2

1

3

5

MISSOURI SO.

1

4

AlabamaA&M

0

5

Eastern

Michigan

0

1

Southern Methedist

0

1

At Memphis State
At Ark.-Little Rock

0

.2

1

2

At SW Missouri
U. of Denver

1

3

2

5

New Mexico

0

9

AtW. TexasA&M

0

o

At

Kevin Gilman collide in

8

1

At

Where's the ball? Dario

�

At SLU-Edwarasville

CLASSIC

irIS

year's

season

for the

U/ Lady Golden Eagle
volleyball team can be
described simply "phenomenal"
according to Lady Eagles fans.

The team

displayed

a new

confidence and desire to win
which led them to an imressive
20/12 record.

Revis Ward, Francis Cardone
director, has coached ORU
ladies' volleyball for three years.
dorm

When asked what makes this

year's Eagles different from
previous teams, she responded,
"The higher level of intensity, the
huge amount of talent, and the

freshness added by six

new

players."
One of the six

new

team

members is 23 year old Ksenja
Kugler. Ksenja, a freshman from

Croatia, reverses ORU's
"Going into every man's
world," and is an example of
everyman coming to ORU. Not
only has she accomplished
traveling around the world to
study at ORU, but Ksenja was
recongnized as the nation's best
volleyball player for one glorious
motto

...

week in November.
See "Set

Here it

comes

...

Up" page 204

Freshman Setter Heidi

Miller sets up for the

spike just

like

clockwork.

Top Right: It's hammer time! Rebecca
Gfelllooking good with a spike that zeros
in

on

the

Chalk up another kill! Tamara Lesic
sure they won't block this one.

makes

opponent.

Sports�0� Volleyball

© Oral Roberts University

The very successful 1993-'94 Golden Eagle Women's Volleyball Team. Coach and Assistants, left to right: Revis Ward, Amanda
and Eric Pinnell. Players: Jessica Clifford, Heidi Miller, Shanna Purdue, Ksenja
Kugler, Shiloh Tyler, Amanda Saner, Kelly

.Koch,

Arseneau, Jennette Stewart, Rhonda McLaughlin, Tamara Lesic, Rebecca Gfell.

NOPE! Rhonda
the team's

McLaughlin and Ksenija
opponent's spike. One of
many improvements over last

year is the

ability

Kugler deny

the

to block

incredibly well.

I
,

)

High five! Amanda Saner looks quite
intimidating with that vertical jump,

t

doesn't she?

Got it! The lady Golden Eagles set up for
a

smashing play. Bump, set,

kill. It's that

easy.

© Oral Roberts University
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SET-UP
continued from page 202

because she enjoyed being around
her teammates. She not only

appreciated

the

new

recruits, but

she also felt that Coach Ward had
done superb work with the team.

Fortunately, the Lady Golden
Eagles lost only one player at the

Their record certainly proves this.
Although the Lady Golden

end of the

Eagles volleyball team has
undergone great improvements,
Coach Ward promises to "never
stop getting better."

season.

Three year

veteran

Kelly Arseneau
graduates in the spring of 1994,
having recieved a degree in social
work. Kelly was proud to say
that this

with the

her greatest year
Lady Golden Eagles
was

Ka-booml The crowd watches intently,
assured that Tamara's kill will score
point. The word, ''hammer'' comes to

a

mind, doesn't it?

Not

a

over

with

problem! Ksenja
ease.

hits another

one

Doesn't look like the

opponent is going to stop that

one.

ahead, try to block it! Tamara
Lesic's expression holds all the intensity
of her hit.
Go

Sports

ZC� Volleyball

© Oral Roberts University

Great job ladies! The

congratulate

done. But of course
was

expected

players
on a job well
great job is what

each other
a

of this team.

SCOREBOARD

that! Amanda Saner jumps up
to return the ball back to where it came
Give

me

from.

At Miss.

Valley

ORU

Qml,.

3

0

At NE Louisiana

3

2

Akron

3

2

Arkansas-Little Rock

0

3·

At

Centenary

3

0

NE Louisiana

3

0

At Kansas St.

3

2

Mo.-Kansas

2

3

At Missouri So.

0

3

WEST TEXAS A&M
CENTRAL OKLA.
Southern

2

3

1

3

3

1

At

Memphis St.
Western Kentucky

3

2

1

3

Troy State

3

0

Kansas State

0

3

At Drake

2

3

NE Illinois

3

0

TULSA

3

1

At Tennessee Tech.

0

3

At Middle Tenn.

0

3

Samford

2

3

Chicago St.

3

2

Tennessee St.

3

1

At UT Martin

2

3

At Tulsa

3

1

City

3

1

At Cameron

3

0

DRAKE

4

1

AtC. Okla.

3

2

Mo.-Kansas

City

SO. NAZARENE

3

0

ARK.-LITTLE ROCK
ST. LOUIS

0

3

3

it

Heads

up! Amanda Saner is in the picture
again but this time she's cramming it
down TU's throats.

.2{J5

© Oral Roberts University
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SOARING
p! Fromit'sNCAA
non-probationed
accredidation to the
Golden

season, the team continued to

improve and provide some heavy
competition to their opponents.

Eagle mascot, the '93-94
ORU Basketball program has
developed a new Self-image. Led

Junior Josef Sorett witnessed
this improvement. He said, "We

by first-year head coach Bill Self,
ORU's program began developing

the

a

fresh but solid foundation for

an

expectant future. Junior Fabio

Ramos

appreciated the player
relationship created by
Coach Self. Ramos said, "He
always tried to be very positive.
coach

did become closer
season

as a

team

progressed,

and

as

we

learned to make sacrifices.

And,
though we lost a lot of close
games, we played more as a
unit." Sophomore Kevin
Morrissey acknowledged the
Golden Eagles' down-to-the-wire
even

He cut down the barriers

game with one team that made it
all the way to March Madness.

between the coaches and

"After

players-that is, outside of
practice. But, in practice he was
all business, more serious."
Although "W'''s were chalked-up
only in the beginning of the

having a chance to beat
Pepperdine at the buzzer and
then only losing by 3". (sighful
reminiscence) it was amazing
to see Pepperdine go into
".

see

"Score" page 208

(Above) Swish! Kenny Bohanon takes

(Right)

this shot with

waits for his chance to snatch up the ball.

ease

to

score

3.

SCORE

I got this rebound!

Tye Fields

Sports�O�en's Basketball

© Oral Roberts University

Got-it! Fabio Ramos goes all out for this
one.

Hmmm

the next

...

Coach Bill Self contemplates

play.

(Left) Right there. Chris McKinney sets
it up to

score

the next two

points.

Common! Earl McClellan is
for this

_.2 0 7

© Oral Roberts University
Sports

Men's Basketball

one.

sure

ready

SCORE
cntinued

from. page

overtime with

206

Michigan (in the

Frustrated? Kevin

good job
play.

Morrissey

does

of defending his opponent

a

on

this

first round of the NCAA Division

playoffs). It's good to see,
despite our record, that we
have good games."
1

did

"WE DID BECOME
CLOSERAS A TEAM AS
THE SEASON PRO

GRESSED AND WE
LEARNED TO MAKE
SACRIFICES

Starting fresh. The
the first game of the

team huddles before
season.

"

...

Fabio Ramos recalled the
Golden

road game
Texas Christian

Eagles'

against
University. Down by 13 at the
half, ORU came back to claim a
76-73 victory thanks to Chris
McKinney's last-second 3pointer. It was a season
highlight according to Ramos.
"Gee, we were just going crazy.
In the locker room people were
just jumping on each other,
huggin' each other."
With

belt,

a

first

season

the Golden

under its

Eagles Men's

Basketball program is expectant
for a strong future through thick

and thin around the rim.

� ..tJaf7

.%�t?a!J_M

"0

(Above) Watch out! LeNard Jones
comes

Let's go guys! The Eagles get
make a dynamic play.

�0cf" Men's Basketball

Sports
© Oral
Roberts University

ready

to

through

to make

a

scoring lay-up.

3ack Row Left to Right: Steve Anthis, Glenn Smith, Coach Bill Self, Clifford
::renshaw, Jerome Harris, Kevin Morrissey, TyeFields, Fabio Ramos, LeNard Jones,
ferome Abbage, James Kruse, Byron Boudreaux, TelTY Saul, Barry Hinson. Front
Row: Jim Klaassen, Shane Long, Bryan Chang, Raymond Roberts, Kenny Bohanon,
<'red Smith, Chris McKinney, Earl McClellan, Josef Surrett, Jason Truner, Matt Crain.

SCOREBOARD

(Above) I got him! Clifford Crenshaw
guards the opponent as closely as he can.
Good! The crowd watches in anticipation
as the ball is
placed in the hoop.

(Below) Fake

out

way around his

© Oral Roberts University

Kenny Bohanon finds
opponent to score.
...

Sports_.209 Men's Basketball

a

ORU

QruL

78

66

SAM HOUSTON
MISS. VALLEY
at OK State
at Middle Tenn.
TULSA
vs. Wash State
vs. Tenn. Tech.
INDIANA STATE
MARSHALL

83

73

85

69

at Texas Christian
PEPPERDINE

76

73

73

76

LOYOLA MAR.

83

69

at

92

72

52

94

77

94

74

94

50

98

73

99

68

81

MISSISSIPPI

68

88

at Miss.

Creighton

78

89

RICE

68

85

BAYLOR

65

77

at West.

55

87

Valley

Kentucky

at Stouthwest Texas

73

75

at Texas A&M

66

79

at Missouri-KC

69

73

SOUTH. ILLINOIS
at Stephen F. Austin

76

92

66

75

TEXAS TECH.
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
at Texas

72

74

84

89

69

106

at South. Methodist

63

74

L
FLIGHT

school

e are seasons in our

ives that may be more
challenging and stretching

than others. Members of the
ORU Golden

agree that this

are

quick

season

Green gave each member the
an average of
minutes
twenty
per
game. Consequently, White

opportunity

to

has been

a

claimed, "They're
in themselves

"WHAT BETTER WAY TO
END THE SEASON
THAN TO WIN."
tough

This

challenging
however, has brought
some positive results. According
to Graduate Assistant Paige
White, "They have improved
greatly since the beginning of the
one.

season,

SCOREBOARD

play

to

at least

women's

Eagles

basketball team

year." During this
"preparation" season, Coach

had

so

much

will make for

more

confident

that

they've
experience. This
now

a

better team next

morale, we emerged with
great victory!"
Guard Tracya Bedward of
up

our

a

Jamaica states, "I've learned to

appreciate winning more through
losing." As she reflects proudly on
their final game against
Oklahoma Baptist University she
says, "What better way to end the
season than to win?"

year!"
The players themselves have
some good things to say as well.

the memories of these determined

"One of my best memories of the

season

season was our

Homecoming

game, the final game of the

season," shared point guard and
pre-med biology student Desha
Burgess. "With the support of
the student body, which hyped

With that final win
basketball team

promises

"Because we're
seasons

a

floating in

members,

next

to be successful.

young team with
together and

left to work

improve our skills, we have great
expectations for the future,"
states forward Lisa Curliss.

ORU OPP.

TEXAS-PAN AMER.

70

MISS. VALLEY

77

78

at Kansas

66

94

Jackson State
MISSOURI SOUTH.
at Southeast Missouri

64

57

62

74

44

68

at Middle Tenn.

55

81

Missouri-KS. City
TENN.-MARTIN
vs. Southern

78

82

61

83

62

86

vs.

vs.

vs.

Michigan

SO.EAST MISSOURI
TEXAS CHRISTIAN
at

Memphis State

68

58

72

54

64

60

79

55

93

at Oklahoma State

58

75

WICHITA STATE

69

74

67

69

at

Mississippi Valley

70

76

75

82

BAYLOR

65

84

at Texas-Pan Amer.

48

49

at Missouri-KS.

61

89

MISSOURI-KS. CITY
at Tenn.-Martin

City

EAST TEX. BAPTIST

63

66

at Oklahoma

48

99

TEXASA&M

61

78

at Arkansas

51

85

OKLAHOMA BAPTIST

77

69

Spread Out! Dawn Seahorn guards her
position well to make sure to stop the

Concentrate! Angie White takes her
time in order to insure that this shot goes

opponent.

in.

© Oral Roberts University
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Back Row Left to
.

.

Right: Laura Garza, Christi a Jones, Ophelia Shantiloo, Tracya
Bedward, Lisa Curliss, Brandy Cornwell, Fran Maurer, Cynthia McGuire, Angie White,
Genny Schmook, Christy Bilers, Bob Brooks. Front Row: Assistant Coach Velda
Turnley, Sandy Colbert, Dawn Seahorn, DeeDee Tasby, Hardisha Burgess, Melanie
McNeal, Lori Franklin, Coach Cletus Green, Paige White.

Set it up! High scorer DeeDee Tasby
brings the ball down court for the next
play.

(Below) Attack! Looks like the other
basketball includes tackling.

team thinks

DeeDee
the less.

(Above) Good Game! The girls and
coaches

congradulate each

other

on

ajob

well done.

(Below) Go for the shot! Fran Maurer
is in control of the situation and looks
good for this shot.

Sports_2//Women's Basketball
© Oral Roberts University

tasby holds

on

to the ball

never

c
FLIGHT

people think
cheerleading, they
ink of a ditzy blonde
n

most

around in

short skirt

running
yelling, "Go Big Blue!"
Unfortunately, this is the
misconception most people share,
and nothing is further from the
a

Cheerleading
as

is

just

basketball

especially

at

as

much

a

baseball,
the collegiate level.
or

If someone is interested in

becoming

a

cheerleader, they

The Oral Roberts

University
cheerleading squad spends
hours not on flimsy-whimsy
little cheers, but on making
sure that they are confident in
each stunt they try to hit.

BRAVE

"
...

must first go

through strenuous
tryouts. Then, if they are one of
the lucky few who make it, they
must go to at least four two

hour practices each week.

Cheerleading requires skill,
experience and hard work, and
the Golden Eagles squad gives
its all for each practice and
game. The '93-'94 season's
squad is led by co-captains,

Shannon Sulander and Josh
Ontko. With a new mascot
leading the way, the squad took
on a

whole

with

new

new

look, complete

uniforms and

routines.

squad has really come
together well this year," said
sophomore cheerleader, Shauna
Korstad. "We've had good
"Our

support and

attendance at the basketball
games is

the

greatly appreciated by
squad.

"It's nice to cheer for

a

team

winning, and it's great to
people at the games with

that's
see

((CHEERlEADING IS
NOT FOR THE CUTE
AND MEEK. BUT FOR
THE BOLD AND

a

lot."

The avid fan

truth.

sport

leadership and accomplished

the stands full of people

cheering," said Korstad.
Cheerleading is not for the
cute and meek, but for the bold
and brave, and if you were to
spend two hours of your time
attending one of their
practices, you would see how
much blood, sweat and tears
goes into this sport.
"Cheerleading is like a
combination of all the sports
I've played," said first year
squad member, Michael
Cardone. "It requires agility,
strength, and mind control...It
was a lot harder than I thought

an

it would be."

So, the

next time you

see

those cheerleaders out

on

the

giving it their all, know
sport takes skill,
and
endurance. Show
strength,
your appreciation for them
with a louder clap and a hoo

Eagles, Go!" Exclaims Noel Gross in
energetic cheer for her team.

"Go

court

that their

Top: "Shoot For Three!" Junior Mandy
McGarity watches the action as she
cheers for the Eagles.

rah-rah.
"We're

Waiting

"
...

Heather Evans

intimidates the other team's free throw
shooter as she and Jay Jones make it look
so

easy to hold that

position.

Sports2 /_2 Cheerleading

© Oral Roberts University

Back Row Left to Right: Michael Cardone, Josh Ontko, Sean Grady, Adam Plescia,
Chad Nechvatal, Clint Leffingwell, Jay Jones. Front Row: Shauna Korstad, Bernica
Harris, Noel Gross, Shannon Sulander, Amanda McGarity, Janelle Anderson, Heather
Evans, Camille Arnold.

squad finishes one of
performed half-time routines.

Half-time! The
their well

Top:

Ouch!

shows her

Sophmore Shauna Korstad
flexability by practicing this

stunt.

Go

Big Blue! Sophmore

Michael Cardone

gets the crowd involved in cheering the
team

on.

Left: Let's Go

Eagles! Camille Arnold,
along with Brad Turner, Shean Grady
and Bernica Harris get ready for another
exciting cheer.

© Oral Roberts University
/J Cheerleading
Sport�

Top: Don't Try This at Home! Co
Captain Shannon Sulander and Adam
Plescia hold a perfect "chair" stunt.
Practice

Anyone? Brad Turner, Michael
Cardone, Shauna Korstad and Clint

Leffingwell
rigorous

take

session.

a

break from their

I
OR BATTLE

�all is a microcosm
Uhfe. That is, football
society

of

on

eludes many tenets that
holds dear within itself

and teaches

some

our

of the great

veterans and the

the floor in

guys

unpretentious, and allows us to
gain trust and understanding
between

all."

us

"It also creates

lessons life has to offer. Hard

new

way that is

a

finds itself in. This scheme

strong,
see both your
positive feeling
sister wing and all your other
wing-mates coming out to
support what you do," added

includes

Senior Peter Holm.

work, suffering, determination,
grit, salt and sweat are all part
of the grand scheme mankind

losing, winning,

teamwork, individuals, mentors
and spectators. Football is a
game of strategy and calculated
risk, as well as an occsasional

episode

of reckless abandonment.

In essence, football is

a

modern

stated,

"I

was so

Alpha Omega
excited when I

found out that I could

football in

college. It's

play flag
so

This enthusiasm is evident. All
would have to do is watch

opening games between
teams like Blitzkrieg versus the
Party Cows or Adeste Fi versus
EKG to sense that what really
went onto the field was not only
atheleticism but pride in one's
friends, and pride in where one

liTHE THRlLL OF VIC
TORY AND THE
AGONY OF DEFEAT."
that the sport offootball

exceeds this microcosm. Indeed

lived. To miss the heated

football becomes life itself as it

rivalries of Red and

encompasses the

spectator and

professional,

much

fun!"

the

Each fall however, it would

seem

Jill Brown from

one

maxim.

a

to

the

everyone in

Omega
crown,

Alpha

in the game for the
or

to

Youngblood
Wesley 7 and
see

between from the astro-turf at

battle both

blustery Giant's Stadium in New
Jersey to Pop-warner/Little
League football on the irrigated

Dunamis and win both first and

A-league bracket
essentially to miss what

second in the
was

grass fields of sunny Southern

football is all about. The down

California.

Football, that great
Sunday afternoon couch
potatoes, especially rears its head
in Tulsa. A case in point is the

to-the-wire overtime wins

beast of

as

as

well

the dramatic defensive games
seen in fantastic finish videos
make for real life tension and

intramural fields at Oral Roberts

elation; "the thrill of victory and

University.

the agony of defeat." Football
like art imitates life and, win

"Football unifies our wing," said
Adam Plescia of Youngblood. "It
gives us a chance to relate to both

lose,

or

it creates that which will

never

be

forgotten:

memories.

© Oral Roberts University
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(Above) Touchdown! Off-winger Mark
Matthews grabs this pass in the in-zane
to score for YE.

Huddle: Members of Youngblood, this

years'

intramural football

champs plan

Set
for

...

Hut! These guys

the victory with this

are

ready

to go for

play.

the next touchdown.

SCOREBOARD
FOOTBALL

MEN'S
A:
1. YOUNGBLOOD-AI
2. YOUNGBLOOD-A2

3. &4. GRANVILLEI
DUNAMIS

B:
1. DOUBLE PORTION
2. ARSENAL
3. GRANVILLE

WOMEN'S
A:
1. RED
2. ALUMNI

3. ALPHA OMEGA
4. EPIPHANY

B:
1994 ORU Intramurals Staff: Back
Row: Rudel DeCastro, Kevin Gilman,

Byron Devers, Carlton Oliver, Mark
Klaassen, Gidget Pettit. Front Row:
Dionne Damico, Audra Fox, Cristy
Medieros, Jennifer Page.
Is he still

running? This Dunamis team
member goes with the ball while
Youngblood players try

© Oral Roberts University

Sports,Z /'Srntramurals

to

stop him.

1. ZOE
2. SAKS FIFTH
3. CITADEL/EKG
4. CHOSEN

1993-94 INTRAMURAL STAFF.

GREAT JOB GUYS!

Sports�./0 Intramurals

© Oral Roberts University

VOLLEYBALL
MEN'S

SOFTBALL

A:

A:

MEN'S
l. GRANVILLE
2. YOUNGBLOOD
3. &4. DOUBLE POR

1. SONICS A-l
2. DUNAMIS

3. & 4. YB A-il

TION/DUNAMIS

SONICS A-2

B:

B:
1. FRED CREEK
2. DOMINION
3. &4. ARMAGETTONI

1. DOMINION

2. SIGMA TAU SIGMA
3. FULL ARMOR/BLITZ

KRIEG

HEIRBORN

WOMEN'S
A:
1. ALUMNI 2
2. ALPHA OMEGA

1. RED

3. EPIPHANY

3. CHOSEN/BLOOD
BOUGHT

2. ALUMNI

4. RED

4. ALPHA OMEGA

B:
1. tscc
2. SIGMA'TAU SIGMA
3. LAMBDA PHI

4. CHOSEN 1

1. Gucer
2. tECC

-3.KALOS
4. UNITY

ALL-SCHOOL WINNERS:
MEN

WOMEN

1.

1.

YOUNGBLOOD
2.

ALPHA OMEGA
2.

GRANVILLE
3.
DUNAMIS

RED
3.

GOLDEN GIRLS

© Oral Roberts University
Intramurals
Sports
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as

another winning
for Coach Duke and

as on
e

The team's

Oral Roberts

University's

Tennis team. For the

27th

in

row, Coach
Bernis Duke has had a winning
season

a

team.

A
this

for the team

big challenge
season was moving from the

Mario

captain,

Cabral, a senior from
Argentina said, "This year was
a good year of transition for the
team. Although the competition
was tough, it was good for
ORU's tennis program and the
Universtiy because we played

against the best teams

in the

nation."

'THIS YEAR WAS A
GOOD YEAR OF

The

Eagles began the season
struggling a little, but soon got
into the swing of the game and

TRANSITION FOR

came

THE TEAM."

away with 10 wins and 8

loses. With the team

NAIA to the NCAA. The
have had to

Eagles

such teams

Wichita

play
State, who is the

number

one

as

team in the

Valley conference, and
Universtiy of Arkansas at

being
mostly composed of foreigners
its hard for the players to get to
school early enough to practice
and prepare

so

it takes the first

Missouri

few matches before the

the

Little Rock who is ranked 23rd

heat up.
"It's really

in the nation.

players from other

ease

back

a

differrent enviroment and most

of all

they have to get used to the
Americans different style of
playing the sport, stated Cabral.
Even though the team is
loosing four of it's key players
after this season, Roy Stewart,
Craig Panhofer, Boris Vipulich,
and the captain Mario Cabral,
the remaining players are
preparing for next season to keep
alive the winning tradition.
"

A

newcomer

to the team this

from Australia, David
said, "Although, we are
loosing many players at the end
of this season, the remaining
players are looking forward to a
successful season next year."
season

Scott

countries at

Kennedy hits

over

beginning of the season
because they have to get used to

all the

tough on

Good form! Paul
with

Eagles

the

the net.

the ball

Nice return

ground for

...

that

David Scott
one.

Sports��OMenls Tennis
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comes

off the

HUNGH!!! Boris Vidulich puts it all into
this shot.

Left to Right: Coach Duke, Milos Milosevic, Craig Berramger, Mario Cabral, David
Scott, Paul Kennedy, Craig Panhofer, boris Vidulich, Bradly James, Anthony Steward.

Back at chat A great return shot
Mario Cabral

by

SCOREBOARD
Score
Wichita State

L 5-2

Ouachita

L 4-1

Baptist

Arkansas-Little Rock

Oklahoma
Missouri-Kansas

Serve-it-up!
form with

a

great

serve.

Sports,.!,.!./Men's Tennis
© Oral Roberts University

L9-0

City

W 8-1

Southwest. Oklahoma

W6-1

Northwest Missouri

W6-1

Colorado State

W9-0

Colorado

L 5-1

Memphis

Milos Milosevic shows his

L5-2

State

L 4-3

Air Force

L 4-3

Illinois State

W 5-2

Southwest Missouri

L5-2

Missouri-Kansas

W7-0

City

Northern Iowa

W 7-0

Creighton

W 4-1

Missouri

W 4-1

Centenary

W6-3

Back at chao Bonnie Melvick hits

a

beautiful return.

(Above) What a back-hand! Natalie
Fienstien shows her stuff.

(Below) Woah! Catherine Johnson
hustles to get that ball

Serve's

she'll be

Sports,2,2,2 Women's Tennis

© Oral Roberts University

up! Sylvie Telisman looks
serving a good one.

like

Left to Right: Asst. Coach Vicky Martin, Sylvie Teilsman, Rebecca Nielson, Catherine

Johnson, Sue Bova, Bobbie Southworth, Natalie Feinstein, Boyana Malvie, and Nicole

Hair

Ledger.

practices her

raising

hit! Talented Sue Bova

returns.

Here it comes! Cate Johnson has

form

SCOREBOARD
Score

Wichita State

L 7-2

Ouachita

W7-1

Baptist

Southern Illinois

L 4-3

Northwest Missouri

W 5-2

Colorado

L 7-0

Colorado State

W 5-4

Colorado State

W 5-4

Southwest Missouri

L 8-1

Mew Mexico State

L 5-1

Oklahoma

L 9-0

Missouri-Kansas

City

W7-0

Creighton

L 5-0

Missouri

W 5-0

Missouri

W 5-0

Bradley

L 7-2

Tulsa

L 5-1

© Oral Roberts University
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on

this

serve.

great

© Oral Roberts University
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eball, the favorite
asstime for America is

quickly becoming a
Eagles have
been playing well and coaches,
players, and fans are anxious to
keep the ball rolling. Needless to
say, ORU baseball is definately
on the rise. The winning season
favorite at ORU The

"
...

WE ARE LOOKING TO

BUILD OUR PROGRAM
UP TO WHAT IT USED
TO BE."
provided a lot of fun for the
players. Third baseman Matt
Dobson advocated this by saying,
season

successful

program up to what
it used to be." The team has
our

definately pointed their feet in
right direction with this
year's progress. What was the
strong point for the guys this
year? Jeff Eddings, ORU's
leading pitcher said, "We were
surprised at how well our
pitching held up this season. The
key to success is how well the
pitching goes." Eddings chalked
the

up 31

career

wins while at ORU.

Of course credit is due to the rest

has

"This

to build

has been

one

and

a

we are

of the team for thier great hitting
and fielding as well. This is the
first year that the team has not
on NCAA probation, and

been

looking
(Above) Babe Ruth? No, Derick Duncan
stands

ready

to bat

..

(Right) Sunflower seeds anyone?
Dooley, Scott
Tongue, and John Moulton watch the
game intently from the dugout.
Lance Calm us, Chris

Right: Derek Duncan, Jason Baskin, Sean Foster, Bryan Schuler,
Calmus, Andy Peck, Kerry Rogus, John Moulten Third Row: Pitching Coach
Mike Hensley, Head Coach Dr. Allan Barker, Jeremy Starkweather, Zane Nipper,
Travis Blundell, Aaron Olinski, Kenny O'Malley, Asst. Coach Shannon Dobson
Second Row: Manager James Abeyta, Ket Pearson, Jason Jennings, Kyle Koehler,
Jeremy Tolbert, Colin MacNaught, Chris Dooley Front Row: Matt Dobson, Bear
Foster, Scott Tongue, Jeff Eddings, Paul Freeman, Craig Michaelson, Greg Rosar.
Back Row Left to
Lance

Sports,2,2c:::P Baseball
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Pep Talk The
...

guys

get together to

prepare for the game ahead of them.

Catcher Greg Rosar goes for
the pop-up while Sean Foster backs him

Easy Out

...

up.

(Above) Almost! Tensions

are

Derek Duncan tries to get the
at second.

high

as

runner

out

(Below) Outta There! First baseman

Andy Peck beats the

© Oral Roberts University
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runner

to the

bag.

Home Run! Short stop Paul Freeman
smacks this one a good ways out there.

FIELD
getting back in the "swing" of
things can be tough sometimes.
First baseman Andy Peck had
this to say about their season:
"We accomplished more than

everybody thought we would. It
a real accomplishment to be in
contention for playoffs the first

is

year back in division one." This
season

should prove to be a huge
stone for continued

stepping
success

in future

seasons.

As of

May 1, 1994, the team hopes to
make regionals. We'll find out
how well they did come this fall.
There is no scoreboard posted
because the
over.

We

season

are

is not

Strike! First baseman

Andy Peck takes

break from his

to throw

position
handed pitches.

a

a

few left

(Below) What

are you looking at?
Foster, Scott Tongue, Greg Rosar,
Mike Hensley discuss matters on the

Sean
and

mound.

yet

confident that

our

guys will have much continued
success. Hope to see you at the

ballpark!

(Above) Safe! This player made
run

sure

his

counted at home.

Need

a

little

coaching? Craig

Michaelson and Paul Freeman are being
instructed by Coach Allan Barker.

Sports��OBaseball

© Oral Roberts University

Wind

Up

hand at

(Right) Step Back! Catcher Greg
packs some power into this swing.
What

Happened?

quite intensely

The

...

#34

Rosar

dugout is looking
going on out on

at what's

the field.

Sports��/Baseball
© Oral Roberts University

-

Bryan Schuler

pitching

tries his

THE WI

ched nervously with
ry muscle tensed, you
tch

it draws

as

near.

Closer it comes, until it's almost
upon you, and then suddenly you

jump
arms

out of your

skyward,
yell.

victorious

WAVE! It

can

seat, fling your

and

give

a

Wahoo! It's the

be

practiced

at any

ORU sports event with hundreds
of Golden Eagle fans or with only
two

or

three other "wavees" at

brother

or

sister

a

wing game.

Whatever your level of
fanaticism, ORU has a place for

liTHE STUDENTS PACKED
OUT THE STANDS
AND SOME CAME AT
TIRED AS TRUE FANATICS,
COMPLETE WITH
PAINTED FACES AND
CREATIVE CLOTHING."
...

you. With many different teams

competing

in Division I

athletics and

collegiate

numerous

HEIR WINGS

diehard fan to watch their

favorite sport.
This year has

major
changes concerning ORU
athletics. The name change
brought new uniforms to the
existing sports, and to meet
NCAA Division 1 regulations, a
seen some

number of new sports have been
added to the ORU roster. ORU
also has

a new

mascot, the

Golden Eagle, who attends all the
home basketball games and other
as well. However, the
greatest change has been the

games

students' response to the new
program. The students packed
out the stands

during basketball

and baseball games, and some
came attired as true fanatics,

complete with painted faces and
creative clothing. Whatever the
sport, the fans of ORU give their
team the
to

encouragement needed

put the Golden

Eagles

back

on

top.

intramural sports, there are
countless opportunities for the
Above: "Get the ball!" Exclaims an
anxious fan, using her megaphone to

help

her out.
Left: Now that's school

spirit. The

guys on Dunamis show their support for
the ORU Eagles by dressing outrageously

for the occasion.

Right: Look Dad! Even this fan knows
good game when she sees one.

�J,2Fans

Sports
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a

The Wave! This crowd is getting involved
in the game as the suspense thickens.

No it's not Halloween! These guys are
just supporting the basketball team in
their

own

special

way.

''Yeah! That's the way to play!" This
excited Eagles fan stands up to cheer for
her team

"Isn't this

a great game?" Tiffany
Laughlin, Hope McCauley and other fans
are excited that their team is winning.

_zJJFans

© Oral Roberts University
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The clubs and organizations established at ORU

offer students the opportunity get involved in

things that are important to them. Whether it's
the Volleyball Club or Bible Seminarian
Fellowship, a club can introduce you to a whole
other side of a subject you have taken to heart.
The Perihelion includes only clubs and
organizations that have been approved by the
administration and chartered through the
Student Association. But be assured, there are

plenty of them. The opportunities are endless
and the reward of being a club member is
great.

© Oral Roberts University

© Oral Roberts University

Right: Wide-eyed wonder. Miss
Phallon, played by senior DTF major,
Andrea Akins, dramatically shows her
kindergarten "chics" an Indian during the
first Thanksgiving feast.

"We're in the

money!" Out-of-work
played by Matthew
Gress, a senior Music major, and Betsy
Abbot, played by Carey Hubert, a senior
Oil Comm major, surprisingly won their
horse bet in "Extensions," a Showcase B
performance.
actor Bob Abbot

That hurts!
Mark

Alpha Psi Omega president
Ridgeway as Mayor Peter

Stockmann takes
a

a

moment to relieve

junior Scott Norton during
rehearsal of "An Enemy of the People."

some

stress

on

Alpha Psi Omega officers and members include senior Bill Kraphol, senior Mattnew
Gress, Vice President senior Jeff Huston, advisor Dr. Ray Lewandowski, Co-chaplin
senior Jessica Davenport, Treasurer senior Eileen Docherty, senior Vicki Clements,
President senior Mark Ridgeway and junior Scott Norton.
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play

lights fade

and the

place

the middle of November. New

performance of another

inductees

has

come

to

an

end. Soon

the house will be empty and the
stage will fall silent. This is a
familiar scenario to all

Alpha

Psi

Omega members.
Alpha Psi Omega is a National
Honorary Dramatic Fraternity.
A candidate must

of becoming

a

earn

the honor

member of Alpha

Psi

Omega by being involved in
any ORU theatre production as
cast or crew. "Every time one is
involved in a production, he
receives

a

certain amount of

points, determined by the
advisor and the officers,"

explained Mark Ridgeway,
Alpha Psi Omega president and
senior DTF student. According
to Ridgeway, to be inducted one
must have a minimum of fifty
points which is not always easy
acquire. Most students are
accepted until their junior or

to

semor

This year induction took

curtain falls. The final

not

year.

news

were

in

elated with the

of their

membership into
Omegat proudly

Alpha Psi
accepting their awarded blue and
yellow pins. "I've worked so long
and hard to be eligible for
membership, yet it's still quite a
shock that I made it!" exclaimed
Joanna

O'Driscoll,

a

junior DTF

major.

Senior Dana Iaus,

a

DTF

major,

"I've worked so

long and
hard to be eligible for
membership, yet it's still
quite a shock that I made
itl/l
was

also very excited to be

inducted, but for different
reasons. "To be a part of Alpha Psi
Omega is an accomplishment and
honor to me as a returning
student." She added, "It makes me
feel great and special to know that

my peers and faculty deem me
worthy to become a member."

Besides being

honorary
fraternity Alpha
Omega is
also a service organization that
an

Psi

involved in several events
the year. It sponsors
retreat each semester for

throughout
a

enjoys theatre, holds
appreciation
banquet in the spring, distributes
refreshments during the
intermission of ORU productions
anyone who
an

annual theatre

and sponsors an annual
Christmas caroling and party
event.

The teamwork and

unity
Alpha Psi Omega is
another significant factor of the
organization. "When the
members get together to sponsor
an activity they all work together
in hopes that they might reach a
common goal," said Ridgeway. "I
think this comes from working in
evident in

theatre

so

much. When

a

production is being worked on,
everybody must work as a team
-so that it willbe.ready
opening
night." This special bond
promotes only encouragement
among Alpha Psi members
Every year, Alpha Psi members
invest their time and talent

towards the

productions of the
theatre department. The next
time the light fades and the
curtain falls, rest assured an
Alpha Psi Omega member is
breathing a sigh of relief having
worked hard behind the

Applause,

hoots and

standing

ovations! The cast of "An Enemy of the
People" proudly present themselves after

opening night.
"Please No Flowers." The

Caretaker,

freshman Chad Kreutzker,
seals the coffin of the supposedly deceased
Lena Grossman, performed by senior

played by

Vicki Clements.

Clubs and
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is

scenes.

ou're eating a late
dinner in Marriott
when

a

flash of

bright

white catches your eye.
You take a closer look and see a

student, clad

in

a

white

polyester,

button-down dress with white
hose and

squeaky-bright,

thick

soled, leather shoes. There's even
a matching white bow in her
blonde hair. And she tops off her
outfit with an attractive baby
blue lab jacket. No, it's not an
angel or your future wife from
ORU, but a nursing student still
dressed from her long afternoon
and

students

pre-med
busy schedules filled
with daily clinicals, intense study
sessions, internships, long labs
Nursing

alike have

papers. One
of their hectic college

numerous

highlight

life include club
on

their

important to
provides a way to
really make a stand in nursing

us.

meetings focused

major.

The Student Nurses

Association,

a

division of the

National Student Nurses
Association, is a valuable asset
for every nursing student. SNA
enables nursing students to

big picture of their
remaining college years as well
as their careers after college.
Sophomore Gayle Newman said,
"Being involved in SNA has given
me the opportunity to get
acquainted with upperclass
nursing students." She added,
"They have provided me with a
envision the

are

It also

Christmas party.
Senior Marty Killmon,

"Pertinent

Nursing" session,
Class Topic" night and
a

discussion
health

on

care

Clinton's

plan

with

panel

of

government officials and health
care professionals present. Other
activites include

adult CPR

an

class, the annual Christmas
party held at instructor Peggy
Smith's house and

a

medical

and sweatshirt

fundraiser.

Alpha Epsilon Delta,

a

pre

on
as

in their

medical careers."
The

significance of these clubs is
Support from fellow
students and faculty as well as
the advice and preparation from
health-care professionals are
essential to nursing and pre-med
evident.

students. So next time you see
you'll know

the medical field.

that it's

more than just a nursing
student, but a student well
prepared for a mission for God in

overview of nursing in

issues that are

important

It also

provides a
way to really make a
to

us.

stand in nursing for
Christ."
prepares students for

a

future in

the medical field.
"The

society offers

contacts with

doctors and med students which
stimulates the students' interests
in the health

said Bonnie

profession,"
Riportella, senior
care

students

to

an

preparation
as experiences

well

"It gives students

Force recruiter who shared how

gives
overview of nursing

pre

for medical school

only
gives recognition to outstanding
pre-med students, but also
an

a

biology major, said, "The
guest speakers provide

that flash of white

medical honor society, not

Nurses Association: "It

of what to expect in

an

beneficial information

new

a

medical
various

a

President Cristy Jones summed
up the purpose of the Student

sense

annual

ceremony and

This year's SNA club meetings
have included a "Missions in

pre-med student and AED
president.
Various guest speakers at AED
meetings have included an Air

better

future classes and clinicals."

debt-free, a doctor from the
Family Medical Center, and other
activities including an induction

for Christ."

supply

clinical.

and

in issues that

get through medical school
Student Nurses Association officers include Second Vice President Jenni McArthur,
Chaplain Kendra Bebb, President Cristy Jones, Treasurer Tammy Duffield, Editor
Sharon

Clubs and

Thompson,

First Vice President Lin Nordstrom and

Student Nurses Association
Organizations2Jcf
© Oral Roberts University

Secretary Robin Bornert.

Scrubbin' in their scrubs! Senior

nursing students Amy Watson, Jenni
MacArthur and Lisa Schalla believe that

"cleanliness is next to

preparing for
Hospital.

a new

godliness" when
day at St. Francis

Congratulations! Dr. Nelson welcomes
new inductee junior Christine Somander
to the prestigious Alpha Epsilon Delta.
What

guts! Alpha Epsilon Delta
Ripportella and
freshman Nathan Seaman carefully and
joyfully explore the intricate internal
organs of a fetal pig in their spare time.
President senior Bonnie

Efforts to last a lifetime. Freshman
Kirsten Wilson prepares to demonstrate
how to

Alpha Epsilon

Delta members

are

ready

to celebrate at their first

general meeting!

Members include: Treasurer Glen Neal, Yong Sun Kyon, Vice President Marty Killmon,
President Bonnie Ripportella, Historian Feb Idahosa, Amy McCarley, Secretary Chasity

Jacobsen,

Warren Backburn, Christine Somander, Jill

Glaasner, Reporter Amy Amsler

and Advisor Dr. John Nelson.

Clubs and

© Oral Roberts University
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along

perform CPR on an infant. She,
with other nursing students, will

utilize these skills in
lives.

saving countless

Heads

up! During the ISO International
Volleyball tournament at Lake Evelyn
foreign students not only earned some
ORU aerobic points, but also made new
friendsips.
"Unity!" exclaim AEU club
enthusiastically!

I

members

Organization officers include: Activities Coordinator Dwayne
Little, Secretary Sherin a Arnold, President Feb Idahosa, Chaplain Crystal Roeder,

International Student

Missions Coordinator Eric Theman and Treasurer Ju Lee Tan. Not pictured: Vice
President Steven Goh and Public Relations Director Marlene Groves.

Body

beat. Jamaican students

sopho

Sonia White, Garth Robinson and
Suzie Bent hope to relive the warmth of
their native country on a cold Tulsa day.
mores

Clubs and

�q{J International Student Organization

Organizations
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ma�nefl�ngfrom
rea, over European
untries, and even the
Atlantic Ocean, and suddenly
landing in this city called Tulsa.
You're actually in America, the
melting pot of the world and
you arrive at your new home,
Oral Roberts University.
...

Students from different
countries and ethnic

backgrounds fill ORU with
cultural diversity. The
International Student
and Association for

Organization
Unity help bond students
together as one family in Christ.
Ethnic

The International Student

Organization provides foreign
students with friendship and
support as they adjust to their
new

expressed,

"ISO showed

me

how

many international students there
are on campus, and I was able to

helped me get my social
security card, work permit and
visas," said sophomore Adam
Patel from Zimbabwe. Freshman
Katrina Saint from Australia

composed

an

oath and

anthem, held creative meetings
and activities and pioneered the

make

good friends with some of
Friendships were formed
at the ISO pool party, volleyball

"Enriching

them."

this year.
Guest speakers included

tournament and Christmas ice

representative from the

"ISO unites students from all
over

the world and encourages

them to express their cultural
identities with pride to the
student

body

at

Sherina Arnold,
Lanka.

large," shared
junior from Sri

a

The Association for Ethnic
"
...

AEU has

Unity

opened my

eyes to the diHerent cul
tures
is

of the world.

/I

club which

"promotes unity
diversity." Vice President
Njeri Ferguson shared, "We desire
a

the Mind

Program"
a

Children's Cherokee Indian

skating party.

lives in America.

"ISO

purpose,

within

for the students to unite

as one

Christ and thus be able to
understand each other better."
"With a call into the ministry,

body in

AEU has opened my eyes to the
different cultures of the world,"
said Moses Aviles, Director of
Education.

Missions and the director from

the Jewish

Community

Center. A

at Skate World not

skating party
only allowed members to interact
with one another, but also helped
raise funds towards the

production of an ethnic show in
the spring semester.
The "Enriching the Mind
Program" is a two hour self
discipline program held Tuesday
and Wednesday evenings. "The
program's purpose is to promote
A's through praise and worship,"
said President Davis. "By this,
the Holy Spirit is able to set the
atmosphere for studying."
"Our advisor, Jackie Fuqua has
given us focus, hope and an
attitude of determination," said
President Davis. With dedicated

officers and

a

God-given purpose
bright for AEU.

the future looks

With

Terry Davis as the
president and nine others as
officers, AEU revised their

Association for Ethnic Unity officers: Vice President Njeri Ferguson, Director of
Women Peta-Ann Blair, Treasurer Elecia Pearson, Director of Education Moses Aviles,
President Terry Davis and Secretary Amanda Robinson. Not pictured: Director of
Social Activities Shayne Lee and Minister of Spiritual Affairs Jeanine Yaffe.
Last

one

in's

rotten eggroU! Racing
splash ISO members
the water at their pool party,
a

to be the first to

plunge

into

the first event of the school year.

Clubs and
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American

Marketing

Association is

an

international club not

foreign to Oral Roberts
University students. This year
AMA claims to be '<Your Passport
to the Future." AMA president
Mark Stevenson explains that
"when you join AMA, it will open
doors to the business world, just
like a passport opens up doors to
other countries."

AMA members

the

explore

different frontiers of the business
world

by inviting top corporate
speakers to address its members,
participating in collegiate
competitions, attending national
conferences and holding its first
annual women's workshop.
The Women's Day Workshop
consisted of a panel of female
professionals who spoke on the
role of women in the workplace.
"The

women

who attended

were

well

Stevenson the project "will help
generate money to raise funds for

scholarship program."
gained a lot of
leadership, management,
a

communication skills." said

international organization, I will
be able to have contacts outside

ofORU," adds Gomez of Puerto
Rico. AMA is truly '<Your
Passport to the Future.
"Balancing academics with
services" is the meaning behind
The Accounting Society's logo.
TAS has provides its members
with opportunities for
professional growth, service,
social interaction, and
recognition of academic

"I talked to the accountant [one of
speakers] who gave me a

phone number to call concerning
an internship for the summer,"
said Tamika Nurse, Vice
President of Programs, "I
followed through and have a very
good chance of getting the job."
In preparation for their
expedition into the business
world AMA members

are

trained

in

through participation projects,
case studies and networking in
professional chapter involvement.
Dr. Maynard, a board member
of AMA's Tulsa chapter, serves as
the club's advisor. This year Dr.
Maynard aided one of AMA's

largest fundraisers- selling
programs and rubber eagles at
the men's Golden Eagle
basketball games. According to

achieved
and

an

an

overall GPA of3.0

accounting major GPA of

3.3.

"Redefining

service" is how

President Borman described the

achievement. The club has also

"I have

academics and service this year,
and redefining its service to its

gained a lot of
leadership, management

extended its service to

the

community
outreaches, but business students
can use their gifts and talents by
helping others do their income
tax returns," said advisor
Professor Gregg concerning TAS's
accounting members.
The club gives special
recognition to its members who
have completed at least 30 hours
of college course work, completed
Principles of Accounting I and II,

club's theme this year. By
keeping the balance with

AMA's female members

well.

and

Maritza Gomez, Executive Vice
President. "Because it is an

and communication
skills.

as

students have

"I have

pleased with the workshop,"
junior Jamillah
Watkins. The workshop opened
up a window of opportunity to
comments

have residencies, communication
students have interns, and all

members, TAS has
an

proven to be

asset to many ORU students.

"

more

students

by expanding
membership to non-accounting
majors this year.
Weekly meetings, sponsored by
external businesses, have
included such topics as preparing
resumes, tips on interviewing,
and the different fields in

accounting. "The meetings fill
you in on things that are going on
in the business world today,
things that are not taught in
class," said junior Nick Brown.
The meetings also provide a time
offellowship for accounting
majors with students of other
majors as well. .it allows us to
fellowship with people who have
the same interests in mind," said
member Brian Myer.
"

..

Accounting Society officers include Treasurer Timothy Cramer, Secretary Jodi
Bernth, President Steve Borman and Vice President Tony Word.
The

"Education students have

practicums, medical students

Clubs and

Z42
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The

Accounting Society

"We offer

exciting membership
During Club Rush night AMA
members juniors Jamillah Watkins and
Tamika Nurse attempt to recruit
sophomore Dytana Slaughter and junior
benefits!"

Bernica Harris into their international

organization.
accounting TAS
they
can get! When a representative from
Ernst and Young spoke TAS members,
including President Steve Borman,
Focus. When it

comes

to

members want all the information

directed their eyes and

ears

to the

speaker.

An

amazing achievement! Ernst and
Young, an international CPA accounting
firm, awarded scholarships to three
oustanding junior accounting students.
E&Y Audit Manager Ray Sheppard,
Brian Myer, Stella Jia, E&Y Managing
Partner Tim DeLeo and junior Nick
Brown capture the proud moment.
"Are you from the East or West
coast?" Junior Maritza Gomez and

Natalie

Ellington, ORU Assistant Dean of
Enrollment, engage in an interacting
activity at AMA Women's Day Workshop.

American Marketing Association officers include: Vice President of Promotions Martin

Ruiz, Vice President of Communication Gideon Lim, Executive Vice President Maritza
Gomez, Vice President of Membership Chris Romero, Vice President of Finance Fonny
Prawira, Vice President ofCareerlPlacementJ anel Witcosky and President Mark Stevenson.

Clubs and

American Marketing Association
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Doctor, I need help! The counselor
demonstrates an interesting couseling
technique- RET, a form of therapy.

Apparently, the
some

counselor is

addressing

of his client's irrational beliefs.

These Psi Chi Rho members

perform
counseling interview during their
Counseling I class.

Right:

this

Social Work Club members:

Pearson, freshman Kristin
Knight, freshman Vanessa Turner,
President sophomore Pauline Shepherd,
Vice President junior Nicole Travis,
senior Shelia

Public Relations Director junior Tashara
Wilson and junior Deborah Studer.
Officers not

pictured: Secretary sharon

Perkins and Treasurer Maria Abundiz.

Where

days?

can

I find

good help

these

In order to become effective social

as well as "good help" to society,
social work students with Professor Kill
practice counseling interview techniques

workers

in

Counseling Interviewing class.

Born to be wild! Who said professors
couldn't have fun? Psi Chi Rho advisor

Dr. Clark
for
a

a

Eldridge

revs

up his

wind-blowin' ride out

bit of "Experiential

on

motorcycle

the town for

Therapy."

Right: 0, Christmas

tree

...

Club members exhibit their

giving,

a

Social Work

spirit of

vital part of the social work field.

Clubs and

.2qq
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Chi Rho

rsting with life and
ducational activity
re

the Behavioral

Science clubs at ORU, Psi Chi
Rho and the Social Work Club.

Providing beneficial
experiences and informative
lectures for psychology students
are highlights of Psi Chi Rho.
The seasoned professionals that
speak at Psi Chi Rho meetings
not only share their experiences
with members and lead intense

discussions, but also present
interesting case studies and
pointers on how to successfully
jump into the field of psychology.
"Field trips are also an element
of color in the tapestry of the Psi
Chi Rho experience," shared

Christy Sawyer, senior and Psi
Chi Rho president. Experiential
therapy trips out in the
wilderness, tours through
various local psychiatric
hospitals and a grand convention
in Oklahoma City prove to be
unforgettable experiences for Psi
Chi Rho members.

During the

convention Psi Chi

Rho members and associates
of other

colleges

in

form of a game show. The
intensity of the competitions
keeps Psi Chi Rho members alert
and attentive. For the past several
years Psi Chi Rho members and
associates have emerged

said, "Not only am I given the
opportunity to interface with
aspiring social workers, but I am
also motivated by the
professionals that speak at our
meetings." Secretary Sharon

undefeated!

Perkins also benefited from the

In addition to its educational

benefits Psi Chi Rho does not fail
to

serve as a

time of

agreed.

"Psi Chi Rho

meetings
delightful break in
semester this year being that

have been

a

my
my academic load

"/ have

was

gained techniques

how

to

challenging." President Sawyer
expressed, "Alumni ORU Psi Chi
Rho members have employed
knowledge obtained from various
meetings and activities, not to
mention the positive memories of
exciting times with friends."
social work students with

enlightenment and
encouragement. 110nthly
meetings, consisting of guest
speakers, movies and rap sessions
prove to be a positive impact on
the lives of Social Work Club
members.
Social Work Club President
Pauline Shepherd shared that

of the club's

"to

field of social work."

Psi Chi Rho officers show that

psychology majors can be a little crazy, too! Officers
Secretary Kimberly Deus, Vice President Shana Patterson, Advertising

Director Edward Hunt, Graduate Chairman, Jennifer Becker and at center, of course,
President Christy Sawyer. Not pictured: Treasurer Suzanne Bova.

Clubs and
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inform

of the various

us

said,

"The

us

speakers
problems
provide

with special skills to use in
future careers." Public

our

Relations Director Tashara
Wilson was also enlightened by
the meetings. She shared, "I have
on

how to

enhance my communication skills
with future clients."

Highlights of the year included
film night premiering What
About Bob? as well as a joyous
Christmas party. Through the
fellowship at its meetings the
Social Work Club provides
a

encouragement for its members.
Freshman Kristen Reeder enjoys
Social Work Club meetings
because she is able to interact
with students in her major
outside of the class setting. This
interaction can actually be very
beneficial. President Shepherd

explained, "It promotes long
lasting relationships between
social work students which sets
up a network for contacts after

graduation."
Clearly, Psi

Chi Rho and the
Social Work Club are clubs which
leave ever-enduring impressions
one

goals
enlighten students concerning
opportunities in the professional
was

She

gained techniques

very

enhance my
communication skills with
future clients."
on

speakers.

social workers face and

encouragement for its members.
Vice President Shana Patterson

moments of

include

Vice President Nicole Travis

which takes the

The Social Work Club offers

compete against psychology

departments

"Psych Bowl,"

a

the lives of ORU psychology
and social work students.

on

Expre
word "culture" is
tten all

over

the face of

campus. As you rush to
miss the different
can't
class, you
faces of students from various

Your

ethnic
can't

backgrounds.
help but hear accents and
ears

words that would take you
forever to interpret.
Oral Roberts

University

students that have
learn

more

cultures and
the

a

desire to

about these different

Spanish

languages
or

can

join

French Clubs

on

campus.

According to Spanish Club
president Diana Disbrow, "one
doesn't need to have a specific
skill or ability to be a part of the
Spanish Club just a desire."
"Spanish Club provides a
...

reservoir of information and

experiences for those interested
in Latin American peoples and
cultures," said Disbrow.
This past year the Spanish Club
provided its members with a
variety of activities to bring in
the Spanish spirit. The members,
which exceeded a hundred,
enjoyed Spanish film nights
featuring Spanish Looney Tunes
and Robin Hood. The annual
Christmas party also sparked
unity in the club as partygoers

good time.
Members were also enlightened
during the "Missions Emphasis
in Latin Countries Night" held
once each semester. During these
meetings students that went on
the '91 Spain Missions trip
shared their experiences with the
hung out and

had

a

Spanish Club members. This
helped stimulate interest for
'95 Spain trip.

or

the

Junior Tashara Wilson
benefited from the club in

a

very

self-improving way. "Being part
of the Spanish Club has allowed
me to improve my social work
skills by learning Spanish as my
second language."
a

With their creative officers and

advisor, Senora Brenda
Calderon, leading the way, the
Spanish Club has had an un
grande year.
Another club which opened
dedicated

students' eyes to the culture of a

two, allows

to

enjoy the

culture, learn the
language and make some real
friends," said Vice President
Sandy Olcott, a french education
major. This event as well as other

French

activities have allowed members
to have

personal exposure
language.
"Being in a setting that is more
a more

to the

conducive to free conversation
has enabled

to maintain my

me

speaking skills," said
President Ridgeway. Club
member sophomore Esther Apea
agreed. "Being with other
French-speaking students has

French

allowed

me

the French

"Being with other French

one

to remain fluent in

language," she said.

For students who haven't

speaking students has al
lowed me to remain fluent in
the French language."

studied abroad
missions

Spanish

ministered

on a

trip being part of the
or French Clubs is the

next best

foreign country was the French
Club. Club President Rusty
Ridgeway said, "The French Club
provides an outlet for students

or

a

thing

to

being there!

interested in the French

language and culture outside
the classroom setting."

of

This year the club showed
movies like Cinderella and

Cyrano de Bergerac and also had
some

French Bible Studies. A

"Foreign Studies Night" proved to
be an interesting event. Quite a
few of the members have studied
in

France, and that night they

were

able to share their

experiences with club members.
"A total immersion situation, like
studying in France for a semester

The

great pyramid of France? French

Club members take

a

break to

the nature of France.

Clubs and
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appreciate

Bonjour! Senior Samuel Collins
captures a moment at the King Louis XN
monument when he studied the French

language
Lyon II."

at the "l'Universite de

Lumiere,

Spanish Club officers include: Secretary
Pauline Shepherd, Treasurer Linaya
Bullock, Public Relations Director Matt
Schanck, President Diana Disbrow,
Assistant Treasurer James Olson and
Advisor Senora Brenda Calderon. Not

pictured:

Vice President Sarah Schoel.

French Club officers don't want to let go of each other! These affectionate students include
Collins,Vice President Sandy Olcott, Secretary Karan Williams, Public

Treasurer Samuel

Relations Coordinators Danielle

Thrills and giggles! The children of
Panama are muy alegre to be with
Spanish Club President Diana Disbrow.

Clubs and

Le Cercle Francais
Organizations.2¢7
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Jolly

and Serina Fields and President

Rusty Ridgeway.

"As

kindle the festival

lights, we
Spirit of
bring great personal meaning to

we

pray for the illumination of the

God to

this,

our

Passover celebration," recites
advisor, Mrs. Mullican, as

Hebrew Club

she demonstrates the Passover rituals.

It's Sukkot time

again! Hebrew Club
members, Lisa Grigsby and Amanda
Walehwa, enjoy a taste of authentic
Jewish food at the annual Sukkot (Feast
of the Tabernacles).

"The way to my heart is through my
stomach!' claims SHRM member
Ronzelle Green.

He, along with fellow

member Rob Fell and Com Arts

department
into

some

head Dr.

delicious

Lewandowski, dig
burgers at the SHRM

cook-out!

Society for Human Resource
Management includes: Advisor
Professor Tim Turner, President Linda
Torres, Exective Vice-President Ronzalle
Green, VP of Special Events Cuni Ramos,
and enthusiastic supporter, Dr. Ray
Lewandowski.
And all these benefits

are

yours, too!

Night, SHRM
president Linda Torres joyfully explains
the simple steps one must take to be a

Trying something new

member of the SHRM.

partake of the

During

Club Rush

...

Participants

at the Hebrew Club's Passover event

various elements of the

Passover meal.

Clubs and

2¢cf The Hebrew Club

Organizations
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10m! This year ORU's
rew Club initiated
peer reading
hours. According to Hebrew Club
rew

President, Vetrel Smith, first
year Hebrew students read

textbook stories with upper level
students. "The language skills of
both first year and upper class
students can be enhanced," says

Lenore

Mullican, ORU

modern

Hebrew instructor and Hebrew

Club advisor. Mrs. Mullican

'

who grew up in Israel,
encourages students to visit and

study in

Israel. Studying
language and culture
coupled with a trip to Israel,
really makes the Bible come

Hebrew

alive!
In addition to the

reading

sessions, the Hebrew Club helps

develop a better
understanding of Jewish people
and a fuller appreciation of
its members

Hebrew culture. The club
celebrated the Biblical Feasts of

Tabernacles and Passover in

Management"

recognition of their importance to
Christians as part of the Judaic

Crisis."

heritage

of the Christian faith.

The club has two affiliates:

Bridges for Peace, which

is based

in Israel with offices in several

U.S. cities

including Tulsa,
bridges of
between
understanding
Christians and Jews; and
HaKesher, Inc., which is Hebrew
for "The Connection," endeavors to
assist believers in developing a
deeper, more intimate
relationship with Jesus through
the study of Hebrew language and
endeavors to build

The

Society for Human Resource
Management is a nationally based

"SHRM has allowed me to
meet professionals in a pro

fessional setting."
organization that promotes
student

hiring,

awareness

of the Human

only

resources

considered

orientation and

but there has been

so

as

payroll,

much

litigation and legislation that
today's normal manager can't
keep up," said SHRM advisor,

,

to

pray!" Anxious

to eat '

J' SHRM members hold hands ready to pray
j, for the food at the end-of-the-year cook
lOUt.
,

Hebrew Club officers include: President
Vetrel Smith, Vice President Paul
Michael Mitchell, Secretary/Treasurer Joy
Mitchell and Advisor Mrs. Mullican.

Clubs and

As Vice President Ronzelle

Green commented, "SHRM has
allowed me to meet professionals
This
in a professional

s�'tting."

provided club members with
an opportunity to access the
professionals in their field of
study and acquire extra
curricular knowledge of the
Human Resource profession. This
has

kind of information is also useful
after

graduation. SHRM

President Linda Torres stated

,

"Sometimes it is difficult for
students to make

a

transition

professional life." She added
"Through SHRM, students find
,

this transition to be

used to be

"you ve got

"Family in

from the academic to the

culture.

Resource field. "Human

z

and

an

easy and

rewarding one."
The club also has

access

to the

Bibliography series; a
pertinent study help for many in

National

the Human Resource field
as

as

well

other local and national

resource

materials.

Extremely
pursuing a
this field, these

useful for those

degree

in

research materials include

bibliographies which help
significantly cut down on

to

research time. Other benefits

Professor Tim Turner. He

include established credit lines

explained that the new human
resource professional must not
only be versed in things such as
the labor law, disability, legal and
ethical hiring and firing
procedures, but must also
implement training procedures for
employees.
ORU's chapter of SHRM initiates
students into the professional
arena, particularly those in the
Tulsa area, and provides
internships and employment
opportunity. This has been
achieved through the conduction
of monthly seminar meetings that
have discussed topics like "Stress

through the MBNA Master Card
Program, discounts with Job
Bank USA, discounted
professional membership fees
after graduation, scholarships, a
monthly magazine and various
publications with updates on the
Human Resource field.

However, the SHRM is not
strictly business. Members
enjoyed an end-of-the-year
cookout at the house of Dr.

Lewandowski,

Head of the

Communication Arts

Department.

© Oral Roberts University
Society for Human Resource Management
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ment
ship'
owsl1ip
RU School of Theology

1993. The vision

Missions is obviously
of the most active

Eric Theman when

departments on campus. It is,
all, the foundation upon

after

which

our

great

institution

was

built many years ago. And
sometimes a great thing is
enhanced to make it

nothing

short of outstanding. Such is the
with

the

press

so

summer.

It

campus for the

have

was

summer

tremendous

experience for those who have
come to preach," said CRF
Treasurer Gary Chong Lee. "To
those who heard the message,
their hearts

changed.

on

could
and

seek God's face. Since then, it
has grown and has contributed to

Fellowship

a

established

fellowship together

Missions in its quest to touch the
world.

"Campus Revival Fellowship

Bible Seminarians

Campus

that those who remained

the overall

has been

spiritual growth of

Oral Roberts University.

has been
a tremendous expe
rience for those who
have come to

preach."
The ORU Bible Seminarians

and demonstrate the love of

build

in the heart of

believers and is

spread to

others.

God has been faithful and
have put

our

we

faith in Him."

CRF's

Christ to

one

another. It also

challenges students

to live

victorious lives and sets the

standard of righteousness

to its

members.

Campus Revival Fellowship
came into existence on May 14,

to the

a

and continue toward the

completion of their
degrees in theology.
"BSF has given me the
opportunity to utilize my
personal abilities to their fullest
in various areas of the ministry,"
In search of

NCampus Revival

Ministering to one another is
challenge. It challenges
students to have fellowship with
each other, care for one another

begins

on

successful

said Member Vernell Bell.

Fellowship is another contributor
spiritual growth of Oral
Roberts University. It is an
organization established for and
by the students of the ORU
School of Theology and Missions.
Applying His power to our
problems. This motto of BSF
clearly sums up its objective: "to

Revival

were

Vanessa

Church and other spiritual
groups on campus had closed for

Campus Revival
Fellowship and ORU Bible
Seminarians Fellowship joining
the School of Theology and
case

to Pastor

Weatherspoon.
Fellowship
works toward encouraging
theology students at ORU to

came

a

better

relationship with Christ for all
students at ORU, the School of
Theology and Missions is proud
to be joined with Campus Revival
Fellowship and Bible
Seminarians Fellowship.
Together, they raise a standard
of righteousness and are
committed to God's excellence,
encouraging students to do the
same. In this, they truly get a
sense of urgency for reaching the
millions outside

our

walls.

support system for

seminary students that assists in
meeting the needs specific to the
seminarian."
"BSF has become

a

family;

a

network of those who love you
and support you for what you are
and who you

are," said President

Campus Revival Fellowship officers include: Advisor Mrs. Ruth Sexton, Treasurer
Gary Lee, Public Relations Director Jonathan Paolercio, Music Director Maria James,
Secretary Merilyn Miller, Vice President Kelly Boyton and President Eric B. Theman.

Clubs and
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Zeal

burning. Campus Revival
Fellowship President Eric Theman
preaches an intense sermon with great
enthusiasm during their Inauguration
ceremony.

Enlightened. Reverend Carlton Pearson,
pastor of Higher Dimensions Evangelistic
Center in Tulsa, answers various
questions of ORU students and seminar
ians in

a

meeting sponsored by BSF.

,p

�
���

The Lord is

worthy to be praised!
glorify God during an evening
Campus Revival Fellowship service.
Students

Bible Seminarians Fellowship include: Director of Activities Don Massey, Vernell Bell, Ginger London, Monique Lindsey, Eric
Parker, Donna Maria, Vice President L. Frazier White, Recording Secretary Andrea Shelton, LaTonya Hardin, President Vanessa
Weatherspoon, Tanya Owens, Director of Public Affairs Michael Arnold, Lee Robins and Advisor Dr. Leonard Lovett.

Clubs and
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"Let's all

pull together!"

With the

purpose of reconciling the various

races

at

ORU, students praised, prayed and
exhorted

one

another at the "Harambee"

event, sponsored by Ekklesia.

The

anointing fell! At a Missions Club
meeting, William Babarczy, an interna
tional student from Peru, shares about
his incredible experience in Fort
Lauderdale, FL, during Spring Break.

t

impact!" Tom Newman,
"Toymaker's Dream" and
founder ofImpact Productions, challenges
students at a Missions Club meeting.
"Let's make

an

creator of the

Ekklesia officers include:

Prayer

Executive

Clubs and

Secretary Velvet

© Oral Roberts University Missions Club
Organizations.2�.2

Gwendolyn Harris, President Andre Bisasor,
Manager Chauncey Fourte, Not pictured:

Director

Praise Leader Snow White and Financial
Brown.

uldn't it be great to
the world get
ed? If you have a
burden for the people groups of
this world

or

if you feel that God

has called you to a specific
country, then to get informed try
the Missions Club. This club is

designed to give students

the

necessary tools to win the world
to Jesus Christ. Through

and

fellowship
practical
teaching, members can learn
more

about the call of God

Missions is the mission of

on

graduation

and

network with

others who have the

same

desire

for

missions," said president
Zayas. Nursing student Pat
Moye agreed, "It gave me the
opportunity to meet with others
Jose

who have the

Incredible

goals."
speakers like Tom
same

the church.

God and enter into

to do the work of missions

ministry. According

to

Zayas,

"Missions is the mission of the

church," So get

involved in the

Missions Club and feel the
heartbeat of God's heart.
Have you been afraid to use your
musical, vocal or sermon-giving

developing the different talents,
gifts and ministries present
among the students of ORD. On

God's fire on a Friday night. Souls
A'Fire stirs up the crowd at an Ekklesia

meeting.

© Oral Roberts University
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JJ Ekklesia

an

brings renewal
and restoration into people's

atmosphere

that

lives.

"One benefit for

me

is that I

am

able to mature in my own
ministry while endeavoring to
assist others in

president

theirs," said

Andre Bisasor of

Ekklesia.

Becoming

part of Ekklesia

a

also enables students to

fellowship with

starting where the students are
at. Then through training and
knowledge they may be equipped

I

Fireside,
worship

members of Ekklesia

/I

talents for God? Fear not, because
Ekklesia is committed to

Clubs and

at

friday nights

similar visions

of missions

possibilites
helps students

on

/I

"Missions club fosters
after

eyes to the mission field and

prepared me for culture shock."
According to president Zayas,
the Missions Club focuses

their lives.
awareness

Newman, founder ofImpact
Productions and Dr. Yeomans, a
missionary to Africa, have
impacted Missions Club members
with their knowledge and
experiences. According to
secretary Linda Burke, this
practical information "opened my

the

others that have

callings. "It
opportunity to form
or

gives
relationships with the students of
ORU," said Ekklesia member
me

Gwen Harris.

Furthermore, Ekklesia
promotes unification on campus
between several organizations by

interacting with Bible
Seminarians Fellowship

and

Souls A'Fire. If you would like to
be encouraged and used in your

God-given talents, Ekklesia is
great place to feel the fire.

a

•

Lea

Ime

Adm in is

nt
.

o
n

pursuit of excellence"

what the Oral Roberts

niversity Honors Society
is attempting to achieve. "We
chose the theme 'In pursuit of
excellence' because excellence is
what must be cultivated in ORU

students if they
most

effectively

are

to minister

in the

areas

they

go into upon graduation," stated
David Sheth, ORU Honors

Society president.
Boasting 200 members, the
Honors Society is one of the
largest clubs on campus. "The
ORU Honors Society is an
excellent voice and advocate for
the

academically outstanding
students at the university," said

Vice-President of Activities Sarah

Schoel.
The ORU Honors

Society

goals this past year.
was to combine

One

goal

academics with socialization

Clety

acknowledge God as the
center of all great things," said
sophomore Carletta Stewart, a
business education major.
This year's Administrative
Management Society combined
fun and excitement with practical
steps in preparing members for
and to

their future in any field of
business they choose. "AMS is
not

a

stuffy,

ously strive for academic
achievement and to
acknowledge God as the
center of all great

things."
out to

enjoy life,

not make it

a

chore," described AMS president
Michael Cardone.

AMS members had the

are

year's monthly Harold Paul
lectures provided the faculty
members with an opportunity to
share their research concerning
cross pollination. These

available in the business

world," said Austin Maschino,
Vice-President of Finance.
In

place

in

me

to have interaction with

people

who

are

presently

successful in what I want to be

doing

in the

future," said

Executive Vice-President David
Mossholder.

students.
This

sponsored Tim
Redmond, president and founder
of Tax Accounting Software
Corporation, as one of its
speakers. Monthly meetings and
special speakers allowed
AMS also

the corporate world.
"These meetings have allowed

"Chill-outs,"
quick stress-breaking party
held each semester, provided a
needed get away for the studying
a

America.

actual events that take

My goal is to continu

opportunity to learn about
various businesses, and have a
blast while doing so. "The Dallas
trip expanded my viewpoint of
the different opportunities that

among its members.

Perot; the Wesson Company; and
Nick's Baseball Card Shop, one of
the largest baseball card shops in

members to understand the

stiff collar club. We

1/

are

fufilled four

Society

"AMS has done

a

good job of

planning activities that are both
fun and informative," stated AMS
member Vanessa Phillips, "This
has resulted in

a

number of

active

members, including non
business majors, providing the
opportunity to meet a lot of
people."
Undoubtedly, AMS is a club
which definitely makes learning
a fun and enjoyable experience.

Dallas, AMS members visited

Electronic Data
company

once

Systems, a
owned by H. Ross

informative lectures allowed club

members to hear the various
on the subject from each

views

department

.

The annual ORU Honors
Banquet accomplished another of
.

the club's

"No, we're actually not studying!"

goals by providing

Society members enjey a
stress-free evening eating pizza and
playing games at Dr. Hamilton's house.
ORU Honors

social interaction between the
faculty, administraion, and
student

body.

The ORU Honors

Society offers

free admission into campus plays
and movies as well as special

discounts from area businesses to
their deserving members.

"My goal

is to

continuously

strive for academic achievement

ORU Honors

Society officers

include: Asst. Vice President of Activities

Kathy

Aragona, Parliamentarian Sung Lee, Asst. Vice President of Publicity Stanley Samuel,
President David Sheth, Vice President of Activities Michael Langham, Treasurer Shui
Yam

Jia, Secretary Xiao Xu and Vice

Clubs and

President of Activities Sarah Schoe!.

© Oral Roberts University
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The ride of

sophomores

our

Tom

lives. AMS

members,

Cooperrider,

Williams and Blake

Theron

Fite, exercise

their

imagination at the Williams Square
during the Dallas trip.
Watch

out, here

I come! AMS

president

Mike Cardone and member Theron

Williams

sumo wrestle at the West Inn
Market in Dallas.

The

epitome of professionalism. Take
long hard look at the future business
leaders of America, the Administrative
Management Society.
a

What

an

honor! Honor

senior Xiao

Aministrative Management Society officers include: Treasurer Austin Maschino,
Executive Vice President David Mossholder, Vice President of Promotions Brandon

Tomlinson,

Advisor Mark

of Activities

Lewandowski, President Michael
Wendy Harrison.

Cardone and Vice President

Clubs and

ORU Honors Society
© Oral Roberts
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Xu, spends

Society secretary,

casual moment
with advisor Dr. Mark Maynard and
Provost Dr. Carl Hamilton.
a

Leaps and bounds! Flying through
air is sophomore Sam Honnold, a

the

dedicated RBWI member.

Arrghhh! Strategically placed in a
headlock position RBWI member senior
Noel Pretila struggles to be released.

''Hi-yaaa!'' Exhibiting his superhuman
strength, sophomore Sam Honnold breaks
concrete blocks.

I got it! Volleyball Club member Turner
Watwood exerts quick thinking and fast
action to spike the ball over the net.

Believe it!

Suspended

in the air for

a

moment of time is RBWI member James

Dunlap, while he
demonstrate

.

a

and two other members

"three-man roll."

Clubs and

© Oral Roberts University
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So Golden Eagles Volleyball Club

Flyina
Go'I'cJe

Istory

I Club

Robert Buss

rticipating in the
as

allowed

prove my

skills and

me

club

volleyball

enjoy
competition," stated

of statewide

Chris Powers.
the

by Powers,

President of the ORU Golden

Eagles Volleyball Club,

states

the purpose of the organization.
Originally chartered to "promote
the interest of volleyball

ORU

the club has

campus,"

mixture of both

members in
year

as a

on

men

and

to

objective view
see

where

combat situation."
Robert Bussey Warriors

to

we can

International is

Powers said of Ward

and Koch.

women

only are the members
provided an opportunity to
improve in volleyball, but they are
also able to act as representatives
of the gospel and examples of
quality ORU students. The unity
of playing as a team is one of the

en;oyed develop
ing my volleyball skills to
a much higher level.
...

HPE credit and also compete
in local tournaments with other

club's aspects that many members
enjoy most. Scott Veldstra agrees,

volleyball

saying

an

teams.

Students involved in the club
receive instruction from the

ladies'

volleyball

coach Revis

Ward and the assistant coach

Amanda Koch.

"They are
in
us
assisting
becoming better
individual and team players, and

club dedicated

techniques along with the
physical and mental discipline
needed to master these

techniques.

Named for its

founder Robert Bussey, the club
trains its members in Bussey's
own

American version of the

martial arts. This version teaches

"

week for

a

to the instruction of self-defense

Not

"r'Ve

a

only their second
once a

an

us

the

charted club. These

members meet

add

improve,"

the excitement

This statement

they

enable

to

nternational

that he

enjoys "playing
with a bunch of great guys and
developing my volleyball skills to
a much higher level."
The members of the volleyball
club encourage others to
participate and feel that
a

while at ORU.

"Living amidst the violence of
today's world you never know
what can happen," warns RBWI
member Sobig Kemp. He suggests
that everyone considers joining
RBWI because "it pays to learn
and apply the skills attained from
case

you confront

importance of self confidence,
and clear thinking

in self-defense.

Founded
one can

Christian

on

principles,
be

RBWI believes that
a

"total warrior" for

Christ. "RBWI is forever based

on

universal truth of Christ

likeness,"

states Sam Honnold.

"This ties the
wisdom and

source

of all the

strength required

excellence in

a sea

for

of

equivalence."

volleyball, as a lifetime sport, is
great activity to get involved in

RBWI in

the

common sense

"The club is open to membership
by anyone who is interested, and
is

geared toward any person,
regardless of body style or age,"
says Scott Beeson, president of
RBWI.
Tall

small, thick or thin as a
toothpick, RBWI is for any girl or
or

guy.

a

ORU Golden Eagles Volleyball Club members! Officers include President Chris

>l]>owers, Treasurer Greg Bohn and Secretary Scott Veldstra (front row, right to left).

Robert

Bussey Warriors International include Advisor Jeff McKissack (front row,
far left) and President Scott Beeson (second row, far right).

Clubs and
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at is the most

"appreciated

lar music group
pus? Some say,
"Music Ministries." After

student

body only
chapel

on

all, the

hears them in

most of our

services.

Others say, "Mu Phi

Epsilon."

You may have seen flyers for
their different events while

Timko-Barton

walking through
and glancing at its glass
announcement

case.

Still others

say, "Souls

A'Fire," who makes
several guest appearances in
chapel and has performed several
concerts

Mu Phi

on

campus.

Epsilon

is

fraternity
seeking "to promote musicianship
and scholarship within the music
department, and to share this
(drive) with the community," says
President Christy Johnson.
One of this club's significant
was

the District

Conference for

regional Mu
Epsilon chapters. Held on

Phi

campus, this event allowed the

"to become better

fraternity
acquainted

with members in

various schools and to discuss

upcoming Mu Phi Epsilon
events," says Johnson.
In addition to networking with
other groups and schools, MPE
members are given opportunities
to perform and apply for music
scholarships. Furthermore,
members have

professionals

access

to

in the musical

entertainment business!

According to Warden Kevin
Price, MPE has given him a
"higher standard, appreciation
and understanding of what true
musicianship really is." While
Secretary/Treasurer Sarah Yorke
agrees, she says that she

relationships

Bonner this drama team writes
their

members at ORU, across the
nation and around the world."

them at Souls A'Fire

Souls A'Fire

Evangelistic

reach out and

effectively "share

the

gospel of Christ with the
city of Tulsa as well as
abroad," states Souls A'Fire choir

inner

member Carletta Stewart.
SAFEM

performed
and

chapels,

as a

in several

combined choir

be better singers and
musicians, but we are
taught how to use our
gihs and talents so that
the Lord Jesus Christ
might be lifted up
"

...

with other ORU music groups for
the Madeline Mims concert.
also made several guest

appearances

on

skits and

performs

invitationals and services.

ministry is so
important, the drama team and
choir work extremely hard. "We
not only learn how to be better
singers and musicians, but we
are taught how to use our gifts
and talents

so

that the Lord

Jesus Christ

"We not only learn how

They've

own

Because

Ministries (SAFEM) was founded
by Carlton Pearson in 1971 to

to

an

international music

events

the

that I have made with MPE

might be lifted up
anointing that is on
our gifts might destroy the yokes
of bondage in people's lives,"
and that His

Souls A'Fire choir member
Dionne Lambert.
Souls A'Fire

Evangelistic
Epsilon,

Ministries and Mu Phi

we've seen, are both similar in
that they both emphasize
as

musicianship and work very hard
to perfect it. They witness
changed lives as they submit
their vision to the Holy Spirit and
His perfect will.
Hats off to Mu Phi Epsilon and
Souls A'Fire!!!

president

Richard Roberts' television show,
andtravelled to Forrest City,

Arkansas, and Houston, Texas.
SAFEM members by
experiencing relationships built
with one another, hearing
teachings of the power of praise
and worship, and having the
opportunity to convey a message
of hope to those who feel

hopeless.

SAFEM befriends those

who

are without a friend, and
points those who are without a
parent to our loving, forgiving

and faithful Father.

Through their Dramatics Arts
Ministry, Souls A'Fire ministers
in drama

as

well

as

music. Under

the direction of Gabriel and

Mary

A

sigh

of relief for music

performance
having

student Debbie Rubottom after

finished her senior recital.

Clubs and
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Mu Phi

Epsilon

Sing your praise

to the Lord! Souls

A'Fire choir member
belts forth the

name

during a chapel

Lynnisha Martin
strongly

of "Jesus"

service.

Mu Phi Epsilon members
up
engage in creative vocal and physical
exercises before a musical performance.

Warming

...

Practice makes

perfect! In their
perfected praise

earnest desire to attain
unto the

Lord, members of Souls A' Fire

willfully and joyfully practice during
weeknights.

Mu Phi

Epsilon officers include: Warden Kevin Price, Vice President Kim Cearly,
President Christine Johnson, Chorister Debbie Rubottom, Secretary/Treasurer Sarah

Yorke,

member Jason

Lollar, Chaplain Chul Seo,

Historian

Tanya Raudzsus and

Advisor Professor Joyce Bridgeman.

Clubs and

Souls A'Fire
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the

The

Revenge of the Matriculants!
During this pie-in-the-face contest,
sponsored by Music Student Council,
music student Tina Evarts had the once
in-a-lifetime opportunity to throw a pie
into Dr. David E. Robbins' face!
The Studs of OMEA? CMENC members

Doug Shropshire,

Dan Amerine, Todd
Parish and Kevin Price strike a pose in
their hotel during the Oklahoma Music

Educators Association conference in
Oklahoma City.

CMENC officers include: Orchestra

Johnson, President

Representative Carlie Hamit, Secretary Teresa
Price, Vice-President Yessenia Baez, Choral Representative
Treasurer Christy Johnson. Not pictured: Band Representative

Kevin

Rebecca Goodman and
Renee Stiles.

Good

afternoon, class! CMENC Band

and Music Education
student Renee Stiles demonstrates her
exceptional ( and enthusiastic) teaching
skills during her final presentation for

Representative

the

class, "Music

in the

Elementary

Schoo!."

Clubs and
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C Collegiate Music Educator's National Conference

Collegiate Musi

'1r'

Musl

� clubs that impacted
Uhtndents in the Music
partment this
the

Collegiate

were

year

Music Eduacators

National Conference (CMENC)
and the Music Student Council.

"CMENC members get the
opportunity to meet leaders of
the music education world and

keep up-to-date knowledge of
developments in its realm. It
also helps them get a head start
on

also states, "If you are serious
about being a music educator,
then you should join this
organization." In addition to
a

CMENC held

luncheon in October for all

students and

faculty

on

the

day

of the Franco Autori Concert.
The luncheon also hosted

a

of ORU

faculty currently
involved in performing as well as
teaching music. They gave

panel

pursuing and
integrating careers in the music
field. The second major event was
a trip to Oklahoma City where
several students performed in the
new Inter-Collegiate Honor Choir
and attended workshops held by
leading educators of the nation.
on

When member Renee Stiles
the

organization,

she

about

teacher's face" event, and an
exclusive music-students-only

by
answered,

the Year

taught me

throughout my teaching
"

career.

"CMENC has
children

can

taught me that all
learn, that music is

a

part of everyone, and that I will
influence and touch the lives of

throughout

my

teaching career."
The Music Student Council has

immensely benefited

music

students this year. "We are
between the students and

faculty,"

a

link

said President Rebecca

Goodman. The members of MSC,
who represent different areas of

Music Student Council officers include: Vice-President Jason Lollar, Student
Representative Toby Lyke, Secretary Carlie Hamit, Treasurer Renee Stiles and

President Rebecca Goodman,

© Oral Roberts University
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as

well

as

the Student

Performer of the Year.

that all children can learn,
that music is part of ev
eryone, and that I will
influence and touch the
lives of many children

many children

Clubs and

department, seek to
unity in that
bring
department through services and
activities. Some exciting
activities were the "Revenge of
the Matricualants," a "pie in the
the music

party in Timko Barton.
Furthermore, MSC also presents
awards to the Faculty Member of

was

asked how she has benefitted

"CMENC has

their music education

careers," according to the vice
president Yessenia Baez. She

monthly meetings,

advice

Conference

una

According to Student
Representative Toby Lyke, MSC
serves as a "bonding, morale
boosting" organization for the
entire music department. "As
musicians, we have a tendency to
be very busy in many different
directions," he explained.
"Through the social functions we
provide and awards we present,
we can promote unity in our
department."
The effectiveness of these two
clubs is evident in the lives of the
members who

great

to

are

involved. It is

get involved in

something that will brighten
one's future, expand one's
horizons, and add a little fun
go along with it.

to

r
� Clinton adminisU/tration has brought some
w

discussed health

these issues is the Health Care

plan.

Young
College

Republicans at Oral Roberts
University encourage students
shape their

such issues

as

views

health

to

on

Young Democrats, led by
President Neal Locke, promote
activities which represent the
Democratic party to the students.
This club seeks to stimulate
student interest in government
and political affairs. According to

Amy Ann Espeseth,
"Participation in the Young
Democrats has provided an
opportunity for students to be
actively involved in politics
Treasurer

on

running for

most this year because it feels

office. The

Young Democrats
supported Phil Wood and
Susan Savage in their campaigns
by being involved. Club members

good

have

difference in

learn about Democratic party
policies and current issues being

Federation of College

debated in

Congress.
College Republicans, led by
President Chris Argabright,
The

"It is very refreshing to

hear a politican publicly
share his faith in God.

The

when you know you made
an election."

College Republicans

a

will

also attend the Oklahoma

Republicans State Convention in
Oklahoma City in April.
Both the College Republicans
and Young Democrats hope to
create opportunities for students
to join one another in becoming
involved in government.

II

seeks to promote the principles
and ideals of the Republican

party through their activities.
This club is one of thirty colleges
and universities that belong to
the Oklahoma Federation of

leveL"
The club's activities have been
very informative and beneficial to

club members and other
students. In their first

meeting,
Gillen, chairman of the
Undergraduate Business
Department, shared his views on
Dr.

gun control and health care
reform from an economic

perspective. Another significant
was

to meet and work

can

The

event

offices.

with local candidates

care.

within the Democratic party
the local, state and national

mayorial race, but also
helped Fred Perry become the
state representative in his house
district. Member Brad Embry
said, ''Volunteering for
campaigns was what I enjoyed

Nichol's and Senator Boren's

opportunity

get involved in government in
order to

for his

Club members also had the

Both the

Democrats and

with

representatives from Senator

issues to the forefront.

One of the most controversial of

Reform

care

Time

the Health Care

Forum, in which students

College Republicans.
Some of the local College
Republican activities include
meetings with state leaders local
politicians. First Vice Chairman
Ben Cranor enjoyed listening to
State Senator Don Rubbottom

speak at a November meeting. He
said, "It is very refreshing to hear
a politican publicly share his
faith in God." Club members not

only helped Bob Dick campaign

Hillary's Health Care At the health
care forum, Kristy Long, field representa
tive for Senator Boren (D), and Sharon
Keasler field representative for Senator
Nichols (R), shed light to ORU students
on this controversial
topic.
...

Clubs and

20..2
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Brady Bill... At the Young
meeting, students
received insightful information from Dr.

The

Democrats' first
Gillen

on

the gun control situation in

America.

Some of us wonder about the

health

new

plan. At the health care
forum, sponsored by the Young Demo
crats and College Republicans, students
and visitors had the opportunity to
receive expert answers to their pressing
care

concerns.

The

College Republicans include officers: President Chris Argabright, Treasurer
Terry Moy, First Vice Chairman Ben Cranor and Secretary Carrie Christine.

What

a

pleasure! College Republican

member Jennifer Saul is honored to shake
the hand of Representative Jim Inhofe
after

Clubs and

a

meeting.

College Republicans
© Oral Roberts University
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Environmental conscious. Tri-Beta
members Juliette

Seymour

and John

Ruth contribute to nature's handiwork

labelling live

trees at the Creek

by
Turnpike

Wetlands.

A

proud

achievement! Tri-Beta

member and senior Erin Keller is honored
after

receiving third place for her senior
presentation at the (Tri-Beta)
Biological Honors Society Regional
paper

Convention.

Tri-Beta

Biological

Honors

Society officers include: Advisor

Dr. Hal

Kathy Giunta and Vice President Jessica Eddy. Not pictured: Secretary
Jacobsen, Treasurer Jen Murphy and Historian Jeremy Brennan.

Reed, President

Chasity

Biology is exciting! During Club Rush
Night, students marvel at the exciting
features and benefits Tri-Beta offers its
club members.

Clubs and
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ors

At

the mention of the

word

"scientist,"
people

many

visualize
in

a

wild-haired character

white lab coat

intently
sniveling over a conglomeration
of tests tubes, beakers, and other
a

scientific apparatus filled to
overflowing with multicolored

liquids.
In

field of chemistry, but has
broadened my horizons in
such as leadership."
The club's activities

would be

quick to say otherwise.
Besides tinkering with
glasswork in the labs hidden

are

areas

designed

to enhance scientific interest and

provide

career

opportunities for

ORU science majors and other
interested students. However, the
club offers

than just

more

interesting

respects this analogy is
true, however, the members of
the American Chemical Society
some

ciefy.
Society

activities. It also

gives

President Mark
"ACS has not

Hardway said,
only provided me

with valuable information in the

me

the

opportunity

to go

textbook

tions."
setting.

Vice President

Amy Ray
thoroughly enjoyed this
opportunity to get to know my
professors on both a professional
and personal basis."
Tri-Beta, the Biological Honor
Society, is another club composed
of science faculty and students.
This breed prefers the great
outdoors and studying the
diversity of life rather than the
chemical analysis of matter. Tri
several

excursions

interesting
throughout the academic year.
Among these was a night walk
and outdoor constellation lecture

'Ray, Treasurer Tim Cox, Secretary Jennifer Postlewait
Thyvelikaka tho

and Advisor Dr.

Clubs and

George

In their

Fletcher from

given

Beta members have ventured

American Chemical Society officers: President Mark Hardway, Vice President Amy

tour of the Tulsa Zoo.

"Tri Beta has

says, "I've

manager.

project. The group is also
planning a behind-the-scenes

special guest,

natural life science situa

Schlumberger chemical plant,
and a meeting with Dove
Crouse, a Tulsa chemical plant

clean up will be included in Tri
Beta's contribution to this

members

demonstration at Dowell

the first floor of

state. Tree counts and trash

their peers outside the classroom

the GC, their members have
enjoyed a club picnic, a Polymer

on

the land to its natural wetland

students the opportunity to get
acquainted with the faculty and

beyond
learning by
gaining knowledge from

somewhere

turnpike was constructed. In
conjunction with Dr. Nelson, Tri
Beta is overseeing the return of

February meeting,
were

initiated and

new

a

Dr.

Jacqueline
OSU, gave an

interesting lecture entitled "Plant
Pathology: Healthy Plants for a
Healthy Planet!" She elaborated
not only on plant pathology from
her research at OSU, but also on
graduate opportunities for
biological science majors.
Kathy Giunta, president of
ORU's chapter of Tri-Beta says,
"Tri-Beta has given me the
opportunity to go beyond
textbook learning by gaining
knowledge from natural life
science situations." It also offers

its members

fellowship with

students who share similar
interests in the life sciences.

The white lab coat stereotype
seem to fit the members
of Tri-Beta, or even ACS for that
doesn't

matter. Both clubs

help promote
student-faculty relations and

make valuable contributions to
the scientific and general
community. So next time

at the Creek

Turnpike Wetlands.
Nelson, the group
by
trecked through mud and water
enjoying this unique part of God's

someone

Led

traditional role, you can make
reference to the scientists of

creation. Tri-Beta has

and ACS.

Dr. Ed

more

than

passing fancy
ecological
balance was disrupted when the

just

area.

a

scientist's

tomorrow involved in Tri-Beta

with this

a

mentions

The delicate

© Oral Roberts University
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Making
ubs

on

mpus
o

college.

the ORU

provide

a

Steve

door

the real world after

Two clubs that

can

help

the students in this area are the
Institute of Electrical and
Electronics Engineers (IEEE) and
Phi

Alpha

Delta. Both of these

clubs enable students to see what
and who is on the other side of
the

degree

that

they will

leave

ORUwith.
With

320,000 members
around the world, IEEE is the
over

world's largest professional
technical society. ORU's student

chapter

was

established in 1984.

IEEE's purposes are to keep the
students informed and educated

by publishing nearly

25% of the
world's electrotechnical papers
and by holding technical
conferences. Other purposes of

IEEE include

promoting

interaction between the

engineering majors. The club's
president Brian Haapanen
stated, "As a professional
organization, IEEE benenfits
engineering students by giving
them

hanges

connection with the
professional world and industry."
a

Meetings are held monthly and
engineers from local Tulsa

companies are invited to share
their knowledge with the
engineering students and faculty.
Speakers in the past have been

Thompson and Mike
Thompson of Envision Software,
a video
teleconferencing
corporation, and Jorge Angel, an
ORU graduate who works with
Wil-Tel, a local long distance
telecommunications company.

Along with IEEE, Phi Alpha
a nationally
recognized organization. It
provides its members with
Delta is also

"My desire

car

wash and

a

bowl-a-then to

raise money for their mock trial.

Bi-monthly meetings featured
guest speakers like David Moss,
the Tulsa County D.A.,
Oklahoma's Chief Justice Judge
Keif, Chief of Police, Ron Palmer,
and other officials. Phi Alpha
Delta members also visited

McAllister

Penatentiary and
municipal facilities. Arlene
McLaren commented, ''Visiting
the prison has allowed me to
have a greater understanding of
our penal system, and
brought
other

become a
successful attorney has
deepened as a result of
to the realization that man
the caring prominent
always deserves a second
chance." By being a part of this
leaders I have met
club, students enhance their
through Phi Alpha Delta." understanding of law before
to

me

opportunities

to meet

significant

members in the Tulsa

boldly embarking on

a

courtroom

career.

community. Senior government
major Arlene McLaren said this,
"My desire to become a successful
attorney has deepened as a result
of the caring prominent leaders I
have met through Phi Alpha
Delta."
This club's

purpose is
to educate students in the field of

primary

law from the correctional aspect,
legal aspect, and all other aspects
of government. Furthermore, it
allows students to realize if a law
career

is what

they really want to

pursue. Activities this year

included

fundraisers,

an

officer's

Members of Phi Alpha Delta listen
intently at a meeting featuring Paula
Alfred, Assistant Public Defender for the
Tulsa County Public Defenders office.

Clubs and

Organizations.z00 Phi Alpha Delta
© Oral Roberts University

Saving a life. At a Phi Alpha Delta
meeting, Paula Alfred of the Tulsa
County Public Defenders office, shared
about a first-degree murder case that she
handled in 1989. With

an

attitude of

compassion, she was able to save the
victim's life by preventing a life sentence
in prison.

Institute for Electrical and Electronics

Engineers officers include:

Treasurer

Szewczul, Vice President Michael Waters, Secretary Kumari Fonseka and
President Brian Haapanen.
Mark

c

c

There's

,,�
'\1",.

no

place

like the

"computer

lab!" IEEE officers reflect upon fond
memories of all the wonderful assign
ments

they accomplished
engineering lab.
Phi

Alpha Delta officers include: President Robert Frazier, Vice President Linda
Torres and Secretary Rachel Wilson. Not pictured: Treasurer Keith Sanders and
Advisor Joe Van Ness.

Clubs and
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at the

"They just love it when you use
onomatopoeia!" Students at the
Pentangle English Club alumni meeting
were enlightened by former ORU
graduates about the benefits of English in
their present

AERho

careers.

hangs
BigWigs.

Dad gum, that
that's not gonna

microphone
stop Dr. Allen

is

big!

But

at the

KVOO switchboard from talking to all the

country music listeners in Tulsa.

with News Channel2's

Buried in books!

Pentangle English

Club members President Chris Verstraete
and Traci

Ciganek just

can't

seem

to

pull

themselves away from their second
home- the library!

AJpha Epsilon Rho officers include: Vice President Catherine Hazel, Advisor Dr.
Johnny Mac Allen and President Mark Martin. Not pictured: Treasurer Raul
Rodriguez and Secretary Vola Imanto.

Clubs and
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aking
choose to

er we
we

or

do this each

every

day

...

communicate! But this is not

a

God-given function to take for
granted. Creative and effective
use

of communication

influence

scores

can

of people,

country/western radio station;
KJRH, Channel 2; and even the
Tulsa World. By visiting these
stations, broadcasting students
viewed newscasts, watched on-air
sessions and received tours

throughout the facilities.
Dr. Allen, AERho's faculty
advisor explained that the club's

changing the thinking and lives
of an entire society. Two
examples of this success in

knowledge

communication

careers

are

of the

the

broadcasting
and the print of various literary
forms. Alpha Epsilon Rho and
the Pentangle English club are
two organizations which expose
mass

media

ORU students to these aspects
in commuication.
What better way to

broadcaster's

career

see a

than to visit

in action?

Alpha Epsilon
Rho, the National Broadcasting
Society, exploded with numerous
field trips to places this year like
KOTV, Channel 6; FM 98.5
KVOO, Tulsa's most popular
one

purpose is "to advance the

of members

seeking

reflects the club's purpose. The
five fives represent: the five wits,
the five fingers that never fail in

battle, the five wounds of Christ,
the five joys, and the five

qualities of knighthood.
According to club advisor, Dr.
Grady Walker, "Sir Gawain's

radio, television and
film, to provide fellowship with
students who have like interests,

promote and

"

of idealistic

...

in

it equips the broadcast

student with fundamental
principles necessary for
success in the broadcast

industry.

"

emblem seemed to be the most

fitting

for what

wanted to
a

a

fuller

appreciation of Engish from a
reader's and writer's point of
VIew.

the club's Halloween

at Dr.

Grady Walker's
mingled with
one another as well as faculty.
According to Traci Ciganek, the
highlight of this evening was
seeing Dr. Walker dressed as
members

industry
at
their
professionals
workplace."
This year the membership
drastically increased to
approximately 40 members.
Obviously, being a member of
AERho is vital for broadcasting

house,

students. President Mark Martin
states, "It not only looks good on a

Holland Hall and held

a nationally
recognized society, but also it
equips the broadcast student with
sound fundamental principles

necessary for

success in the
broadcast industry."
The Pentangle English Club is
another communication-based

club which attracts the literature
loving students at ORU. "English
teaches and stirs

classics,

as

well

solid base for

a

love for the

providing a
everyday life," said
as

President Chris Verstraete. "It
helps you learn from yesterday, to
build on today so that you're

Pentangle English Club officers include: President Chris Verstraete, Advisor Dr.
Grady Walker, Treasurer/Secretary Traci Ciganek and Vice President Jessica Thomas.
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close band

with

club seeks to instill

party

and to introduce them to

we

to be-

a sense
realists,
of mission." Furthermore, the

During

resume since it is

Clubs and

ready for tomorrow."
The club's symbol of a Pentangle
(a five-pointed star in a circle)

Dracula! The club also

participated

in

a

book sale at
a

meeting

with alumni students at Dr.

Epperson's house. Not only did
members enjoy delicious hotdogs
barbecued personally by Dr.
Grady Walker at this event, but
they also had an enlightening
time with former ORU graduates.
These alumni shared how

English has helped them in their
careers of law,
psychology, and education. "It
was encouraging to me to see
that their love for English had
not diminished," shared·
various

President Verstraete.

JalDi

Funk-Bakkeby

My love,

my

my best

wife,

buddy!

Congratulations!
I love

you!

David

ROBIN, YOU HAVB ALWAYS BEEN

CONGRATULATIONS

SUCH A HAP,PY CHILD, BRINGING LOVE

LEE!

AND JOY INTO OUR LIVES.

We

are

proud of you

MiGhael, God ga'V@

and know God is too.

you the ability ood
you have been a

Remember

'
...

The

Lord Himself
goes before you
and will be

5 ¥EARS

with you
Deut. 31:8

ROBIN D. BORNERT.

"

...

WE ARE SO PROUD OF YOUR

ACC())MPLISHME'NTS. MAY GODIS BLESSINGS
REST ON liHIS NEW CHAPTER IN YOUR LIFE.

You've
LOVE, DAD, MOM, ROB AND USA

only just begun!

Love Dad, Mom, Florrie

good stewaFd.
Allof us are pr@lld
of you and may

YOll conhnue to
glorjfy God aiJ'l
y01:E:" day-s in
whatever paths He

leads you. 'ifau are
a
blessing to us all.
From yom faf1:rld!ly,

Mom amd' Dadi Chn1is Bid Ofuwi,
CFaig and: J;uillia !f<\l!illSh

��.:

..

You bring joy into our lives
every

day. Hold fast to the spilitHal principals
that you have chosen
aad your beautiful character

will

always come through.
Ephesians 6.

Very Proudly, we]ove you
Mom and Dad

lD
cy

'" CI/UV O-Q/

o.u- CI/UV

�:r I)/LOA-LC[, 4 �AUV!

KULui�LLe �lde_, CL'U[' 0A.t1;

JOYCE JACKSON
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Out'

Precious,

Unique gift
we aee

praising

from God,
Him fo.' all the

lives you bave toucbed
and fo.' what Jesus is

STILL ACCOI\IPLISHING
in your heart
lfe love you

(Phil 1:6).

dearly

and know

that you will continue
to take Jesus witb you.

Congratulations,
blessed

woman

of God!

Love, 1\1010, Dad, Jen & Joey

BARBARA

�OLSON�
WE'RE SO PROUD
OF YOU!
MAY GOD CONTINUE

TO DIRECT AND
BLESS YOU.

We love you,
so

CONGRATULATIONS!

LOVE, TH E ''FAM''
P.S. NICE 4.0!

Tash, and

proud

are

of you.

We thank God for you, for

you're such

a

Thank you for

blessing.
bemg you.

Love, Morn, D8lJd, Sarah,
Grandmomand Grandad
© Oral Roberts University

Dear

Greg, God has always provided you
strength that you have needed
to walk steadily forward even though
you have experienced some delays. God

Macey
MceLaughlin

with the

bless you
soar

you continue to
like an eagle.

as

Isaiah 40:31

Love,
Mom, Dad &

Family

E
G
Congratulations, Karina for a work
May the LORD be with you
has
like he
always been for now and in

Macy

well done.

R

E

in the

finally got your picture
yearbook after four years.
We love you Changuita
David and Emily

�Q,% �1k.,v, 9)cuI,

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

•

•

JACQUE,

•
•

God I-tAs blessed YOUR ObEdiENCE.
Now HE will USE you TO blESS MANy.

•
•

•
•

WE TI-tANk HiM fOR YOUR Acl-tiEVEMENTS.
You bRiNG joy TO TI-tE LORd ANd

•

•

of

pnoud

•

yOU.
MOM

•

KEiTI-t

•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

true.

Behold the

promise

•

•

•

•

TOM FRIESEN

•

of God

fulfilled in your
life today, and

•

•

of all you are now
will
become in the
what
and
you
future. We wish you much success.
Much Love,
Mom, Dad, Karen, Jessica and Noel

come

•

•

•

proud

has made will

•

& DAd &

•

very

•

•

•

are

complete.
The promise He

•

LOVE,

is

faithful to

•

•

•

We

beginning, He

•

•

Graduation!

from the

•

•

•

your

•

•

•

on

begun in you

•

you. WE'RE

•

Congratulations

What God had

•

•

•

�borah�6nda
�usa

Congratulations!

•

who kNOWS

•

,

•

EVERYONE

•

•

1Lcewft�

•

•
•

1f r ce ID! Cl Rft � em.

•

•

S

•

: JACQUE MEdENbLik:
•

I

G

,

g u£i_"" ecvJa, aKLd �b

L

,

You

the future.

L

the many
to come in the future.

more

Remember, He is faithful.

Hebrews 10:23

Love, your Mother and Family

•

James Gay

Dear Tom, Your life is a
testimony of God's goodness and
faithfulness. We thank God for you
and are very proud of you. Con

gratulations on your outstanding
accomplishments at ORU.
We love you!
Mom, Dad and Tanya
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We all love you and are so proud of you!
We wish you God's very best for your
life. You are a blessing to us all.

Love, Your family

Congratulations Jimmy!

'�ODERICK
-�OBERTS

Paul

4Jlffart JJf£rgu50n
Luke 2:23
You

are

called

holy unto

the Lord

Always
remember to

Schindler

acknowledge
God and He
will direct

Dear

Paul,

May

the wind

of the

your

path!

spirit

lift your

wings

Congratulations! You are a very special son with a
very special place in our hearts. We love you, are
proud of you and have missed your presence at

like the

eagle to soar
and conquer every challenge
in life for God's Kingdom.

home. We wish you the best that God has for your
life! Isaiah 40:31

Love, Dad, Mom, Matthew,

LOVE� MOM

Love, Mom

& REGGIE

JOHN TITTLE
Through the years
God has been
faithful to

are a fine son, God's
gift to us. The whole
family rejoices in your calling to the ministry.
We are so proud of you and congratulate

John, you

renew

strength
continually as He
your

has renewed
life

by

you

on

sense

your fine record. Your
of humor has brought

much

our

joy

to the

family.

Love, Dad and Mom

your

courage,
dedication and

committment. You
have

gained the
going

treasures of

the extra mile and
learned that
is

success

spelled

with

God's Word.
We love you and

rejoice

with

you!

WELL DONE!!!

Mom, Dad, Cristina, Rosana, Cynthia, Carol,
Helena, Bethany and Isaac

RONZELLE LAMONT GREEN
We

that you were always a
snappy dressing business
executive, but when you begin to
see

look toward Jesus, the Author
.

and Finisher of your faith, then
shall you, as always, have good
success.

Continue to look up. Point out
the direction for others. Aim

high. Keep the faith.
You

could
to

are

the best

ever

hope

son

for. I

any

man

am

proud

be your father.

Love, Pops.
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Andy

& Chris

LINDA PIN PINONG
Linda,
We

of your

Dear

Wendy Christina,
Wandering Christian? Missionary?
Evangelist? God surely knew you

CONGRA TULA TIONS, LISA a ray of
our lives with
your
sense of humor,
encouraging words,
-

sunshine! You enrich

and steadfast love and devotion to

parents, and
to

us as

of all in your devotion
God. Always remember that
most

God is with you wherever you go,
and so is our deep love and prayers.
All

our

love, Dad and Mom

cess

venture.

hear of your next
You receive His rivers of

out
a

to

-

joy

water

you are!

Love, Mom, Dad & Karen

We had

We thank

an

you! You
special and

no

boy's

names

selected

so

die search

�esam.

Matthew meant "Gift from God," I knew "Ma1i1lew"
it would be. Now Matt, twenty-four years �ate!, YOlll

overcomer!

still very special and your Dad and ]; give thruIks
for the gift God gave us in you. We rejoice to see
are

He who

will

WHETZEL

As I held you, I knew surely there was something
very special about this little boy. When I read that

God for
are

God's bless

IT'S A BOY!

Vani! You did it

again!

through

CONGRATULATIONS!

MATTHEW
Congratulations,

suc

ings and peace
be with you!

and then let them pour
from you to so many others. What

living

proud

God.

from the womb. He named you. You
have enriched our lives and it is

always exciting

are

began a good work in you
complete it.

Jeremiah 29: 11

Love, Karl and Mom

pass in your life. We hiow.
Keep looking to Him!

come to

the best is yet to

come.

MELVANIA

WE LOVE YOU VERY MUCH.

WILLIAMS

-MOM AND DAD

Congratulations
Lisa!

We have

blessing you have been.
You have accomplished much in
your 20 years, remaining strong in
your convictions and growing in
wisdom. We are very proud of you
and give glory to God. Be faithful
to His calL Keep running the race,
put Jesus first and all these things
What

a

soon

you grow

from

a

Proverbs chi!ld

(Proverbs
22:6)

to a

Proverbs
woman

will be added unto you. We look
forward to what the Father has

(Proverbs
31:10).

planned for your future.

We've been blessed and continue

(Jer. 29:11)

be blessed.

'i

Love, Dad, Mom and Brian

© Oral Roberts University

to

COllgratulafionB

Wings

DAVID JOSEPH

I wish I had
As

as

fine, strong wings

yonder bird that sweetly sings;

I'd flyaway from grief and pain
And never would come back again;
I'd find a place of peace and joy,

KINSLER

Where nothing ever could annoy.
"Why Child," my soul's best Friend

replied,

"This wish of your is not denied;
You have the wings of faith and prayer
To lift above each test and care,
And wings oflove and wings of song
To bear your trusting soul along,
And wings of hope that will not.fail

Beloved of God. Thank you for all
the love and laughter you have added to our lives.

Your

Though Satan strongly may assail;
You're clearer than the bird that sings
I've given you five pairs of wings."
So with my wings I face each blast,

name means

At S, you made the most important decision of your life
to ask Jesus into your heart and at 19 to attend ORU.
What Wisdom! We are so proud of you and your

accomplishments

and know your future will be fruitful.
God's best is yours.

Congratulations,

Son.

"When a prophet of the Lord is among
you, I reveal myself to him invisions. I
speak to him ill. dreams." Num. 12:6

And rise until the storm is

I seek

Mom & Dad

FiNNE}'

CONGRATULuioNS

We wish you God's
very best for your
life. "The harvest

is

plenteous,
are

but

few:

pray ye therefore the
Lord of the harvest,
that he will send forth

laborers into his
harvest."

Love, Mom, Dad,
Steve & Joe.

KURAviLlA

�ri(tn Jfi£nnis

Brian, you

are

the sweet communion of

-loyalty, love, hope, and peace. Your
exemplary way to be quiet ever, just and true
are the
mystic beauty of your character. We are
of
proud your accomplishment.
obedience

Love, Mom, Dad, Tracey and Darren

© Oral Roberts University

no

longer some strange place

But where I am, I trust His grace.
-M. Holcombe

Love, Dad, Mom & Kim

the laborers

past

With faith and prayer and love and song
And hope to bear my soul along;

wings of FAITH, PRAYER, LOVE,
SONG, and HOPE have brought you to
this time for God. We are proud of you.

Your

truly

-

-

Tara,
All of

us are

of you and

very

J anine Hammond

proud

rej oice to

CARMEN

see

LYNNETrE

what the Lord has done in
you and

through you.
Congratulations!

AIKEN

Love,
Momma,

Daddy

Carm,

and Adam,

You

Mee-Mama &

Grandaddy

lanine!

Congratulations
day of kindergarten

Remember that first

too sure you wanted to go to school ever

praise

Tara

We

are so

the
you weren't
after that. But

continuously delight yourself in
Lord and He continuously grants

...

the Lord you did, and now you
graduating from college!

are

proud of you for doing the work set before
being strong and of a good courage.

you the desires of your heart. We all
love you and we are proud of you

and your chosen desires.

you

and

Tankard

We love you,

Dad, Mom, Brian, Mike,

Tim, Shary

and

Love, Dad, Mom, Lee, Lori ,Shawn and
Derrick

Alyssa

Cuni RaDl_os

Congratulations Cuni!
proud of you and what
the Lord is accomplishing through
you! We know you will be a
blessing to many as you
We

are so

continue

to

Congratulations Gary as yO\{ gJiad'uate
and look forward to the fiufttre!
We love you and we're

prolJ,d of YOIfl1
accomplishments. May God bless you
as you continue to follow the
path
He has prepared for you.

follow Jesus.

We love you,
Mom, Dad, and Vince

Love and

IJ

Ask and it w;ilil b�

Prayers, Mom & Dad, Randy & [anine
Sherylle, Joshua & Caleb

given unto you; $�el and yoe will find; :knock and

the dloo17 'WMI be

opened tg YOu.'"

Thef�sa R@s�, Jt\)� e btlfllittiful ift
spirit and are Qed's gracious gift.
;.

Your

family is exc€ptionatly proud
of your accomplishments and
beautiful Godly character. Our
prayer is that you continue living
tor God, seeking Hi_ and His wiD
tor you!r life. Mat God's u[@5siNg
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Matthew '7:1

I

MARIAJAMES

Kimberly
Deus

;tf�vifBath
MaryAvis,

You've

long
learning
knowing HIS

come a

way from

grace to
grace, which is suffi

cient for you. I love
you and am proud of

you and am confident
that He who began a
work in you will
continue it until the

good
Maria,
We

blessed to have you in our
family.
God's plan for you be your highest

Day

are

May

aim. Press toward the mark for the

prize

of the

Jesus.

high calling of God

in Christ

Well done!

We love you and are very proud
of you. We wish you God's

Phil. 3:14

Daddy, Mommy

of Christ.

MAZELTOV!
-Mother.

very best for your life.
You are a blessing to us.

& Lisa

Love, Dad, Mom and Rick

Jones
Dear

Cristy,
Congratulations on

a

job

well done! Our prayers are
with you as you enter
the next

and

phase
begin the

of your life
work God

has called you to.
'ii
We love you,
Mama & Daddy
2 Tim. 2:21

GidEON LiM
As you look TOWARd

bEGiNNiNG, MAY
OUR EVER

Deborah DeSousa
&

A NEW

God br

Letitia Armour

pRESENT FRiENd

ANd GRANT wisdom fOR EVERY

CHAllENGE.
LOVE,
MOM, DAd, DAMiEN,
GENEViEVE, MAk &
KONG

The Executive Board of the
Give Me A Chance

recognizes

all of

Ministry

our

seniors

and

TltiNkiNG

of you wiylt

pRidE!
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graduating students.
Congratulations to these two seniors
staff with GMAC!

on

PHEN�·thlo
HIGH ACHIEVER;
DEPENDABLE

OBEDIENT SON;

FAITHFUL;

.

GODLY

SENSITIVE & COMPASSIONATE;
CARING

JOIDKBEIRNTH
Congratulations, Jodi!
We're so proud of you! You are
truly a blessing to our family.
May the Lord bless you as you
continue in His path.

DiuRiK

He who

began

a

good

work in you
will complete
it.
We love

you!
Dad,
Brian, Dana,
Mom &

Tami and
Alissa

© Oral Roberts University

DEVIN PLENERT
We all

are so

very

proud of y�)1];.

and wish GQd's very best

i(lQ4Y0l;lli

bJessing to our :fia�nil�.
� �(j)ye you, Dact, �OH�.
tdfuad
.

-

Brian and [)elJise

ers.

You who answered the call to

special ones in
your lives have truly made this
yearbook History in the Making.

Ll

I will

BEGAN A
GOOD
WORK IN
�QU WILL
COM
PLETE IT.

commemorate the

I

H!WHO

.

����------��

The Perihelion would like to thank
all of our senior and wing advertisI

We all love you
tiIe.. \'0U are a

checked

always
our

God blessed

remember the first time

mailbox
us

that

as

day

we

Mr. and Mrs. Waters.

with

an

ORU letter of

acceptance. The Lord has great plans for our
lives together (Jer. 29:11). ORU is a special
part of the "Master's plan."

Congratulations
receiving your masters degree in theology,
the beginning of many successes as we work
to glorify our Lord Jesus Christ. Hallelujah!
on

Agape, Betsy

Mel Waters
Dana, Congratulations! We
of

you!

We Love

GOD Bless

ALL

proud
You Always!
are

You,

Barb, Sandy, Bill
and

Tracey

Kathy VanBelkum

(tt{tQ/tul/ ��C/{tQ/eQ/
5_, ee��

The Lord Jesus will perfect all that
you; for His love endures

concerns

forever!! Psalms 138:8

You have made
I

I

"I win go in the

very proud, Kathy. If
prouder, we'd have to repent!
"These days" are over now, but so much lies
in store.
Congratulations on a job well done!
we

strength of

the LORD God."

tp6AlJfrrv 7 1

:

1 6
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us so

were

-Dad, Mom, Andrew,

Family

& Friends

WE

IN T'HE BEGINNING"
WERE JUST A BUNCH OF GIRLS WHO
WANTED TO HAVE SOME FUN

Jennifer Murphy,
Kia

Hundley

•

...

RA

Melodee

Carrie

Richey, Chaplain
Margaret Elkjer Sunny Kruse

Munger

•

Torres

Jerusha
[ana Stagner Chasity Jacobsen
Melissa Tondi Julie Shaw

Samantha Toothaker

•

Renee Beltran

•

Shana Wilson

•

Shania McFarlin
Amanda

Sharp

Lara

Heather Kraiss
•

•

Johnson

Amy Belew

Amy Roberts
J enifer Page

•

•

Jill

BUT IN THE END,
WE WERE

Brown

Zwerling
Whibley

Heather Downs

Brenda Baldwin
•

Bliss

Melissa

•

•

Angela Fowler

Ellen McDermitt

AOdoubt in my mind that I
blessed this year with the opportu

There's
was

no

nity to serve the very best girls on
campus. Each of you have a special
place in my heart just for you and I will
treasure it for the rest of my life. Thank

compassionate, uncondi
tionallove, know that I will never forget
you and always love you dearly!

you for your

Dedicated to you-

Jennifer Murphy,

© Oral Roberts University

93-94

AQ RA

H

E

I

R

B

Steve Carranza
Bill

o

N

R

Jeffrey Barbeau
Mike Nelson

Kraypohl

Dane Edwards

Jon Widdifield

Scott Patterson

Dan Stewart

Troy

Powell

Jeff Adams

Austin Maschino

Mike Van

Brandon Tomlinson

Craig

James Moir
Russell

Antwerp

Solomon

Nathan Gooden

Rick

Rupe

Henry

Joel Carver

Matthew Gress

Steve Hewitt

Stefan Lee

Jason Ross

Jeff Thomas

Michael Foster

Chad Neutzmann

Justan Picard

Dale Jones

Danny Fotou

Tom Yeoman
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Unit
lind beyond all these things put

on

Love, which is the perfect bond of Unity.
Colossians 3:14

Heather Evans, Sarah Titus, Robin Bornet, Bethany Donely, Heather Eames, Sharla Evins, Kari Gillmore, Kathy GIunta, [en Jones,
Kathy Larkey, Sharon Loesher, Kristi Loucks, Rhonda McLaughlin, Lisa Murtaugh, Millie Negron, Lin Nordstom, Paula Norred,

Margie Olvera, Keborah Ortiz, Heather Patterson,

Unity Girls

-

Kim

Simon, Tara Tankard, Natalie Thevaos

T

Thanks for the

memories. I love you guys with
all my heart. You've taught me so
much. Your R.A., Heather Evans

0

the

precious girls of Unity

Remember God has

equipped

you for every dream that He has

placed in you. Dream Big!
(Eph.3:20)
I Lover You!

Your

© Oral Roberts University

Chappie, Sarah Titus

BEHOLD, HOW GOOD AND HOW PLEASANT IT IS FOR BRETHREN TO DWELL
TOGETHER IN UNITY. PSALM 133:1

WE ARE NOT CLOSED MINDED;
EVERYONE ELSE IS JUST IGNORANT.
-

UNITY

© Oral Roberts University

Merredith Bell

Rhea Watson

Most Talkative

Loudest

Funniest

Most

Outspoken

1993

1994

VANESSA PHILLIPS
RESIDENT ADVISOR
Miss

Popularity

CYNTHIA MCGUIRE
CHAPLAIN
Most

Jarni Diserio
Miss Invisible

Quietest

Encouraging

Amber Leavitt

Ami Mais

Priscilla McGuire

Most Oblivious

Most School Involved

Most Athletic
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Cherie Stalker
Kristin Britt

Robin Bell

Lacey Sappington
Leanne Coussens
Pam Green

Debbie Studer

Kristy Brown
Rita Arriaga
Sophie [o Gross
Rhonda Gross

Tresjee Wilson
Charity Alexander
Melissa Green
Vanessa Smith

Stacy Patterson
Rebecca Jorge
Benita Jackson
Teresa Reyes
DeLisa Presley
Natasha Barthelus

Brigitt Eshagpoor
Jenny Naylor
Rebecca Walker

© Oral Roberts University

Proverbs 4:23
Above all

,

guard your
affections. For
they influence
everything else
in your life.
Jesse Pisors,

Chaplain
Ferguson,

Marc

Resident Advisor

The
man

Bigness of a
is deter

mined
cause

by the

he lives

for and the
price he is will
ing to pay to
achieve it.
© Oral Roberts University

else,

LEAGUE

�W�93��

J��y����

THE
IIFG:>Re,E!
FORME1R

THINOS; DO
t\fO� )!)WEll ON
l"Hf P;AST. SEE, I
AM DOING A
NilEW 10HING!
NOW IT
SfRJlNGS UiI?; DO
OU NOT PER.

CEIV� IT? I AM

Mi\KlNGAWAY
U\J THE DESERT

AND STREAMS
rN TffE Wl\STE!LAND."

BACK ROW: 5u,l1/9)cu"Aj 5�te.r,,3'r.,L"'e, �'LIUl/§'45'4 t:ak5Cum.i;4 ctv..LCUUIR/�lL� 'tl(Lf�
§aAio.tL; 01kKe£fe.,§nif�u'1

5�5i.6_K<Vlj giie5Cu.,In<Vlj (f,n�/�6,�e.tl4" ge.n.n.�A?/V��v.ai;4 £v..i"S��b
FRONT ROW: 0Li(f,'LI1/�It(LfJL"'tl, ee£iJUl'�e.aci{, J�,01lQXli,n�.<Vlj
Skp.RAI��JUl-<U'1�'
§cuuLm-a,n, ffi.Jk[a�93a1t[Q/(/ NOT PI CTURED:
So-n�AVSt"1JlLe.tl6j gtdL�cuulcvul; SKcvlv.nO/
Ste.w.a!tl, 5C",ffv 93 aM; 3'Q/LMAV goP.,nMI'1 S R .:« v.a1'l6/
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And

they

overcame

him

by

the blood of the Lamb, and

© Oral Roberts University

by

the word of their

testimony.

Revelation 12: 11

PIPHAN
MOMENT

OF

© Oral Roberts University

TRUTH

© Oral Roberts University

Our

campus is
beautiful any

ti me but

even

more

so

with

snow

on

the

ground.

The

Prayer

Tower

serves

as

beacon

to

students,

with

all
pro

God's

claiming
eternal

a

love

an

eternal

flame.

Gorgeous
trees

are

in

abundance on
the ORU
campus,

and

announce

the

coming of
autumn

with

their many

brillantly
colored
some

still

leaves,

of which

cling

even

when the

snow

falls.

Photographs
© Oral Roberts University

were

taken by

Jeffrey

Law

© Oral Roberts University
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Perihelion

John Decatur

should be. When Chancellor
Roberts (then president)
invited him to ORU, he saw it

Messick, Phd.
John Decatur Messick
to ORU

on

July 1,

1963

came

as

as our

to

founding Academic Dean and
Executive Vice President.
Perhaps

he will best be

remembered for

the

magnificent opportunity
crown the ideal university.

"He had
proper

When

pioneering

belief in

strong
etiquette and
a

we were

position," Hamilton

Dr John D. Messick left
.

ORU

on

January 29,1968

when he and his wife retired

Wilmington,

North

Carolina.
Some of the honors

as a

John Decatur Messick died
at the age of 95

stated.

to

manners.

young

the

October 3,
Wilmington, North
Carolina. He is survived by
on

1993 in

four children: Mrs. Helen

Willetts and John A. Messick
of Wilmington, Mr. Norval
Messick of Myrtle

Beach,

his

"grade-contract" method of
marking at Oral Roberts
University, in which a student
enters into
or

her

course

a

contract with his

professor during the
and tells the professor

what level of work he

or

she

wants to achieve. The final

grade depends

upon

a

student's dedication to

keeping
grade.

his

or

her outcome

ORU students today
recognize John D. Messick
the man after which our

as

Learning Resources Center
was

named. "The entire

academic program of ORU and
our founding purpose bear his

imprint," said Dr. Carl
Hamilton, ORU's current
Provost and Chief Academic

John Decatur
ORU

as our

Messick,

Phd.

to

came

first Provost and Chief

Academic Officer. His memory will
forever be etched on the campus of

ORU, and the Learning Resources
Center which bears his name.

changes

program over the years, but
the basic pattern of operation

that Dr. Messick established
years ago is still followed

university,
have etiquette dinners
students would

"Dr. John, as we called him
back then, had been an

outstanding churchman,"
added Hamilton. "He carried a
dream in his heart about what

university

use

we

when

the proper

fork at the proper time and
learn proper manners.
"Dr. John

today.

the ideal Christian

he insisted that

was a

genuine, outstanding,
charismatic Christian, deeply
committed to the whole body of
Christ. I felt like I

the shoulders of

standing
great man when I took
on

Observers' "Tar Heel of the

Carolina; nine grandchildren
arid six great grandchildren.

Week," listed in State
Magazine as one of the ten
most interesting people in
North Carolina, "Who's Who
in American Education,"
"Who's Who" in the

Southwest," "Who's Who in
Carolina," and he
received an honorary degree
of "Doctor of Literature" from

over

a

College

which

awarded for the

was

outstanding

alumnus of 1948.

��4

Charles L.

Ramsay Sr.
Charles L.

North

Elon

was

Carolina, and Mrs.

Rose Melvin of Raleigh, South

Encyclopedia of the World,
"Who's Who in the South and

warm,

South

The News and

were:

Officer. "We have made small
in the academic

bestowed to Dr. Messick

Memorial
Dr. John D. Messick
© Oral Roberts University

Ramsay Sr.,
professor emeritus
at Oral Roberts University
began teaching art at ORU
when the university opened in
artist and

1965. Before

teaching at
ORU, Ramsay was a
nationally known Christian
cartoonist. He launched his
career

with the Assemblies of

,

God in

Springfield,

His cartoons

were

Missouri.

published

than 40 years, and
many of them were
syndicated in nationwide.

for

more

grew up in St.

Ramsay
Paul, Minnesota, later

Craig of Tulsa;
Charles Ramsay Jr. of

and Barbara

"Tom

was

distinctly

a man

could

easily have

good

a

of God," said Dane Edwards,
Tom's best friend and long

converssation with him."

Carlbloom and Barbara

time roommate. "He loved

knew how to

Halquist, both of Minneapolis;

people and cared about
relationships. Within five
minutes of knowing him,

said. "Tom

his

son

Tulsa; his

and two

two

sisters, Jean

grandchildren.

"He

ofprayer he
pray," Edwards

was a man

was

...

called of God.

He had real countenance. He
you

only here [at ORU] for
three weeks, but he was real
was

radical for God and had

a

bold

The memorial service held
in the

Room

Holy Spirit

after Tom's death told

a

story of the Tom Yeoman
all wish

known better.
reminded

we

could have

we

us

His

family

of the

importance of being obedient
His parents
stood as pillars of faith,
unselfishly sharing their
to God's call.

hearts with

us

about the

son

they are so proud of having
the opportunity to raise.
We will remember Tom

Yeoman not for the

things he
did, but for the character he
embraced. Dane Edwards

best put in words what we
all saw in Tom: "He was
faithful to the call."
Tom is survived

by

his

parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter

Yeoman, and his
sisters, Monica, Brenda,
Sandra

.

attending the Chicago Art
Institute. He graduated from
Central Bible College in
Springfield, Missouri.
In 1955, Ramsay moved to
Tulsa to create Christian
comic books for children, and
to become the art director for

the Oral Roberts

Evangelistic

Association. He was active in
the local art community,

president of the Tulsa Art
Directors Club and a member
of the Tulsa Artists Guild.

Charles L. Ramsay is
survived

by

Ramsay,

his two

his wife Dorotha

daughters,

IGinger Baldwin of Denver

and

.

Charles L. Ramsay was known
nationally for his Christian cartoons
for 40 years before coming to ORU to
teach art.

Thomas

Ray

Yeoman
Thomas

Ray Yeoman, a
sophomore New Testament
major at ORU and graduate of
Rhema Bible Training
Center, died earlier this
year. He was only 20 years
old, but anyone of his
friends will tell you that he
made every moment count.

Memorial
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Thomas Ray Yeoman

graduated

from

Rhema Bible

Training
before

ORU.

Center

attending
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